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This is the final report of research under Grant NSG 1128, awarded
 
to the University in December 1974. The project is concerned princi­
pally with the angle-tracking problems in Microwave Landing System (MLS)
 
receivers, the goal of the research being a receiver design capable of
 
optimal performance in the multipath environments found in air terminal
 
areas. The scope of the work included various theoretical and evalua­
tive studies associated with the project goal, e.g.
 
i. Signal model development
 
ii. Derivation of optimal receiver structures
 




and also, at least initially, the development of an experimental re­
ceiver for flight testing. Reference is made to the progress reports
 
[1-5] for details of the research. This report provides air overview of
 
the work and a summary of principal results and conclusions.
 
,. During the 1976-77 annum a study of the DME was also undertaken
 
along wiLh the ongoing angle receiver research. The DME work included
 
some preliminary theoretical analysis but mostly simulation studies 
of
 
the various designs, i.e. fixed threshold, adaptive threshold and delay
 
and compare DUE receivers. The simulations showed the delay and compare
 
receiver to be the most robust of the three designs simulated. The DME
 
study was peripheral to the focal research on the angle receiver and is
 
not discussed further in this report. Reference is made to [4, pp.
 
51-100] for more detail.
 
The 	early study established that multipath propagation in air
 
terminal areas is due "principally to reflections from hangars and other
 
buildings, other aircraft and the ground -- all cases where the multi­
path 	interference is very nearly specular in nature and either an actual
 
or virtual specular point can be identified. A math model for the
 
received signal in such a case contains parameters which, together with
 
selected time derivatives, constitute a vector which is easily concep­
tualized into the "state" of a state space model of the problem dy­
namics. And the latter provides the mathematical framework necessary
 
for 	applying recursive state estimation techniques to the optimal
 
receiver design problem. This was the approach taken in 'the research.
 
Two algorithms resulting were studied extensively:
 
i. An Optimal receiver: The state vector included signal-to-noise
 
ratios, angular coordinates, angular rates, the phase dif­
ference and scalloping frequency parameters.
 
ii. 	 A Suboptimal receiver: A structure similar in some respects to
 
the optimal receiver but the phase difference and scalloping
 
frequency parameters were not estimated.
 
Both algorithms generally outperformed in simulation a "threshold
 
receiver" design which was approximately representative of the current
 
Phase III Receiver. The Optimal design generally was the best, at least
 
when the scalloping rate was less than half the angle function repe­
tition rate and hence the phase difference parameter could be tracked
 
successfully. The suboptimal design, at least in the simulation, suf­
fered from extremely complex and length computations. The optimal
 




high sensitivity to error in the (presumed) beam width of the MIS ground
 
antenna. These and other simulation results are discussed at length in
 













SIGNAL MODEL AND ESTIMATOR DESIGNS
 
The signal available to the processor is 'a log video signal with
 
bandwidth approximately half that of the i-f channel of the receiver.
 
We begin at this point with the adaptation of this signal, in part A
 
below, for use by the processor. Part B presents a state space model of
 
the evolving problem geometry. Part C describes the general approach
 
used to optimal receiver design, and Part D develops specific designs
 
studied in the research. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the
 
MLS system concepts and signal formats; for this orientation, refer to
 
[6], [7] and [8].
 
A. THE AMPLITUDE-SQUARED ENVELOPE SIGNAL
 
The receiver log-envelope signal, a continuous-time signal within a
 
scan, is sampled throughout a window on each semi-scan (centered on the
 
expected centroid of the direct path pulse) at a sampling rate approxi­
mately equal to the i-f bandwidth and then suitably exponentiated and
 
squared; the resulting J samples of the amplitude-squared envelope taken
 
within a given scan are then normalized to a suitable measure of
 
receiver noise power and assembled into an observations, or measurement,
 
vector 
u, which clearly is nonlinear in the problem parameters of in­
terest and also corrupted non-additively by receiver noise. Specifi­
cally, for the kth scan, k = 0,1,2,---, and in terms of a discrete-time
 
variable T. local to the scan, and assuming the presence of a direct­
path component, a single multipath component and receiver noise, the jth
 
component of u, say u, j = 1, ---, J is modeled as follows:
 
5 R&UBI4W 4 PAGP"SLAkf44 SWt 
U fcp [8 - 0A(T)] + aRP[eR - 0A(j)]cos + }2 
+ [CtRp [OR A(tj)] sin p. + ns.12 	 (2.1) 
where 
u = a(k) = direct path signal-to-noise ratio (2.2) 
6 = 6(k) = angular coordinate of own A/C (2.3) 
orR = uR (k) = multipath signal-to-noise ratio (2.4) 
R = 8R(k) = angular coordinate of reflector specular point (2.5)
 
p. 	 = p(k,v.) = direct path-to-multipath phase difference at the 





0=(k) + w T + 	. + --- (2.6a)sc j 2 1

where 
P(k) = phase difference at the start of the kth scan, 
propagating similarly, i.e. 
T2
P(k+l) = P(k) 	+ w T + sc + --- (2.6b)(.b
sc k 2 Tk 
in which 
Tk = time interval, kth-to-(k+l)th scans. (2.7) 
w = the scalloping rate (also derivatives may be 
present) (2.8) 
A (.) the transmitting antenna scanning function (2.9) 
(see equation (2.124) below) 
p[.] = the transmitting antenna selectivity function - (2.10) 
(square root of power density at a constant radius) and 
nc.
, ns. are independent Gaussian random variables 
j J with mean zero, variance 0.5. (2.11) 
6
 
This model neglects second-order effects ([3], p. 9) chiefly
 
a. Doppler effects not influencing the scalloping rate
 








B. THE STATE-SPACE MODEL
 
The various parameters appearing in u, (2.1) above, together with
 





x, modeled as the solution of a suitable linear difference
 
equation evolving in discrete-time, from scan-to-scan, and excited by a
 
white, zero-mean random process, representing external influences.
 
Hence, the composite generator-of-observations model is taken as a state
 
space formulation with form as follows:
 
x(k+l) = F(k)x(k) + G(k)z(k)
 




x(k) = state N -vector (2.13)
S
 
z(k) = a representation of the various external influences on the
 
modeled environment, taken as an M-vector random process,
 




Q(k) = <z(k)zT(k)> (2.15) 
F(k) = state 1-step transition matrix (2.16) 
G(k) = an Nsx M input constraint matrix of rank 1, where-
M < N (2.17)
 












of the noisy envelope (n(j) and n(k) are independent
 
if j 	t k). (2.19) 
h(-,-)= a nonlinear vector-valued function of its arguments,
 
constructing u(k) as a J-vector of envelope samples
 
u , equation (2.1). 	 (2.20)
 
C. THE ESTIMATION APPROACH
 
-,
In developing a procedure for estimating the angular coordinate e
 
it was clear from (2.1) that performance would be better if more of the
 
state variables than just e were estimated. It was also clear that not
 
all of the state variables influence the vector u(k) of observation's
 
taken within a single scan; in the present formulation, for example, e
 
and eR are considered constants during the active scan, hence 0 and 6R
 
are absent from (2.1), nevertheless they are necessarily included as
 
variables in the state vector to afford modeling tractably a varying
 
geometry over a sequence of scans. The functional dependence of u(k) on
 
only a subset of the state variables posed a choice:
 




2. Estimate the full state vector x(k). t
 
The first option very likely would result in severe degeneration in
 
performance, during signal fades, including possibly loss of lock. The
 
benefits promised by a modest filter memory, however, (represented'by
 
rate estimates in a receiver state estimator, e.g.) prompted the second
 




estimate of the full state x(k) could be calculated recursively, given
 
the complexity of the observations.
 
Ideally, given a sequence of observations u, (2.12b), say from some
 
initial scan through the present (kth) scan, represented as follows:
 
U(k) A {u(1),u(2), ---, u(k)}, (2.21)
 
we might adopt as a candidate criterion of performance the mean square
 
error criterion and seek to calculate the conditional mean <x(k)IU(k)>
 
as a basis for an optimal MLS receiver design. Without loss, of general­
ity, however, the conditional mean can be written as
 
<x(k) U(k)> = <x(k)IU(k-l)> + <E(k)IU(k)> (2.22) 
where 
<x(k)IU(k-l)> = F(k+l)<x(k-1) U(k-i1)> (2.23)
 
is the extrapolation of the prior estimate to the present, and
 
<E(k)jU(k)> is the conditional mean of the error
 
E(k) A x(k) - <x(k)rU(k-1)> (2.24)
 
in the extrapolated estimate (2.23). Hence, via (2.22), a conditional
 
mean receiver is essentially equivalent to a calculation of <E(k)U(k)>,
 
a task which, generally,
 
1. 	 As the notation suggests, may involve individually each and
 




2. 	 May not even be computable in a finite number of operations,
 
or even easily approximated.
 
A class of notable exceptions exists in which not only is <E(k)IU(k)>
 
computable or easily approximated, but all the historical information in
 




carried in the extrapolated prior state estimate <x(k)IU(k-l)>, (2.23);
 
that 	is <E(k)-iU(k)> can be written
 
<E(k)IU(k)> = f(<x(k)IU(k-l)>, u(k)), for some f&-,). (2.25)
 
Two examples are the following:
 
1. 	 The Kalman filter, applicable when h(x,n) is linear in both x
 
and n, gives an exact calculation of (<E(k)JU(k)>;
 
2. 	 The Extended Kalman filter, applicable when h(x,n) represents an
 
additive corruption of the observations by n, gives an approximat
 
calculation of <E(k)IU(k)> when h(x,n) is nonlinear in x.
 
Because of the complexity of the observation h(x,n) [recall h.,
 
(2.1)] and the computability requirement (for simulation and also,
 
potentially, hardware), the estimation approach used in this research
 
was, of necessity, an approximation. An adaptation of the preceeding
 
was used, producing a state estimate (generally now suboptimal), denoted
 




i(klk) = i(klk-i) + (kk) 	 (2.26) 
where
 
(klk-l) = -F(k-a)2(k-IIk-1) (2.27)
 
and C(kjk) is a "suitable" estimate to be defined below, of the error
 
t(k) in (k[k-1), given 2(klk-I) and u(k), where 
t(k) A x(k) - 2(klk-1) (2.28) 
The estimate (kjk) will be functionally dependent only upon x(kj k-1) 
and u(k). A final error definition needed and an easily proved result
 
of interest are, as follows:
 
e(k) A (k) - t(kk) 	 (2.29)
 
= x(k) - i(k k) 	 (2.30) 
10
 
i.e., the error in the estimate $(k k) is the residual error in the 
updated state estimate x(kjk). 
Since the observations u(k) are functionally dependent upon only a 
subset of the state variables, the calculation of M(k~k), i.e. the 
estimation of the error t(k) in x(kjk-i), given x(kk-1) and u(k)'-t was 
accomplished in 2 stages, characterized respectively as the Scan Data
 
Processor (SDP) and the Tracking Loop Filter. The SDP essentially does
 
a curve-fitting of a noiseless, internal version of 
the observations 
with the noisy, actual ones, calculating perturbations (error estimates) 
of the associated elements of i(k k-i) to improve the fit. The Tracking 
loop, closed around the SDP in a conventional recursive structure, 
develops on estimate of the full error vector C(k), taking the assumed
 
state evolution dynamics into account. A detailed discussion of these
 
two stages is given below.
 




1. 	 The presumed low-bandwidth of the state evolution model wrt
 
the repetition rate, implying, quantitatively,
 
x(k) 	Z F(k-l)x(k-1) (2.31) 
(i.e. G(k-1)w(k-1) in (2.12) is small).
 
2. 	 The "tracking" nature of the estimation task implying, pre­
sumably,
 
x(k) 	Z x(klk) (2.32) 
(i.e. the estimation error e(k), (2.31), is "small").
 






E(k) Z F(k-l)e(k-l) 	 (2.33)
 
and this, with (2.32) above implies that
 
t(k) is "small", (2.34)
 




Let y denote the parameter vector comprising the subset of NG state
 




y = HIx (2.35) 
then defines a masking matrix H,-N G x Ns, having rank NG < Ns and con­
sisting appropriately of I's and 0's. Other NG-vector quantities of 
interest are obtained, as follows: 
Extrapolated Prior Est: S(kIk-1) = H(kIk-1) (2.36) 
Error in i(klk-1): s(k) = Ht(k) (2.37)
 
By (2.34), &(k) in (2.37) is "small", and Murphy's Locally Optimum
 
Estimation (LOE) theory, [9], was brought to bear on the calculation of
 
an estimate which, around &=0, should be optimal in an intuitively
 
appealing sense. The LOE criterion is summarized, in the notation of
 
the SDP, as follows:
 
Locally -Optimum Estimation: The estimate 8 of the error z (in 
the present estimate ^' of the parameter y) is locally optimum 
at the point c=0, if and only if (i:f) the following two 
conditions are satisfied: . 
1) 	 & is a locally unbiased estimate of s at the point 
of g=, and 
12
 
2) ^ is a locally minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) 
estimate of c at the point &=O,
 




Locally Unbiased Estimation: Defining the error 'In the 
estimate ' of the quantity & as follows: 
Q(k) A &(kjk) - c(k) (2.38) 
and then defining the bias of the estimate & of the error C 
(in the estimate ^ of the parameter y), as follows: 
A<n(k)fy - = (2.39) 
then the estimate g of the error z (in the estimate ^ of the 
parameter y) is locally unbiased at the point &=0 iff the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
1) b(O) = 0, on NG-vector (2.40a)
 
2) [db(C)] = 0, on N x N matrix (2.40b)d& &=OG G
 
and 
Locally ISE Estimation: Defining the mean-squared error of 
in terms of n, (2.38) above, as follows: 
T (a)A <n(k)nT (k)j Y - = >, )T transpose, (2.41) 
then the estimate 9 of the error 9 (in the estimate ^ of the 
parameter y) is locally MMSE at the point &=0 iff, for any 
estimate, 6, if a locally unbiased at &=0, the mean-squared 




^(0) 	> 1 (0), NG x NG matrices (2.42) 
The error r(k) is induced by the noise n(k) which is white (recall
 
(2.11) and (2.19)); hence, clearly, local to the point s=0, when <n> = 0
 
via (2.39), it is true also that q(k) is white, i.e.
 
<q(j)nT (k)> = 0, j# k (2.43) 
We take note, in passing, of the important and beneficial property given 
in (2.40b), requiring that errors made in estimating the various com­
ponents of the vector & be decoupled when &=0. In addition to making 
the estimate unique, this. is probably effective in extending the pro­
perties in (2.40a) and (2.42) into the open region around the point &=O. 
Murphy has meticulously expounded the theory and solution of the
 
locally optimum estimation problem in his scholarly work [9] and illus­
trated his results in diverse examples in communications. The solution,
 
applied to the SDP design problem at hand, involves, first, the defini­
tion of several additional quantities:
 
1. 	 The noiseless quadratic envelope vector q with element q.
 
2. 	 The linear envelope vectors m and v (and associated elements),
 
corresponding respectively to quadratic envelopes q and u.
 
3. 	 The conditional probability density function (pdf) p(vlm)
 
4. The likelihood ration X(uly) Let mc. and m respectively be
 
the linear envelope functions associated with a cosine and sine ortho­
gonal decomposition of the noiseless i-f (or r-f) signal: 
mc <p[e - A(t) + URP[8R - OA(Ti)]cos 0i (2'.44a) 
m = cRP[e - eA(tI]sin .	 (2.44b) 
14
 
various parameters of which are as defined, following (2.1). Then, in
 
the same manner that the J-vector u of observations u. was constructed,
3
 




q. = m2 + m 2 (2.45) 
ci ci 
= 2p3() + 2 auRpj ()Pj (eR)COSP + R (2.46) 
in which p.(6) is short-hand for p[O-0A(T )], and similarly for PjCeR). 
The 	observations sample uj, (2.1) may then be written as 
u3 (c. + c.) 2u (m. n +(Mms. + n s.)2 (2.47) 
3 1 J J 
or, equivalently 







Now, let m and v respectively represent noiseless and noisey linear
 




1 	 2 M2 n. q. = [i + 1 	 (2.49)j Mc. s.
 
u 	 [(mc + + (Ms + n (2.50)
 
Since the sampling rate within the scan equals the i-f bandwidth, the
 
noise samples are all nearly independent (and zero mean, Gaussian with
 
variance 0.5; recall (2.11)). Hence, referring to [10, eq. (8-115)] for
 
the conditional pdf p(vj ij), the conditional pdf p(vlm) can be written
 
J 
p(vIm) = iP(vfm.) (2.51) 
5=1
 
= 2 	f v. (2m.v.)exp(-m - v ) (2.52)j=l 0 i J i i 
15
 
where I (-) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, zeroth 
order. The likelihood ratio of interest is the following: 
pJ 0 (2.53) 
p(vO) l(2mvjexp(-m) 
R+or, defining a new function Mo ): R , as follows, in relation to 
the even function I (.) ([31', p. 13): 
M (X2) = I (x), x & R' (2.54) 
then, in terms of q. and u., we may write 
i3J 
X(ulg) = U 0(4q.u.)exp(-q.) (2.55)j=1 o 3 
J 
= .ju. ,q.) (2.56)j=l j 
where the conditioning variable on the left is shown as y, rather than
 
q(=q(y)), to emphasize the parameter values.
 
The theory provides, further, that if one of the parameters upon
 
which q is dependent is, in fact, a random variable, say C, in which 
there is no estimation interest, then it is to be averaged out before 
proceeding, i.e. the average likelihood ratio 
J 
X(u[y) = < x.(ujqjy,C)) [u,y> (2.57)j
j=l 
is used in the work below. In this approach (which formed the basis of
 
one variant of MLS receiver design studied) clearly the noiseless enve­
lope vector q has no further significance.
 
The Scan Data Processor design by the LOE approach can now be 
completed. In the notation of the SDP design problem (but otherwise 
quite generally) the estimate &(klk) of the error &(k) (in the estimate 
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&(klk) = r'1(?)A(uji) 	 (2.58)
 
where, recognizing u(k) = u(y(k),n(k)), 
A <A(u(,n)I)A (u(y,n)I^)I y = Y> (2.59) 
denoted as the LOE (Fisher) Information Matrix, and
 
A 	 in X(uhj) X(u[i9) A 0 (2.60)A(n I 	)~ 
k 0, otherwise 
Further, the mean-squared error, X, (2.41), of this estimate local to 
the point &=0 is 
1(o) = P-I(y) (2.61) 
As indicated above, several 'variants to the basic MLS receiver 
design using this approach were studied, differing initially in their 
definitions of the state and/or parameter vectors, x and y respectively. 
Detailed development of the LOE quantities defined above is deferred 
until the next section of this chapter where the various designs
 
specific to particular state and/or parameter vector formulations will
 
be described. We conclude this discussion of the Scan Data Processor by
 
noting that, in view of (2.58) and (2.61) above, the principle calcula­
tions done by the SDP are those of 4(Q) and A(uly ) . These, in fact, are
 




Inputs to the Tracking Loop Filter from the Scan Data Processor are
 




&(klk) , as prescribed in (2.58), that is:
 
s(kIk) = R&)A(u-1Y)D(2.62) 
where y = y(klk-1) (2.63) 
and R(9) & 4-1 (?(kIk-1)) (2.64) 
and then tentatively form a "pre-estimate", £(klk), in the following 
manner: 
j(k~k) = 9(klk-1) + _6(k~k), (2.65) 
we find that 9 can be written 
Y = 9(kfk-1) + s(k) + §(klk) - &(k) (2.66) 
= y(k) + r(k) (2.67) 
= 1x(k) + q(k) (2.68) 
i.e. 'the pre-estimate j(kjk), in a neighborhood of &=0, is in fact, a
 
"pseudo-observation" which is both linear in x and corrupted additively by the
 
zero mean, white noise q(k) with covariance R(&(klk-l)), (2.63).
 
Following conventional Kalman filter theory and forming the innova­
tions process, 9(klk-I) - ?(klk), gives
 
yl - - .-(klk) = &(kjk) (2.69) 
i.e. the innovations process is the estimate &(kik), (2.62), produced
 
(effectively) by the LOE-theory-based Scan Data Processor. The filter,
 
state update equation has the form
 
i(kIk) = (kjk-1) + K(k)e(klk) (2.70)
 
where K(k), the Kalman gain, is calculated by cycling through 3 equa­









K(k) = P(kjk-1)HT[HP(k k-IT + R(O)]-1 (2.72) 
Updated Error Covariance: 
P(klk) = (I-K(k)H)P(kjk-1)(I-K(k)H)T + K(k)R)KT(k) (2.73) 
In the present application some simplification is possible, however. 
Comparing (2.26) and (2.70) above indicates that 




and substituting from (2.72) into the latter gives
 









r(k) = P(kik-I)HT[I + 4(i)KP(kk-1)H (2.78) 
is a new Ns x NG gain matrix not requiring the inversion of the matrix 
4(Y) (produced by the SDP) for its calculation (by (2.64), RI1 () 
appearing in the simplification, was replaced by 4(^)). The refined 
state-estimate update equation, corresponding to (2.70) is the follow­
ing: 
x(klk) = 2(klk-1) + f(k)A(ujY?) (2.79) 
Comparing (2.75) and (2.77) indicates that 
K(k)R(y) = F(k) (2.80) 
or that 
K(k) = f(k)R-I(9) = r(k)4() (2.81) 





P(klk) = (I-r(k)()H)P(k k-i)(I-r(k)4)(Y))T + r(k),(Y-)rT(k) (2.82)
 
which also does not require the inversion of 4'(y).
 
In summary, the MLS receiver design developed, a tracking receiver,
 
will operate as a recursive state estimator and begin the (kth) data
 
processing cycle by extrapolating the prior state estimate (k-1 Ik-I) to
 
the present, producing the
 
Extrapolated State Estimate, 2(kjk-1), (2.27)
 
and then masking it, giving the
 
Extrapolated Parameter Estimate, ?(kjk-1), (2.36)
 
this, an estimate of parameter vector y(k) with error &(k). Next, given
 
(kjk-1) and the vector u(k) of observations, the Scan Data Processor,
 
designed under a criterion of producing an estimate 8(kfk) of error &(k)
 




Log Likelihood Ratio, A(ulIi), (2.60)
 
LOE Information Matrix, 44(1), (2.59)
 
The Tracking Loop Filter accepts A and 4)from the SDP and completes the
 
data processing cycle with following sequence of calculations.
 
Extrapolated Error Covariance, P(kk-1), (2.71)
 
Filter Gain, f(k), (2.78)
 
Updated State Estimate, 2(klk), (2.79)
 
Updated Error Covariance, P(klk), (2.82).
 
This concludes the derivation at the general level. The results are
 






Throughout the research program three specializations of the above
 
general design structure received most of the attention. 'These are
 






N G = 2, =(,e)T (2.83)
 
Ns =3, X= (U, e,0)T (2.84)
 
ii. 	"Optimal" Design (Adaptive) 
NG 	 = 5, 0R (2.85) 
6 	 'Ns 	 = 8, x = (,, R' 6R' aR) W (2.86) 
iii. 	 "Suboptimal" Design (Adaptive)
 






N = 6, x = (u, e, e, & , e , e )T (2.88) 
The non-adaptive design was identified and studied as a baseline design 
in accessing the benefits of adaptivity as supplied by the other de­
signs. The optimal design was the principal focus of the study; the
 
definitions (2.85) and (2.86), and the resulting design, are predicated
 
on the assumption that the multipath interference phenomenon, when
 
present (in q, (2.46), e.g.), is one which is fully described by samples
 






< 7(Rep. Rate) T 	 (2.89)
 
where T is the interval between scans. Under this assumption then, P on
 
the active scan is nearly constant, i.e. in q, (2.46),
 
21­
SiP(k), for all j = 1, 2, --- , J (2.90) 
(where P(k) is the phase difference at the start of the kth scan) and 
hence -sc does not appear in the j-formulation for this design. The 
relation (2.89) is a restriction that would not always be met in prac­
tice, of course, and the suboptimal design represented an effort to 
formally relax this condition and simultaneously reduce the dimensions 
of the vectors and hence the complexity of the algorithm. This design 
was accomplished by
 
i. Assuming the p in q (2.46) were all independent random vari­
ables, uniformly distributed on -the interval (-ng) (corres­
ponding to the assumption that W - co); then
sc
 
ii. Following (2.57) and taking the average of the likelihood
 




Both the state and parameter vectors are devoid of both P and wsc in 
this third design. 
A fourth and very recently conceived design, motivated also by the 
desire to relax the restriction (2.89), though more complex than the 
"Optimal" design, is characterized as follows: 
"6D LOE" Design (adaptive) 
NG = 6, e, &R, eR, p, sc)T (2.91)=(&,
and
 
N = 8, = (&, 0, 0, R, e W T (2.92) 
s "R R' R' W) 
or ^TA ^ A 
N = 9, =(,0,8,aR, R, PRWsc, (2.93), Wsc) 




samples taken within a single scan (J/2 on each semi-scan, centered on
 
the expected centroid of the direct path pulse) to produce an estimate
 
of Wsc using just one scan's data; it appears also the fractional ac­
curacy of such an estimate would improve with increasing wse, though it
 
may be somewhat O-dependent, since the interval between the TO-s-can and
 
FRO-scan pulses' is both 0-dependent and relevant to the w -estimate
sc 
produced (or, more specifically-, the LOE estimate of the error in 
wsc(kIk-1). The "6D LOE" design will be described in Appendix C with 
any results obtained at the time of grant closure. 
Here we focus on the earlier designs, in particular, the details 
for the optimal and suboptimal designs. The non-adaptive design is 
clearly imbedded, in a sense, in both of these designs and needn't be 
treated separately. 
Optimal Design 
For this case, referencing (2.56), X(uj y) can be written as 
follows: 
J 




X.(ujlq-) = o(4 ju.)exp(-qj) (2.95)
 























Mu.~ax . u IAn 
dj. a(q. (ujlj) (2.100) 
or A(u[y') = D()w(ulq()) dj X (u1a.) (2.101) 
in which
 
- aq^() a 1j(y)
 




--2&'p (O) + 2&R.)p()cs 
--22j (O pj ()2 pj(O)t OR)S --­
2




(- 2 jRP.(0)P.(eRsin -)­
where
 













w.(u. Y) 8q= j (2.106)
Jj (uj j) 
N1 




1-( ) ) (2.108)
 






where M (-) was as defined in (2.54) in relation to I(), as follows 
for any real x: 
M(X 2) = oW(x) (2.110) 
A corresponding relation for MI( ) is as follows: 
M )=! xI(x) 
 (2.111)
 
where Ii(, ) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, first 
order. The well-known soft-limiter characteristic of 
II 
- H (initial slope of , saturation value of 1) 
01 
corresponds to the following for - (), x > 0: 
M 
0 





d M1 1 
- (x) 32 (2.113) 
dx M0 x=0 
M1 W (2.114) 
M x) x large 2 x 





- (x) z 1 (2.115) 
%Z 2 (4+x) 
whose error peaks at only 4% around x=30. Substituting this in (2.107)
 
above for wj (uji)gives the expression
 
U. 
Wi (nj9) z -1 (2.116)
 
(1 + qj()uj)k 
which was used in this design. 
Substituting (2.101) above in the defining equation (2.59) for the 
LOE Information Matrix D gives 
A <A(u(y,n) Y)AT(u(y n)I) = > (2.117) 
= D()Hw(q(y))DT(9) (2.118) 
where 
Hw(q(')) A <u(u(y,n)1I)wT(u(y,n) 1)[- = 9)> (2.119) 
The criterion for locally optimum estimation (more specifically, locally
 
unbiased estimation) at &=O assures that
 
0 = <A(u(y,n)j9Y)ji = Y^> = fl(9)<W(u(Y,n)f 1)V=~ (2.120) 
A simulation study ([4], p.15) of the process w(u JY), using the 
approximation (2.116) gave support for (2.120) as well as strong evi­
dence that w(ulj) is white, i.e. 
26
 
> 0, for ij 
<w (u (y,n) w.(u.(y,nn. ) ) Iy = 
Lh ( ),for i=j (2.121) 
and on this basis Hw (a), (2.119), which is the covariance of w(uI q) 
local to y---O, was taken as diagonal, i.e. 
Hw(a)= Diag(..., h (Q), ...), J x J (2.122)J
 







h( () (2.123) 
3 1+2 qj(y) 
with an error that peaked at about 20% for qj=2. 
The antenna scanning function, AA(t), used was the following 





SAmin - Q( j-TF) , Tg-cj<T1I 










A TR 2 mn (2.126)
 
TA duration of the TO-scan
s (2.127)
 
TR = interval between zero intercepts (2.128) 
TA T 
T= + Tr (2.129)
 




Ts and TR are essentially
 












discussion. The antenna selectivity function, p( ), and its derivative 
p( ), are not prescribed in the specifications; plausible functions 
were chosen for simulation use, however, and these will be described 
later, also. This completes the description of the scan data processor
 
for the optimal design.
 
The 'Y and x vector formulations in (2.85) and (2.86) require 
matrices F and H in the tracking loop, as follows: 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 T 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
F 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 (2.130) 
0 0 0 0 1 T 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 T 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 (2.131)
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
The product matrix GQGT used was a diagonal one in which the diagonal
 
elements represented generally measures (variances) of the intuitive
 
uncertainty in the elements of x(k), given those of x(k-1). The follow­
ing values were selected as part of the tracking loop design:
 
GQGT = GQG 4 = Max {( )2, (i)2} (2.132)
 
representing 10% uncertainty for S/N > 14 db (in the direct path signal
 




GQG2 = T= T = 0 (2.133)
GQ22 GQ055 =6QG77
 






QGT = a 121 .'T (2.134)6 3 3 66 = I'max jAZ 
=
where 1max 0.1 deg/sec2 in Azimuth, was determined from a study of a 
representative set of landing patterns ([3], pp. 40ff); 
GQGT8 = (TA)2 = 0.04 (<<(t)2) (2.135) 
representing an error AP in phase (due to wsc uncertainty (i.e. error))
 
of 0.2 radians between scans, well within the limit of iT radians asso­
ciated with the sampling theorem.
 
Finally, in recognition of the limitations on.the true values of
 
the states, imposed by system geometry, modeling ambiguities, etc., the
 
results obtained from the estimation algorithm described thus far were
 
subjected to various additional constraint operations before being
 
designated and subsequently evaluated as "the estimates". Each of these
 
constraints are described pictorially in Figure 2.2 in the conventional
 
format of an input--output graph of a function of one variable. In all
 
cases the abscissa (input) is the result of the estimation update,
 
(2.79) above, and the ordinate is the estimate to be output (or used in
 
the next estimation cycle). 
Suboptimal Design 
For this case, the Pj, j=1,2, --- , J, are taken as independent 
random variables, each uniformly distributed on [-gt]. Conceptually,
 
qj is also random and can be written
 

















+ R l/in-­ lzesr lO/sec out 
8-2 (window width) 
8 in angle measure /@i 
. 0 2-8_ l°/sec 
out W sc 
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qB2&&P(e)p.(eR) = Q(9 ), 'indefinite 
and
 
- q 	 B. qA. (2.139) 
We seek A(uy), which, applying (2.57), is given by
 
J 
X(ul?) = < X_(nuqj(,pj))Iu,i'> 	 (2.140)1 

in which the averaging is done wrt the P., j=1,2, --- , J. Because the 




(ul Y) == X.(u. j AqB 	 (2.141) 
where
 
Xj(Uj IA' q. <X.(uj qjQ,Pj)) Iu.^> 	 (2.142)
 
> 0 (by virtue of (2.95),(2.96)) 	 (2.143)
 
And, as in (2.99),
 
J 
A(uI) = 	I. x.(uji') (2.144) 
j=l 
where, here, 
A(U.,) in X (uj ~ (2.145) 
- h(j [IAjAqBj) 	 (2.146) 
J 3 
A jS(fqA j , ~ r
 
d=A. 5 X(ujqAj)qB djB. (uj3q qB.)
 









DA()wA(u[i) + DB(Y)WB(U iY) 
8qA.(G) 
(2.148) 















,NG x J (2.151) 
/ --- 2&Rp j (f)R ) lpj (E0) --­
2RpJ ( ROp.(O) 
--- 0R ) pj e~pj--­ (2.152) 
WA(uIY) 
--- 2u Rp (e )l * (0R -
2&RP(eip 8 R~ 
_( __WA (u.[S ) _ J-vector (2.153) 
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ad qj I < A_(u q) jl u j > 
= I (2.157) 
<N.
 
S(uj l j) Iuj, 




3qB ):q(i(Bj (U [t ~).a (2.159) 
wB uJy) X 3uj q B 
</( 1 j . I- )Iujy 






<COSPj (Ujl j j , 
3j 
 (2.161)
<X.(u. Ia.) lu.,S> 
< 3 4 
34 
Making use of (2.106) in (2.158) and (2.161) [and noting that 9 in 
(2.106) included the phase difference parameter I gives 
<j(uj[i ,j ujlqj."uj,> 
WAj (Uj 1) = (2.162)<j nih Jn ,> 
= <w (uIPj)W(j h > (2.163)I< 1^j(j ^ I 




W(uji,p) =AXj(njj) > 0 (2.165) 
is a weighting factor which essentially modifies the (uniform) a priori 
distribution of Pj, giving an a posteriori one conditioned on uj and 9, 
i.e. 
pO(Aju A = W(uj9'P.Xp(P. (2.166) 
(Clearly 
f- P(Pj1 u1j,)dP. = <W(u.jY,P)u.,j,> = 1, (2.167) 




from the substitution of (2.95) for X. and (2.107) for w. into (2.162);
3 3 
writing the expectations in integral form and taking advantage of the
 
even symmetry wrt P.(i.e. as cos P. in ^j) gives:
 
f [4u. 1 (4q^.u.)-l] Mo(4 .u.)exp(-q.)dOj 
0 Mo 
WA. = oM (4j-u-)exp(-q.)dP (2.168) 
3 3 
or, in terms of the more familiar modified Bessel functions of the first
 




() r (2 -(. u ) 11 10(2 (aq u.) 
0 7E 0(u J -Y 
(qu)exp3(-qj)dpjS 

Substituting the approximations (for any real z)
 
1 (z) Z z (good to about 4%) 

I (4 + z
0
 
exp[(4 + z2)1-2 2 
O(Z) - (1+27Tz) (good to about 7%) 
and the following expansion for q
 













(and, by virtue of (2.139)
 







_ wcosjjdpj , 

WB. i





W = (1 + q^ A uJ (I + B- 1 


























exp[2(( +qA.u(1+B cosP.)) 1 q +)
4 1 + 2(A.u)j- (I+B cosP.) 2 
'3 3 '
(l + 4 (aA U "2 (1 + B cosp2)' )8 (2.178) .-
These last models, (2.175) and (2.176), were the basis of the calcula­
tions below.
 
Substituting (2.148) for A(ui') into (2.59) for (4') gives 
06) = DA(')HWA ()D T TW 
WA A + A B 
(DA(V)HWAB YB)DT())T + DE(iOHWB()D (j) (2.179) 
where, noting that now
 
u = u(y,pun), (2.180)
 
the J x J matrices H ,H , and H are given by the following: 
wA wB . wAB 
HW( <wA(u(Y,Pu,n) I)WA(U(Y,Pu,n)jy)jy-=Y> (2.181) 
H~B~ A 3 n T( _ un (2.182) 
H ( <((WA(U(T,,u,n) TIA (2.183)WAB 1Y)wB~ucg'Pn ) Y>
 
in which these averages are taken wrt to the noise n and phase dif­
ference P. in u. Assurances given by the LOE theory that 
0 = <A(u(y,pun) 1 )[Y= )> (2.184) 
= DA(Q)<WA(u(YPu,n)lY)IY-) + DB(Y)<w,(u(Y,Pu,n)JI-)I =y> (2.185) 
strongly suggest that 
<WA(u(YPu,n)IY)L=Y> = 0 (2.186) 
<WB(U(Y,pu n) Y=Y> 0 (2.187) 
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and 	a simulation study of the processes wA(nlI) and wB(uIY) using
, 

numerical approximations of (2.175) and (2.176) (discussed below) re­




I ) nI Y= >I W 0 i t j 
< 




( 	WIYtY= 	 t j
<wB.(UIYPu 1nIly)wB 1(uiY"Pu_ nI Y) 
j (2.189)
 










which are the covariances of processes wA(UI ) and wB(u[y) local to 
y-j=O, and the matrix H (i), the cross-variance of the processes wA and 
wB local to y-^ 0, were taken as diagonal, i:e. 
H ()Hw = i~g(--, Aj (), --- ), J x Ja (---, h (2.191) 
WA wj 
" (9Y)= Diag(---,l (9), --- ), J x J (2.192) 
WB I wBjY 
H ( ) = Diag(---, h (0), --- ), J x 5 (2.193) 
WAB WAB" 
where definitions for h (Q),h (j)and h .(9) were taken from 
WA . WB WAB.A.3 	 3
 
equations 	(2.188), (2.189) and (2.190), respectively, above.
 




obtain approximations, respectively, for WA WB, h , hwB and hWAB, 

analogous to those in (2.116) and (2.123) for w. and hw. respectively, in
 
the optimal design, were not successful. As indicated above, it was
 
necessary to use numerical procedures to perform the averaging indicated in
 





(2.175) and (2.176) were used to calculate WA (u) and WB (ujy) in which
 
integrations wrt P were replaced by simulation averages -- i.e. by 
summations over on index set of LAX values of P taken uniformly 
over the interval [0,r], with due regard- for the dynamic range of the
 






wA = ()(2.194) 
max (i, h2) f2 "
 









h , , (2.196)(1 + 4T[ (qAu) (1 + Bcos 2Y) 2
 
ha =-I1+ .
 u )h 2 (2.197)

2
















LMAXfs I hbexp(g.,- g) (2.201)
 
gm= ln(LMAX) + in (max(l,h2) + max(g2) - EXPMAX (2.202) 
g = In(LMAX) + in (max(l'ha ) + max (g) - EXPMAX (2.203) 
a k 12 
g = ln(LMAX) + in (max(l,[hb) + max (g.) - EXPMAX (2.204) 
and
 




(G 88. on the PDP-II, 322. on the CDC Cyber 172) (2.206)
 
These equations were the basis for the simulation study that led to the 
conclusions of whiteness, equations (2.186) thru (2.190), and the consequent 
diagonality of HWA , Hw , and HWAB , (2.191) thru (2.193). These sameWB' 

equations were used in a numerical study of wA. and % as functions u.,
 
qA. and B. in an effort to find approximating functions,
 
WAj (u I qA )Bj),Bju j A.iBj) 
"after the fact", again without success. As a result
 
i. The numerical computation of wA. WB, given u-, qA. and.
, 

B., equations (2.194) thru (2.204) had to be programmed
 
as part of the receiver design, to run "on-line" (with
 
a substantial increment in processing time). More will
 




ii. Also, the second-order averages, hwA, hwB" and hwAB, associated
 




in closed-form, and numerical.averages based on (2.188) thru
 
(2.190) had to be done.
 
These latter calculations will be summarized at this point in the dis­
cussion since they were done "off-line" and hence were not part of the
 
receiver simulation per se, but more a part of the design.
 
As (2.188) thru (2.190) suggests, the second-order averages had to be
 




uj, appearing as an argument of the conditional mean processes WA.,
 
w. -- clearly a very lengthy process but one fortunately that could 
be done off-line. Such an approach was used, but the effort then to 
find approximating functions "after the fact" was again not successful, 
and a plan was pursued involving calculating and storing many values of
 
the second-order averages in tables off-line, then using table-lookup
 
procedures indexed by qA. and B. and interpolation on-line to calculate c(D). 
I 
To improve the accuracy of these results and more nearly quarantee the
 






b =4) I [s wD - swBDB ij)(s A - sw DB
i i A A . WE. BA. .j 

3 3 .3 3 






sw" (A.AwA)( , > 0 (2.208)
 












The averaging associated with these calculations also was done by simu­
lation rather than by using numerical integration of the associated
 
probability integrals. In particular, suppressing the above "j" sub­
script temporarily and considering (2.136) and (2.172) then clearly u(j)
 
in (2.48) can be written without confusion as
 
2 2u = q(qABuAp) + 2nc[q(qABpu)] 2 + n + n (2.211) 
= U(Pu,nlqA,B) (2.212) 
where, of course qA = qA(Y) and B=B(y). Then wA can be denoted as 
A(.) 
WA(uaAB) = wA(u(Pu,njqAB)[,B) (2.213) 








WA = max n
 max
 
= SW(A,B) (2.215) 
and similarly for-swB, etc. where the components nc. n of the Jn noise
 
1 max 
vectors n. were drawn from a Gaussian pseudorandom noise generator (with
 
mean zero, variance 0.5, see (2.11)) and the L max values of 0u were
 













for each (q B.) point. In building the tables 300 (qA B.) points 
3 3 
were employed distributed generally, as, follows 
0.1 < qA. < 10 8 (25 values) 	 (2.218) 
j 
0.01 < B. < 0.990 (12 values) (2.219) 




These off-line calculations were done by PROGRAM WLOGSW, associated
 
subroutines WAVGS and WAWB, and FUNCTION GAUSS, which are all included
 
in Appendix A. Values calculated for ln(swA.),ln(swB), and RAB are
 
3 	 3 
are given 	in Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 respectively.
 




the estimate j'(k k-i), the tables were'entered and
 
i. Values Ai+l BAil from the tables were found,
, B+ 
such that 
qAi qA < qAi+ 1 (2.220) 
Bi < 	B.j < B i+1 (2.221)
 
ii. 	 Then, linear interpolation between calculated averages in the
 
table was done, using the general formula
 
f(x2,yl) - f(xl,Yl) 




+ f(xlY 2) - f(xl,Yl) Ay
 
Y2 - Yl 
f(xl,Y I) + f(x2 ,Y2) - f(x1 ,Y2) - f(x2,yl)+ 	 AxAy 
(x2 - x1 )(y2 - y) (2.222) 
iii. 	 The interpolated values of ln (swA), ln(sw ) were exponentiated),
 
.B.
3 	 3 
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Table 2.1 Ln (swA (q ,j)) 
























































































































































































































































































































Table 2.2 Ln (s (q , B.)) 
.500 .700 .900 	 .950 .990
B= .010 .o20 .040 .060 .100 .200 .300 
QA.i1000 -7.6 -7.1 -6.4 -6.0 -5.5 -4.8 -4.4 -3.9 -3.5 -3.2 -3.1 -3.1 
-2.8 -2.7 -2.7

-4.4 -4.0 -3.5 	 -3.1

.1778 -7.4 -6.7 -0.0 -5.6 -5.1 

-2.4 -2.3 -2.3
-3.9 -3.5 -3.0 	 -2.7
.3162 -o.9 -6.2 -15 -5.1 -4.6 
-2.2 -2.0 -1.9

-4.2 -3.5 -3.1 -2.6
.5623 -6..8 5 -5.1 4.7 	
-1.9 
-1.8 -1.6 -1.6 	 -1.5
-4.3 -3.8 -3.1 -2.7 -2.21.000 -6.1 -5.4 -4.7 
-1.9 -1.6 -1.4 	 -1.3 -1.31.776 -5.7 -5.1 -4.4 -4.0 -3,4 -2.8 -2.4 
-1.2 -1.2

-2.2 -1.7 -1.5 	 -1.3
3.162 -5.0 -4.4 -4.2 -3.8 -3.3 -2.6 
-1.3 -1.3 -1.2
-2.6 -2.2 -1.8 	 -1.55.623 -5.5 -4.9 -4.2 -3.8 -3,3 
-2.3 -1.91 -1.7 	 -1.5 -1.4 -1.3
 10.00 -5.,6 -4.9 -4.2 -3.8 -3.3 -2.6 

-2.2 -2.0 -1.7 	 -1.6 -1.4

-3.8 -3.3 -2.7 -2.4 
-2.5 -2.4 -2.0 -1.817.78 -5.6 
-'. -4.2 
-1.6
-3.6 -3.3 -2.8 	 -2.6 

-2.8 -2.8 -2.7 -2.4
31.62 
-5.6 -4.9 -4.2 

-2.1 -1.7 
56.23 -5.6 -4.9 -4.2 -3.8 -3.4 -Z.9 
-2.7 -2.4 -1.9
-3.1 -3.1 -3.1 	 -3.0
100.J -5.6 -4.9 -4.2 -3.9 -3.5 
-3.0 -2.7 -2.0

-3.4 -3.4 -3.4 	 -3.4 
177.d -5.6 -4.9 -4.2 -3.9 -3,6 
-3.2 -3.6 -2.2
-3.8 -3.7 -3.8 	 -3.8 -3.7316,2 -5.6 -4.9 -4.3 -4.0 
-3.9 -3.5 -3.2 	 -2.4
-4.0 -4.0 -4.1 -4.1562.3 - .b -4.9 -4.4 -4.1 
-2.8
-4.4 -4.4 -4.1 	 -3.7 -3.4 -2.9

-4.3 -4.4 	 -4.4 -3.9 -3.5

-5.6 -5.0 
-4.6 	 -4.6 -4.6
1000. b 2 - .5 -4.3 	 -4.7 -4.6 -46778 

-4.6 -4.1 -3.8 	 -3.2

-5.1 -5.1 -4.8
3162. -5.6 -5.1 -4.9 -4.9 -4.9 

-4.3 -4.1 -3.5
-5.4 -5.3 -5.1 	 -4.9
5623. -5.7 -5.3 -5.1 -5.2 -5.3 

-5.1 -4.6 -4.4 	 -30

-5.6 -5.7 -5.5 -5.3
10000 -5.b -5., -5.5 -5.5 

-4.9
-6.3 -6.1 -5.8 	 -5.5
-6.3 -6.7 -6.6 	 -6.5 

-7.5 -7.4 -7.3 -6.9
.IOOGE06 
-6.6 -6.7 -6.8 
-6.7 -6.0
 
.10O0E+u7 -7.9 -b.0 -7.8 -7.7 -7.7 -7.5 
-8.7 -8.6 -8.4 	 -8.1 -7.8 






-9.8 -9.8 -9.7 	 -9.6
Iooo§09 -o10.- -9.0 	 -9.8 -9.8 -9.8 
Table 2.3 RAB (qA. B.) 
3 J3 
RABi 



















.3162. S ,b 
.b623 -.24 











562. r -.11 
10OO- -.11 
177E g. -. IU 




.1000E+07 .'.9 3 E-O1 
.10008 08 -. 19t-O 






























































































































































































































































and 	the results with the interpolated value of RAB were used
 
in calculating 4)i via (2.207).
 
This completes the calculation of A(ul?) and 0(j'), hence the description
 
of the Scan Data Processor, for the Suboptimal Design.
 
The Tracking Loop for the Suboptimal Design is identical with that
 
of the Optimal Design, except for changes due to the lower dimensions of
 
the state and parameter vectors. Generally
 
i. The last two rows of the state vector estimate and corres­
ponding rows and/or columns of associated matrices were eli­
minated;
 
ii. 	The last row of the parameter-vector (estimate) and corres­
ponding rows and/or columns of associated matrices were eli­
minated.
 
This simple adaptation procedure results from the special formulations
 
of the state- and parameter-vectors adopted. It was employed in the
 
simulation easily and without problem.
 
This same general procedure was used also in obtaining the Non-
Adaptive Design (recall (2.83), (2.84)) -- simply by (initializing %R=0 
and then) pruning the several vectors and matrices back to the appro­
priate dimensions, starting with either the optimal or suboptimal 




This concludes the formal development of the receiver algorithms.
 










The principal simulation result used in evaluating the performance
 
of the various receiver designs was the calculated root mean square
 
error (RMSE) (sample) statistic. A large number of studies of RMSE 




ep = -O R (3.1)
 
These studies were parameterized, in general, by the following: 
DSNRDB (or S/N) A 20 log1 0 U (3.2) 
A aR/a (3.3) 




Fsc = wsc/2m, the scalloping rate (Hz) (3.5)
A 
BMLS = the 3 db beam width of the MLS transmitting antenna (3.6) 
B =CVthe presumed 3 db beam width in the receiver of the MLStransmitting antenna 	 (3.7)
 
Other RMSE studies performed included:
 
1. 	 RMSE versus (BRCvR/BMIS), parameterized by S/N, p, P, Fsc and
 
0sep this study was deemed important because of the presump­
tion in the Optimal and Suboptimal receivers of a value for
 
the MLS ground (transmitting) antenna beam width, a parameter
 
not currently transmitted in the preamble of the MLS signal.
 




tL;aLal 	 1'*M~; 
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Two 	series of error time-history studies were conducted also, all
 
runs in both cases being,parameterized by the full set, S/N, p, P, Fsc, 
asep' B S, BRCVR' as well as other variants, such as the presence or 
absence of the constraints imposed on the estimates, etc. One set of 
error time-history studies, termed Interference Acquisition scenario 
runs, evaluated the "pull-in" ability of the interference tracker for
 
potential use in interference acquisition-. The second set of error
 
time-history studies, termed Crossing Multipath cenario runs, evaluated
 
the,tracking performance of the receiver designs in dynamic environments
 
involving multipath interference which is initially out-of-beam, then
 
closes to in-beam, crosses, and finally opens to out-of-beam.
 
A major portion of the research was devoted to simulation
 
studies -- both program development and receiver performance evaluation.
 
The programs used in the receiver performance studies, totaling about
 
100 pages of FORTRAN code, are listed in Appendix A and are briefly
 
discussed in the first part of this section. The second part of this
 
section presents a representative selection of data from the various
 




The bulk of the computation performed in the-simulation was done in
 
FORTRAN subroutines described as follows:
 
MLSSUB: 	 Simulation of the environment (via a state-space
 
model with "true"-state, x(k)) and the received
 
(envelope) signal vector, u(k); we note here.that
 






is used as a better approximation of the phase
 
difference (rather than simply P) in computing the
 
jth sample, uj, of the received envelope signal.,
 
RCVR: Computation of the estimate, 0(kjk), of the angular&
 




CONTRL: 	 Conduct of the simulation run, including performing
 




The macro-flow-charts in Figure 3.1 show the organizations of these
 
routines and their interrelations.
 
The simulation main program, MLSSIM, simply establishes COMMON
 
storages and calls NISSIB. Subroutine MLSSUB calls a library gaussian
 
pseudorandom number generator function GAUSS and the following two MLS
 
functions, in addition to RCVR and CONTRL: 
PMLS: The antenna selectivity function, PMLS(ae), of the 
MS transmitting antenna, used in constructing the 
observations vector u(k). The following -23 db 
sidelobe function was used in the study: 
PSFee) n/4, z 1 (3.8) 
Cos z I 
2 
where z A 	2.40e/BMLS (3.9)

A 




MESBRCV R CONTRI (ISW) 
Set Numerical Params 
Proiltializo F-I 8 N 
Set Numerical Parameters GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,lOll,]2), 1S1 
Call Pll) (initialie) 
Call CONTEL, Set NG, NS, C-, (3,3)(1) - QOT I 
(Initialie Siuaon Initialize PA-O
 
Cale. Secondary Params. Cal1. CONTEL (3) 
Initialize Stae x (Initiliatio pts.
 
Call CONTR[ (2) Set Secondary Parameters Initialize Receiver (Output [)ata) Reset NS, NO, --- , if nec. 
IOutput Ra~r. params RET 
Sat K1=0 Call CONTRL (4)
 Call RCVR(Call CONTRI, (3) & (4)) (outputs) S 
 RT 
(Set up NSTT-oeop) 
(Stu ~TLo)Set up KG-loop RE 
Extrapolate , if nuc.
For MSET = 1, MTINES 
Call CONTRL (6) (set up LG-Iop) Update (1,1), GQOT , -QsTSet up the scanMI
 
Ca l l P
ror LG-l, LMAX HI9M 
Call ('ONTRi.(7) (Set up K-loop) (SDP: computes itA) Store data (kth scan) RET 
For K-I, N Extrapolate P Store dat., (0lth SeL of scalp.) RE 
Call C(XIIIIi, (8) (Set up scan) Compute CAIN matrix
Advance state, as req'd. Update and P
 
C.,h.CNSR, fr(j),v(j)l 1 Store data (liSETthn setrts of sots) 
Call RCVR 
Call CONTi, (9)(Store data) Ap2l on s R...Closure 
Call CONIRL (lO)(Store data) 
Call (ONTRi, (11)(Store data) 
Call CONTRL (12)(Clesure)
 
Figure 3.1 Flow Charts for MLSSUB, (OPT) RCVR, and CONTRL
 
THA: 	 The antenna scanning function, eA(t), of the MLS 
transmitting antenna, used in constructing the 
vector u(k). The function in (2.124) above was 
specified in the MLS specifications and used in the 
study. 
Che programs MLSSIM, MLSSUB, TEA, DFLTRI (a 1st-order digital filtering
 
subroutine used when the threshold receiver is running) and a BLOCK DATA
 
program, MLS, collectively constituted a software module (or file),
 
denoted 4LSSIM. The function PMlLS, and BLOCK DATA program PMLSID were
 
put into a separate module, PMLSI, to facilitate changing the PMLS(-)
 
function. The listouts of these and other programs found in Appendix A
 
are grouped into modules.
 
Two scenarios of subroutine RCVR were used, which are distinguished
 
by module (or file) names suggestive of their natures, as follows:
 
OPTRVR: 	 The optimal structure, comprising the Scan Data
 
Processor and the Tracking Loop; calls subroutine
 
PHILM (which calculates SDP quantities 4', A, and is
 
described below) as well as matrix arithmetic sub­
routines MATSM, MATMUL and MATINV.
 
THDRVR: 	 A design similar to present commercial approaches
 

















iv) Input of the log envelope signal, fil­
tered by a 25 KHz low pass filter.
 
v) Error filtered with a 10 r/s bandwidth
 
low pass filter for evaluation,
 
was developed to provide baseline data for perfor­
mance comparisons. See the references [ii], [4, pp.
 
25,26] and the program in Appendix A for further
 
details. The program calls subroutine DFLTRI to
 
provide the 25 kHz filtering.
 




PLOPT: The Scan Data Processor calculations of 4, A for the
 
Optimal design. 'This uses function THA, (2.124)
 
above, and functions P and PDOT given below. We
 
note here that in the calculation of matrix D in
 
PLOPT, analogous to (3.7a), the quantity
 
Pj = P + W se j 	 (3.10a)
 
was used.for P in (2.103) in an effort to improve 
the receiver performance by making use of the Wsc­
information at this point.
 
PLSUB: 	 The SDP calculations of 0, A for the Suboptimal 
design. This calls the same functions THA, P, PDOT 
used by PLOPT, preceeding*, but also calls subrou­




wA (u -y)and w, (uj y) using (2.194), (2.195)
 
and succeeding equations) and subroutine SWFCNS
 
(which did the table look-up and necessary interpo­




(2.209) and (2.210) respectively needed to calculate
 




The functions P, PDOT constitute the module POPTl and are used by both
 
versions of PHILM. They are described as follows:
 
P: The antenna selectively function p(e ) assumed in 
the receiver design to be in effect in the received
 
signal vector u(k). The following -23 db sidelobe
 
function was used in the study:
 
P(e) = (3.11) 
- ZZ
( 
where z = 2.4 0e/BRcvR (3.12)
A 
6e = angle from beam center (3.13) 
This is the same function as PMIS(0e), (3.8), but it 
was programmed twice with distinct names to allow 
different functions to be used (alternate function 
were not studied, however). Figure 3.2 shows the 
function p(-), (3.11) above, centered in the same 
65-sample window on the same sampling grid 
(FSAMP = 160 kliz, OMEGA = 20,000 Deg./sec.) as in 



































































































































































































PDOT: The function dO . On the basis of (3.11) thru (3.13) 
e 
the following was used: 










0.3j (z+1)/2 cos(z-)/2 (z-)/2 Jz
 
SRVCR (z+1)1/2 	 (z-1)n/2
 (3.14)
 
Several versions of subroutine CONTRL, distinguished by module
 
names, as follows, were used, conducting the simulation through various
 
types of scenarios and test runs:
 
CTLACQN: 	 An interference acquisition scenario, testing the
 
"pull-in" power of the interference tracking algo­
rithm. Initially no interference is present and the
 





aR 0.5 	U (3.15)
 
0 




R = 0 degrees/secondit2 raians(3.18) (3.17)= 
0 
=Po 7r/2 radians (3.18) 
Ssc = 0 radians/second (3.19) 
0 
A step of interference then occurs with prescribed
 
parameter values, the interference tracker is un­






CTLCPIP: 	 A crossing multipath scenario, testing the tracking
 
abilities of a receiver design from an out-of-beam
 
interference condition, thru a crossing in-beam
 
condition to a out-of-beam situation again under
 
prescribed conditions; error-time-histories are
 
generated. 
CTLMSTH: An RMS error versus 6 study in which, by a suit­
sep 
able nonzero assignment of wsc, the effects of 0 are 
approximately averaged out as the statistical sample 
- of desired size, 100 scans, evolves. 110 scans are 
calculated and the first 10 discarded in computing 
error statistics for each value of Esep The pro­
. 

gram increments 6 and repeats the calculation for
sep
 
up to 13 values of e
 
CTLOE: 	 Another, more expensive, RMS error versus sepe study
 
in which for each value of 8 e is stepped through
sep 
20 values uniformly spaced on the (-l,7) interval 
and, for each value of P, 30 scans are generated, 
the first 10 being discarded and the latter 20 being 
used in the statistical calculations. 
CTLMSSBB: An RMS error versus Brati study, where 
Bratio BRCVR/BL S. (3.20) 
The study is performed in a manner similar to that 
in CTLMSTH above, including the use of nonzero W 
58
 
7 values of Brati were used in the range
 
-




 when B 
 i3.22)
 





 when B 
 > 1 (3.23) 
BMLS =10 J ratio 
CTLMSFS: 	 An RMS Error versus F study. This study is also
 
performed in a manner similar to that in CTLMSTH
 
above, except that wsc is assigned higher and higher
 
integer multiples of the minimum value (0.135 Hz in
 
AZIMUTH) which would integrate P over a 27 interval 
during a 100-scan time period. 
Block data programs were included in many modules to initialize
 
COMMON storages. A library of general math and utility programs was
 
also used and is included in the program listings in Appendix A.
 
All simulation runs were made with Azimuth angle function data,
 
though the option for elevation simulation was included in the programs.
 
Parameter values written in storages are, as follows:
 
AZ EL 
a 62.6666670 30.6666670 (3.24) 
max 
A - -62.00 0.00 (3.25) 
min 
T = 6.233333 ms 1.533333 ms (3.26) 
TR -Rep. Rate = l/T = 6.6 ms13.5 Hz 0.4 ms40.5 Hz (3.27)(3.28) 
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BMLS = BRCVR = 10 (3.29) 
Specification of the intensity of the interference was made using the 
parameter p-defined in (3.3). As indicated above in connection with 
Figure 3.2, 65 samples were taken in each semiscan, i.e. 
J = 130 (3.30)
 
at the sampling rate
 
F = 160 Kz (3.31)
samp
 
with the 33rd and'98th samples occuring where the peaks of the direct
 
path pulses were expected, based on 6(kik-i).
 
Estimation error was calculated in the expected manner, i.e. x-x,
 
except for components associated with P, i (and 6sc in the 6D LOE
 
model). In these components, the differences in absolute values, e.g.
 
fI- Iwere used for error evaluation to accomodate the ambiguity in 
these variables. 
B. SIMULATION RUNS AND RESULTS
 
The results of nearly 50-runs are reported here in 23 plots and 23
 
tables. Table 3.1 summarizes the runs made--by type of run and CONTRL
 
module, parameter values used, RCVR.type used and figure numbers and
 
table numbers in which the results appear. [In these discussions
 
"'OPTRVR" implies the use of modules OPTRVR and PLOPT (an abuse of ter­




Figure 3.3 shows the computed RMS error (0 component) versus 6sep
 






Table 3.1 Summary of Simulation Runs
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same type of data for p=0.5. The scatter in the points for the lower
 
S/N cases is due to noise; the apparent odd symmetry in the scatter
 
about the origin is due to several causes:
 




ii. The effect of noise on the a-estimate (in one run, not
 
included here, was tethered to the true value P and the 




expected even symmetry wrt 0e.
 
iii. The use of the same noise sample function for each data point.
 
Figures 3.5 thru 3.7 show comparisons of RMSE (se p) for the
 
receivers for various values of S/N and p. Figure 3.6, for example,
 
shows that with S/Nz20 db, p=0.8, the optimal design offers improvement
 
by a factor up to about 30 over the threshold receiver. The suboptimal
 
design, without tracking phase difference, shows improvement by a factor
 
up to about 15 over the threshold receiver. The non-adaptive design,
 
basically of optimal structure, but premised on interference-free recep­




Tables 3.2 thru 3.12 give the full results of the OPTRVR and SUBOPT
 
simulation runs associated with Figures 3.3 thru 3.7 -- error statistics
 
for each coordinate of the state estimate as a function of e . One
sep
 
observation that can be made from this data is that the mean error at
 
small separation angles becomes a more significant contributor to the
 
RMSE as the S/N diminishes. This probably signals a diminishing vali­























" NOTE: % Aborts are shownf r each THDRVR data point. 
h en the Threshold receiver 
----.aborts, it outputs the last 
-ZZ~oodestimate. 
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NRUN - 1 
OTY THESEP ALFA THETA THEDOT ALFAR THETAR THROOT B WSC 
6MEAN: -.315 -1.43 -.286E-02 .146E-Oa -1.07 .260E-02 -.163E-02 -,272E-01 -. 441E-01 
-.125 -3.62 -.292E-02 .649E-03 12.1 -.164E-01 -.200E-02 .378E-01 -.233 
.125 1.25 -.228t-02 -.102E-02 8.26 .105E-01 .144E-02 .603E-01 -.369 
.375 -.581 .144E-02 .1122-02 -2.27 -.626E-02 -.218E-02 ,206E-01 -.154E-01 
.625 -.280 .149E-02 *990E-03 -.609 -.339E-02 -.171E-02 -.186E-01 -.269E-02 
.675 .257L-01 -.118E-04 .451E-04 -.774E-01 -.731E-03 -. 414E-03 -.464E-02 -. 176E-02 
1.13 .254t-01 -.137E-03 -9145E-03 .5626-02 -,344E-04 -.929E-04 .231E-03 .1906-02 
1.38 .215E-01 -.138E-03 -.493E-04 .107E-01 .127E-05 -.231E-03 .191E-02 -. 566E-01 
1.o3 .150L-01 -.734E-04 -.134E-04, .1206-01 -.141E-05 -.310E-03 *123E-C2 .9302-02 
1.8 .103E-01 ,586E-04 .938E-04 .1446-01 .304E-05 -.312E-03 .583E-03 -.413E-01 
ERtsS: -.375 4.12 .846E-02 .236E-01 4.15 .113E-01 .295E-01 .678-011 .438 
-.125 12.7 .998E-02 .2u96-01 15.0 .209E-01 .269E-01 .163 .857 
.125 1U.9 .956E-02 .2086-01 13.9 .1886E-01 .280E-01 .181 .948 
.375 3.67 .793E 02 .237E-01 3.87 .105E-01 .2441-01 -.489E-01 .437 
.625 1.13 .492E-02 .223E-01 1.18 .638E-02 .212E-01 .407E-01 .348 
.875 .441 276E-02 .172E-01 .456 .358E-02 .193E-01 .224E-01 241 
1.13 .247 .168E-02 .152E-01 .232 .233E-02 .167E-01 .251E-01 .259 
1.38 .13 *154E-02 .148E-01 .184 .186E-02 .154E-01 .234E-01 .429 
1.63 .161 .132E-02 .142E-01 .174 .162E'02 .157E-01 .313E-01 .357 
1.88 .161 .125E-02 .137E-01 .177 .145E-02 .152E-01 .391E-Cl 474 
LSTD: -.375 3.87 .796E-02 .236E-01 4.01 9110E-01 .294E-01 .622E-01 .435 
-.125 12.1 .954E-02 .209E-01 8.79 *130E-01 .268E-01 .158 o825 
.1Z5 lu.b .928E-02 *207E-01 11.2 *157E-01 *280E-01 *171 .873 
.375 3.63 .780E-02 .237E-01 3.13 .840t-02 ,243E-01 .443E-01 .437 
.625 1.10 .469E-32 .223E-01 1.01 9540E-02 .212E-01 ,362E-C1 .348 
0 .440 276E-02 9172E-01 .449 .350E-02 .193E-01 *219E-01 .241 
1.13 .246 .188E-02 .1526-01 .232 .232E-02 .167E-01 .2516-01 .259 
1.38 .182 .153E-02 .148E-01 .184 91866-02 .154-01 .233E-01 .425 
1.63 .161 .132E-02 .142E-01 .174 .162E-02 .157E-01 .3126-01 .357 
1.88 .161 .124E-02 *137E-01 .177 #145E-02 .152E-01 9391E-01 9473 
Table 3.2 Error Statistics vs e6, OPTRVR, S/N=4Odb,p=O.80seD 4d5 =. 
NRUN 2 
OTY THESEP ALFA THETA THEDOT ALFAR THETAR THRDOT B WSC 
EMEANI -.375 -.975 -.186E-02 .126E-02 '-1.49 .528E-02 -.223E-02 -.319E-01 -. 348E-01 
-.125 -5.19 -.3912-02 .170E-02 13.9 -. 3482-01 -.584E-02 .521E-03 -. 256 
.125 -5.23 .133E-02 -.686E-02 17.5 .555E-01 .163E-01 .592E-01 -1.61 
.375 -.669 .153E-02 .137E-02 -2.22 -.9501-02 -.211E-02 -.274E-01 -. 192E-01 
.625 -. 117 .829E-03 .894E-03 -.634 -.560E-02 -.223E-02 -.1901-01 *302E-02 
.b75 .31uE-01 -.1882-04 .6U3E-04 -.649E-01 -.927E-03 -.723E-03 -.663E-02 -.936E-02 
1.i3 *15 b-61 -. 778E-04 -. 563E-04 .934E-02 .208E-03 -. 318E-03 .683E-03 -. 635E-01 
1.38 2uZE-LI -.119E-03 -.163E-04 .706E-02 .578E-04 -.456E-03 .101E-02 -.746E-01 
1.63 .tIbt-01 -.740E-04 .460E-04 .843-02 .658E-04 -.503E-03. .107E-01 -.644E-01 
1.88 .106E-01 .526E-04 .557E-04 .102E-01 .508E-04 -.455E-03 .374E-02 -.447E-01 
ERMS: -.375 4.11 .820E-O2 .221E-01 4.37 .183E-01 *354E-01 *796E-01 .482 
-.125 14.5 .111E-01 .199E-01 16.6 .415E-01 .346E-01 - 174 .818 
.125 21.6 .202E-01 .278E-01 24.4 .831E-01 *669E-01 .513 4.8Z 
.375 3.44 #721E-02 .218E-01 3.97 .169E-01 .305E-01 .585E-01 .430' 



















1.36 .Ik6 .152E-02 .147E-01 .187 .281E-02 .179E-01 .292E-01 .512 
1.b3 .161 .132E-02 .142E-01 .177 .242E-02 .179E-01 .430E-01 .473 
1.88 .160 .124E-02 .136E-01 .179 .219E-02 .176E-01 .414E-01 .522 
ESTD: -.375 3.99 .799E-02 221-01 4.11 .176E-01 .353E-01 .729E-01 .481 
-.125 13.6 .104E-01 .198E-01 9.19 .226E-01 .341E-01 .174 .777 
.125 20.9 .202E 01 .269E-01 16.9 .618E-Cl *649E-01 .510 4.54 
.375 3.37 .705E-02 .217E-01 3.29 .139E-01 .304E-01 *516E-01 .429 
.625 1.un .426E-02 .199E-01 1.12 .951E-02 .269E-01 .339E-01 .306 
.b75 .4C2 .262E-02 .168E-01 .444 .540E-02 218-01 .308E-U1 .311 
2.13 .240 .186E-02 .153E-01 .243 .370E-02 *190E-01 .370E-01 .399 
1.38 .179 .152E-02 .147E-01 .187 .281E-02 .179E-01 .292E-01 .506 
1.63 .16u .132E-32 .142E-01 .177 *242E-02 .179E-01 .417E-01 .468 
1.88 .160 .123E-02 .136E-01 .178 .2192-02 .176E-01 .413E-01 .520 
Table 3.3 Error Statistics vs asep, OPTRVR, S/N='40db, p=0.5 -
NRUN * 3 
QTY THESEP ALFA THETA THEDOT ALFAR THETAR THROOT B WSC 
EMEANI -.375 -1.29 -.740E-02 .943E-03 -.876 .446E-02 -.117E-02 -.695E-01 -,145 
-. 125 -4.30 -.855E-02 .388E-02 9.89 -.598E-01 -.931E-02 .441E-01 -.324 
.125 6.01 -.225E-01 -.342E-02 -1.29 -*358E-02 .357E-02 .612E-01 -.214 
.375 -.670 .364E-02 *991E-03 -1.40 -,114E-01 -.873E-03 -.569E-01 -.126 
.625 -.163 .228E-02 .997E-03 -.368 -.534E-02 -.217E-02 -.391E-01 -. 902E-02 
.875 .346E-01 -.959E-03 .110E-02 -.302L-01 -.988E-04 -. 181E-02 .119E-01 -.640E-01 
1.13 o260E-0i -.932E-03 .499E-03 .264E-02 *407E-03 -.759E-03 .128E-01 -.133 
1.38 .147E-01 -.666E-03 .499E-03 .466E-ca .535E-03 -.743E-03 .827E-02 -.158 
1.63 *599E-02 -.361E-03 .461E-03 .232E-02 .425E-03 -.804E-03 .963E-02 -.222 
1.88 -.263E-03 .727E-04 204E-03 .11L-02 .191E-03 -. 504E-03 .132E-01 -. 259 
ERMSt -.375 2.79 *179E-01 *301E-01 2.82 .237E-01 .358E-01 .145 .647 
-.125 9.81 .Z16E-01 .237E-01 11.3 .720E-01 *316E-01 .234 .864 
.125 7.00 .310E-01 .264E-01 5.70 .224E-01 291E-01 .205 715 



















1.13 .?2d .493E-32 .2u4E-G1 .222 .617E-02 .218E-01 .592-G1 t&5 




































.375 2.23 .153E-ul .3062-01 2.19 .181L-1 vSE-l .114 .&63 
,o2 .942 .IZ3E-01 .322E-01 .944 .157E-l .3.M-A .985E-Cl .517 
.376 .iacE-02 .231E-01 .370 .845E-02 .240E-01 .622E-Cl .5C 
1.13 .227 .484E-02 .204E-01 .222 .61bE-G2 .21E-01 .582E-01 .570 
1.38 .174 .393E-02 .202E-01 .183 .453E-02 .200E-01 *535E-C1 .697 
1.63 .159 .338E-02 .201E-01 .174 .409E-02 .207E-01 .734E-01 .743 
1,86 .160 .326E-02 .200E-01 .177 .370E-02 .Z0ZE-01 .119 .833 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































Error Statistics vs 
 sep, OPTRVR, S/N=30db, p=0.5
 
NRUN 5 
OTY THESEP ALFA THETA THEDOT ALFAR THETAR THRDOT B WSC 
EMEAN: -.375 .514 .269E-01 .108E-01 1.17 -.586E-01 -.197E-01 .727E-01 -.323 
-.125 .256 .247E-01 .140E-01 3.47 -.100 -.200E-01 .220 -.499 
.125 3.20 -.747E-01 -.174E-01 1.09 .738E-02 -.112E-02 .484 -.450 
.37, 1.41 -.4516-01 -.131E-01 .499 .262E-01 .177E-01 .119 -.325 
.625 .66Z -.459E-01 .204E-0Z .841 .786E-01 .142E-02 .389 -.516 
.875 .106 -.963E-02 .606E-03 .420E-01 .867E-02 .292E-03 .330E-01 -.296 
1.13 .259E-01 -9543E-02 *229E-02 -.128E-01 *398E-02 -.231E-02 .332E-01 -.376 



















ERMS: -.375 1.62 .521E-01 .330E-01 1.70 .783E-01 *385E-01 .312 .964 
-.125 3.55 .515E-01 *345E-01 3.83 .119 *342E-01 .612 1.16 
.125 3.66 .958E-01 .433E-01 2.63 .366E-01 .385E-01 .595 1.09 
.375 1.76 .596E-01 .375E-01 1.51 .603E-01 .416E-01 .245 .835 
.625 1.05 .686E-01 .663E-01 1.25 o113 .964E-01 .647 1.13 
.875 .3U7 .191E-01 .259E-01 .320 9247E-01 .364E-01 .170 .926 
1.13 212 .148E-01 .281E-01 .219 .19ZE-I .344E-01 .139 .869 
1.38 .165 *102E-01 .2562-01 .181 .126E-01 .260L-01 .118 .821 
1.63 .16 .848E-02 .257E-01 .175 .111E-01 .2812-01 .146 1.12 
1.88 .159 *845E-02 .267E-01 .177 .968E-02 .269E-01 .228 1.27 
EST0 -. 375 1.54 .446E-01 .312E-01 1.23 .519E-01 .331E-01 .303 .908 
".125 3.54 .451E-01 .315E-01 1.62 .635E-01 .277E-01 .571 1.04 
.125 2.16 .600E-01 #396E-01 2.40 .358E-01 .385E-01 .346 .992 
.375 1.04 .391E-01 .351E-01 1.43 .5432-01 .377E-01 .215 .769 
.625 .812 .510E-01 .683E-01 .924 .8052-01 *964E-01 .517 1.U0 
.875 .288 165E-01 .259E-01 .318 *231E-01 *364E-01 .167 .878 
1.13 .2±1 .137E-01 .280E-01 .219 .188E-01 .343E-01 e135 .783 
1.38 .165 .974E-02 .255E-01 .181 .1182-01 .260E-01 .112 .729 
1.63 .155 .8352-02 .257E-01 .173 .106E-01 .281E-01 .13? .994 
1.88. .157 .844E-02 .267E-01 .174 .968E-02 *269E-01 .219 1.12 
Table 3.6 Error Statistics vs us', UI'1KVR, S/t=2Udb, p=U.8 
NRLN 6  
CTY THESEP ALFA THETA THEDOT ALFAR THETAR THRDOT a WSC 
EMEAN: -.375 .746 .a73E-01 .1738201 1.Z3 -.137 -.478E-01 .175 -.501 
-.125 .777 .2916-ul .107E-01 2.06 -.724E-01 -.285E-02 .323 -.468 
.125 2.60 -.670E-01 -. 159E-01 .739 -.143E-01 -.224E-01 .922 -.304 
.375 1.19 -.405E-01 -.S58E-02 .164 .194E-01 .189E-01 .182 -.535 
.625 .369E-01 -.148E-01 -.169E-02 1.16 .163 .164E-01 .352 -.586 
.875 .IZ5 -.1208-01 -. 143b-02 .133 .327E-01 .440E-0Z .131 -.318 
1.13 .203E-01 -.469E-02 .251E-02 -.226E-01 .8682-02 -.277E-02 .379E-01 -.433 
1.38 -.3eIE-02 -.269E-02 .151E-02 -.332E-01 .744E-02 -.245F-02 .506E-01 -.495 
1.63 -.157L-01 -.146E-02 .247E-03 -. 479E-01 .5202-02 -.8092-03 .7178-01 -.659 
1.88 -.242E-01 .179E-03 .698E-03 -.502E-01 .408E-03 -.321E-03 .7842-01 -.667 
ERMS: -.375 1.58 . 619E-ul .409E-01 1.79 .191 . 665E701 .423 1.19 
-.125 2.41 .446E-01 .308Er01 2.45 .938E-61 .365E-01 .644 1..04 
.125 4.05 .987E-01 .477E-01 1.30 .864E-01 .621Er 01 1.32 .920 
.375 1.68 .5776-01 .430E-01 1.34 .769E-01 .547E-01 .312 1.18 
.6Zq 1.00 .465E-01 .564E-01 1.30 .1F6 .897E-01 .504 1.19 
.875 .260 .1956-ul .284E-01 .309 .429E-01 .360E-01 .215 .863 
1.13 .201 .140E-01 .267E-01 .221 .315E-01 .442E-01 .148 .908 
1.38 .166 .101E-01 .254E-01 .187 .2152-01 .338E-01 .151 1.07 
1.63 .155 .b42E-02 .252E-01 .182 .164E-01 .3212-01 .195 1.33 
1.88 .158 .842-02 .264E-01 .18'2 .14E-01 .325E-01 .277 1.27 
ESTO -.375 1.39 .495E-01 .371E-01 1.30 .133 .462E-01 .385 1.08 
-.125 2.28 .337E-01 .2692-01 1.33 .5962-01 .3642-01 .557 .934 
.125 2.93 .724E-01 .450L-01 1.07 .852E-01 .579E-01 .942 .669 
.375 1.19 .411E-01 .426E-01 1.33 .744E-01 .514t-01 .254 1.05 
.625 1.00 .44iE-01 .564E-01 .580 .888E-01 .882E-01 .361 1.03 
.875 .250 .154L-01 .283E-01 .279 .278E-01 .357E-01 .171 .802 
1.13 .2(0 .132E-01 .266E-01 .220 .3036-01 .441E-01 .144 .798 
1.38 .166 .974E-02 .253E-01 .184 .2012-01 .337E-01 .142 .945 
1.63 .155 .830E-02 .252E-01 .176 .1556-01 .321E-01 .181 1.15 
1.88 .156 .842E-02 .264E-01 .175 .154E-01 .325E-01 .266 1.08 
Table 3.7 Error Statistics vs Osep,0PTRVR, S/N=20db, p=0.5 
NRLN . 7 
OTY THESEP ALFA THETA ThEDOT ALFAR THETAR .THROOT B WSC 
EMEAN: -.375 .935 .112 .292E-01 .716 -.126 -.501E-01 .460 -.757 
-.125 1.23 .137E-01 .300E-01 1.27 -.118 -.329E-01 .735 -.630 
.125 1.03 -.102 -.4031-01 1.73 .637E-01 .130E-01 1.03 -.511 
.375 .957 -.130 -.347E-01 .720 .989E-01 .588E-01 .458 -.862 
.625 .422 -.675F-01 -.6GI1-02 .540 .103 .1732-01 .414 -.686 
.875 .153 -.305E-01 -.395E-02 .716E-01 .284E-01 .606E-02 .118 -.603 
1.13 -.416h-02 -.929E-02 .357E-02 -.317E-01 .108E-01 -.362E-02 .6282-01 -.661 
1.36 .283E-01 7.170E-01 -.114E-01 .130E-01 .216E-01 .175E-01 -.349E-01 -35.9 
1.63 -.412E-01 -.268E-02 .247E-02 -.548E-01 .744E-02 -.277E-02 .107 -.698 
1.88 -.502E-01 .183E-02 .547E-03 -.590E-01 .567E-03 -.657E-04 .108 -1.05 
EPMSt -.375 1.30 .146 .575E-01 1.17 .178 .844E-01 .658 1.56 
-.125 1.76 .129 .555E-01 1.76 .167 .585E-01 .950 1.56 
.125 2.19 .177 .784E-01 1.93 .849E-01 .407E-01 1.36 1.06 
.375 1.66 .2C8 .102 1.39 .199 .137 .816 1.66 
.625 .836 .110 .76bE-01 .784 .141 *888E-01 .691 1.24 
.875 .293 .451E-01 .3892-01 .263 .482E-01 .468E-01 .263 1.26 
1.13 .20i .310E-01 .416E-01 .203 .373E-01 .4792-O1 .253 1.26 
1.36 .202 .5906-01 .644E-01 .204 .820E-01 .845E-01 .794 36.6 
1.63 .154 .164E-01 .321E-01 .176 .218E-01 .357E-01 .286 1.30 



















.125 1.93 .145 .672E-01 .864 .561E-01 .386E-01 .885 .926 
.375 1.35 .163 .963E-01 1.19 .173 .124 .675 1.42 
.625 .722 .864E-01 .764E-01 .568 .963E-01 .871E-01 .554 1.04 
.875 .249 .3326-01 .387E-01 .253 .3892-01 .464E-01 .235 1.11 
1.13 .201 .296E-01 .414E-01 .200 .356E-01 .477E-01 .245 1.08 
1.38 .200 .565E-01 .633E-01 .203 .791E-01 .8272-01 .793 7.06 
1.63 .148 .161E-01 .320E-01 .167 .205E-01 .356E-01 .265 1.10 
1.68 .i49 .151E-01 .327E-01 .166 .175E-01 .335E-01 .405 1.50 
Table 3.8 Error Statistics vs 0sep' OPTRVR, S/N=14 db, p=0.8 
NRiN 8 
OTY THESEP ALFA THETA IH&DOT ALFAR THETAR THROOT 8 WSC 
ErEAN: -.375 .674 .756t-01 .226E-01 .444 -.147 -. 514E-01 .358 -. 807 
-. 125 .803 .570E-01 .141E-01 .872 -.813E-01 -. 140F-01 .838 -. 210 
.125 1.50 -. 158 -.577E-01 .248 -. 168E-01 -. 195E-01 .716 -1.28 
.375 1.64 -. 168 -. 4311-01 -. 149 -.136 -. 561E-01 .784 -. 863 
.625 .221 -.4686E-01 -. 112E-01 .611 .179 .4402-01 .477 -. 889 
.875 .128 -. 293E-01 -. 1386-02 .104 .661E-01 .837E-02 .225 -. 824 
1.13 .801E-O2 -. 126E-01 .323E-02 -. 198E-01 .2e06E-!1 -.214E-03 .125 -.760 
1.38 -. 299E-0l -. 493E-02 .305E-O2 -. 579E-01 .125E-01 -. 581E-02 .124 -.666 
1.63 -.429E-Cl -.113L-02 .1216-02 -. 651E-01 .894E-02 -. 294E-02 .108 -.815 
1.88 .4b5E-01 .2006-02 .323E-03 -. 668E-01 .313E-02 -. 696E-03 .124 -1,03 
EPMS: -. 375 .966 .975E-01 .506E-01 .906 .228 .864E-01 .630 1.46 
-. 125 1.36 .872E-01 .386E-01 1.17 .130 .505E-01 1.21 .848 
.125 2.23 .258 .985E-01 .939 .152 .815E-01 .990 3.48 
.375 2.19 .263 .116 .747 .231 .990E-01 , 1.21 1.48 
.625 .786b .917E-01 .764E-01 .751 .220 .108 .723 1.51 
.875 .264 .456E-01 .443E-01 .302 .103 .757E-01 .431 1.43 
1.13 .194 .305L-01 .3826-01 .210 .683E-01 .697E-01 .314 1.29 
1.38 .161 .206t-01 .335E-01 .165 .493E-01 .569E-bi .309 1.23 
1.63 .154 .155E-01 .310E-01 .186 .323E-01 .423E-01 .346 1.39 
1.68 .157 .159E-i ,333E-01 .186 .298E-01 .433E-01 .522 1.76 
ESTDI -. 375 .692 .615E-01 .453E-01 .789 .175 .695E-01 .518 1.21 
-. 125 1.10 .660E-01 ,359E-01 .774 .101 .486E-01 .869 .821 
.125 1.65 .203 .798E-01 .905 .151 .791E-01 .684 3.23 
.375 1.46 .201 .168 .732 .187 .816E-01 .915 1.20 
.625 .756 .769E-01 .776E-01 .436 .128 .986E-01 .542 1.22 
.875 .253 .3501-01 .4436-01 .283 .790E-01 .752E-01 .368 1.16 
1.13 .194 .277E-01 .381E-01 .209 .623E-01 .697E-01 .288 1.04 
1.38 .156 .200E-01 .333E-01 .176 .477E-01 .566E-01 .283 1.04 
1.63 .148 .155E-01 .309E-01 .174 .311E-01 .422E-01 .329 1.13 
1.88 ,149 .1571-01 .333E-01 .173 .296E-01 .433E-01 .508 1,43 
Table 3.9 Error Statistics vs ssp, OPTRVR, S/N=14db, p=0.5 
t&UN * 3 
OTY THESEP ALFA THETA THEDOT ALFAR THETAR THROaT 
LMEAN: -.375 -11.9 -.101 .234E-02 3.80 -. 305E-01 -.918E-02 
-.125 -9.05 -.375E-01 .955E-02 17.1 -.971E-01 -.417E-01 
.125 -9.53 .271E-01 -. 175E-01 13.7 .415E-01 .704E-01 
.375 -9.52 .795E-01 -.793E-03 5.77 .531E-01 .447E-02 
.625 -2.01 .192E-01 -. 178E-01 .767 .402E-01 .188E-01 
.875 .310 -.332E-02 -.399E-02 .328 .748E-02 .611E-02 
1.13 .222 -.486E-02 -. IOOE-02 .225 .673E-02 .576E-03 
1.38 .630E-01 -.113E-02 .233E-03 .570E-01 .200E-02 -.632E-03 
1.63 -.299E-01 .753E-03 .201E-03 .375E-02 -.642E-03 -.617E-03 
1.88 -. 166E-01 .911E-03 .149E-03 -.529E-02 -. 114E-02 -.391E-03 
ERMSt -.375 16.0 .119 .200 5.01 .863E-01 .189 
-.125 15.1 .562E-01 .100E+00 18.3 .201 .246 
.125 16.9 .624E-01 .119 16.4 .153 .255 
.375 11.5 .945E-01 .762E-01 6.66 .102 .146 
.625 6.51 .990E-01 .749E-01 4.97 .116 .108 
.875 1.76 .518E-01 .595E-01 2.23 .789E-01 .861E-01 
1.13 .705 .206E-01 .522E-01 .686 .227E-01 .497E-01 
1.38 .372 .787E-02 .236E-01 .408 .972E-02 .276E-01 
1.63 .271 .8012-02 .193E-01 .310 .116E-01 .271E-01 
1.88 .191 .820E-02 .184E-01 .199 .1082-01 .224E-01 
2STD -.375 10.7 .629E-01 .200 3.26 .807E-01 .188 
-.125 12.1 .419E-01 .995E-01 6.64 .176 .242 
.125 14.0 .563E-01 .118 8.95 .147 .245 
.375 6.54 .510E-01 .762E-01 3.32 .873E-01 .146 
.625 6.19 .971E-01 .728E-01 4.91 .109 .107 
.875 1.73 .517E-01 .594E-01 2.20 .785E-01 .859E-01 
1.13 .669 .200E-01 .522E-01 .648 .2172-01 .497E-01 
1.36 .366 .779E-02 .236E-01 .404 .9522-02 .276E-01 
1.63 .269 .798E-02 *193E-01 .310 .116E-01 .271E-01 
1.88. .190 .8152-02 .184E-01 .199 .108E-01 .2242-01 
Table 3.10 Error Statistics vs 8sep' SUBOPT, S/N=30db, p=0.8 
NRUN 5 
QTY THESEP ALFA THETA THEDOT ALFAR THETAR THROOT 
EMEAN: -.375 4.73 .254 .3891-01 -,802 -.3322-01 -.755E-01 
-.125 5.61 -.280 -.464E-01 -.568 .198 .421E-01 
.125 -1.55 -.207E-03 -.301E-01 7.03 e577 .102 
.375 4.06 -.215 -.338E-01 -.105 9488E-01 .7342-01 
.625 -.260 -.182E-01 -.286E-01 2.81 .233 .377E-01 
.875 .432 -.392E-01 -.112E-01 .879 .905E-01 .157E-01 
1.13 .244 -.240E-01 -.259E-02 .228 e326E-01 .416E-02 
1.38 .388L-01 -.6862-02 .618E-03 .300E-01 .106E-01 .114E-03 
1.63 -. 291E-01 .990E-03 .129E-02 -.3082-01 .209E-02 -.950E-03 
1.88 -.341E-01 *289E-02 .9052-03 -.429E-01 -.273E-02 -.964E-03 
ERMSI -.375 4.81 .280 .169 3.52 .200 6181 
-.125 5.94 .294 .109 3,75 *210 *749E-01 
.125 5.45 .895E-01 .969E-01 7.07 .640 .171 
.375 4.29 .248 .149 2.94 .188 .178 
.625 2.43 .128 o114 2*89 .Z49 .106 
.675 .920 .791E-01 .666E-01 1.00 .116 .862E-01 
1.13 .349 .4162-01 .391E-01 .356 .623E-01 .605E-01 
1.3d .178 .202E-01 .305E-01 .195 .273E-01 .369E-01 
1.63 .174 .106E-01 .267E-01 .213 .143E-01 .318E-01 
1.88 .171 .1ZIE-01 ,Z63E-01 .ZO3 .171E-01 .289E-01 
EST: -.375 ,b79 .117 .165 3.43 .197 o164 
-.125 1.93 .908E-01 .986E-01 3.70 .711E-01 *619E-01 
.125 5.23 .895E-01 .921E-01 .762 .276 .137 
.375 1.38 .123 .145 2.94 .182 .163 
.625 2.42 .127 .110 .661 .879E-01 ,985E-01 
o675 .813 .667E-01 .657E-01 .478 .732E-01 .847E-01 
1.13 .250 .340E-01 .390E-01 .274 .531E-01 .6042-01 
1.38 .174 .1902-01 .305E-01 9193 .252E-01 *369E-01 
1.63 .171 .107E-01 *267E-01 0211, .,1E-01 .318E-01 
1.88 .167 .117E-01 .263E-01 .198 .169E-01 .289E-01 
Table 3.11 Error Statistics vs 6 sep, SUBOPT, S/N=20db, p=0.8 
NRUN * 6 



















































































































































































































Table 3.12 Error Statistics vs 8sep' SUBOPT, S/N=2Odb, p=0.5 
in part to the relatively large value of GQGT (8.8) used, Z(2.7r/s)2 (in
 
AZ). This value was selected to facilitate tracking a varying to under
 sc
 
the condition that it is changing at the maximum rate at which it can be
 
tracked in the present structure, based on angle function rep. rate
 
considerations (recall (3.135)) (i.e. without extracting its derivative
 
and integrating (as in the 6D LOE design)). This was a practical con­
sideration that penalized some the performance in the steady state (when
 
Wsc was not changing).
 
Figure 3.8 summarizes a study of the SUBOPT receiver; it shows that
 
1. 	 In the worst cast wrt P, i.e. =1800 , the constraints on the 
estimate helped for small e and did not influence thesep
 
performance for larger e ; and that
sep
 
2. 	 Averaging over noise effects and P simultaneously by using a 
small non-zero (=Wsc) to sweep 0 over a 27t interval seems 
adequate generally, with some error possibly arising for 
small 8sep This method of averaging over P was used 
generally. 
Figure 3.9 and Tables 3.13 thru 3.16 following show the effects of
 
a form of mismatch between the receiver design and its signal environ­
ment, specifically a mismatch in the presumed and actual values of the
 
transmitting antenna beamwidth, (given the antenna selectivity func­
tions, p, pMLS, are otherwise identical). Much can be said about the
 
necessity of tuning a high-performance signal processor to its signal
 
environment, but the manifest RNSE sensitivity here to BRCv/B LS is
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Figure 3.9 SE (B.RCVR/BL , OPTRVR, 6...=1.50 
81 
1 
NRUN - 1 
OTY BRATIO ALFA THETA THEDOT ALFAR THETAR THPOOT B WSC 
EMEAN: .316 -3.75 -.553 -.130 -4.76 .721E-01 .335E-01 .734E-01 -20.6 
.464 -2.47 -.345 -.599E-01 -3.20 .252 .101 .598 -16.6 
.681 -1.27 -.151 -.221E-01 -1,67 .906E-01 .382E-01 1662 -5.05 
1.00 -,961E-02 -.234E-02 .127E-02 -.210E-01 .392E-02 -.110E-02 .390L-01 -.456 
1.47 -49.2 .636 .646E-01 -49.5 -.687 -.748E-01 -1.43 .728 
2.15 -6.92 .798 *774E-01 -1.24 -.422 -.118 -1.11 -.289 
3.16 .587 1.13 .170 4.94 1.11 .189 -1.14 -2.90 
ERMSI .316 5.87 .676 .463 7.39 .208 .352 1.18 24.1 
.464 3.49 .409 .337 4.82 .474 .452 1.08 19.7 
.681 1.48 .177 .114 2.16 .225 .196 1.06 6.29 
1.00 .158 .915E-02 .257E-01 .177 .1142-01 .261E-01 .124 .931 
1.47 55.2 .638 .171 55.5 .689 .186 1.68 .746 
2.15 8.25 .817 .235 4.35 .492 .156 1.81 1.33 
3.16 1.79 1.16 .317 5.15 1.48 .421 1.67 3.51 
ESTDI .316 4.51 .389 .445 5.65 .196 .351 1.18 12.5 
.464 2.47 .218 .331 3.60 .402 .441 .896 10.6 
.681 .768 .922E-01 .112 1.38 .206 .193 .823 3.75 
I.C. .158 .885E-02 .257E-01 .176 .IC7E-01 .261E-01 .118 .812 
1.47 24.8 .467E-01 .158 25.0 .538-01 .171 .883 .161 
2.15 4.46 .174 .222 4.17 .252 .101 1.42 1.29 
3.16 1.69 .266 .267 1.43 .979 .376 1.21 1.98 
Table 3.13 Error Statistics vs Bratio, OPTRVR, S/N=20db, p=0.8, 0sep=1.50 
NRUN - 2 
























































































































































































Table 3.14 Error Statistics vs Bratio' OPTRVR, S/N=30db, p=0.8, 8sep=1.50 
NRUN s 3 
OTY BRATIO ALFA THETA THEDOT ALFAR THETAR THRDOT B WSC 
EMEAN: .316 -7.u5 -.856 -.136 -23.0 -. 555 -.881E-01 *777E-02 -19,5 
.4o4 -1.93 -.654 -.917E-01 -16.5 -. 561 -.624E-01 .474 -17.6 
.681 -2.33 -.2C7 -.198E-01 -6.15 -.129E-02 .294E-01 *815 -8.59 
1.00 .107E-01 -.5241-03 *486E-03 -.125E-02 *154E-02 -.130E-02 .142E-01 -e212 



















ERMS: .316 12.7 .963 .543 24.9 .757 .557 1.23 23.7 
.464 7o70 .729 .429 17.9 e697 0503 1.37 21.2 
.681 2.41 .210 .846E-01 8.05 .301 .301 1.15 9.29 



















3.16 11.4 .828 .442 1.5 2.22 .590 1.31 18.3 
ESTDI .316 10.6 .483 .525 9.60 .515 .550 1.23 13.5 
.464 7.45 .322 .419 6.85 .414 .500 1.28 11.9 
.b81 .626 .326E-01 .823E-01 5.19 0301 .299 .816 3.55 
1.uO ..63 .356E-02 .2OE-01 .179 .660E-02 .239E-01 *737E-01 .764 
1.47 258. .127 .197 259. .180 .229 .947 4o28 
2.15 71.1 .691E-01 @156 71.6 .984E-01 .133 .917 .685 
3.16 3.94 .300 *440 3.22 1.76 .589 1.25 11.7 
Table 3.15 Error Statistics vs Bratio' OPTRVR, S/N=3Odb,p =0.5, 8sep=l.50 
NRUN 4 































































































































































































Table 3.16 Error Statistics vs Bratio' OPTRVR, S/N=20db, p=0.5, 0sep=1.50 
1. 	An estimation of a and YR by integration of the signal, such
 
as in done here, may be especially vulnerable to uncertainties
 




2. 	 The errors in the e and OR components are heavily biased, when
 
Pratio 1, indicating loss of LOE validity, specifically wrt
 
decoupling of estimates of errors.
 
Perhaps peak detection, maybe in conjunction with an integration 
approach, would provide more robust estimates of a and afR Smaller 
errors in the e and 0R components should then result, but the residual 
errors might be reduced further by having the nominal beam width at each 
air terminal coded and transmitted in the MHLS preamble. Additional 
robustness and possibly some simplification advantages might result from 
use in the receiver of a p(-) function which doesn't model exactly any 
particular transmitting antenna selectivity function but does produce a
 
best fit in some sense over the class of transmitting antenna selec­
tivity functions to which the receiver is exposed. This is a problem
 
area that needs further study.
 
Figure 3.10 presents an RMSE (Fsc) study for scalloping rates in
 




F 	 < 3 z = 6.75 Hz (3.32) 
sc -2 
All the values of F for which the RMSE was calculated, except 0.0 Hz, 
cause P to integrate an integral number of times around a 27 interval as 
the run progresses hence the results should be independent of the 
initial 6- The RMSE value at 0.0 Hz is probably dependent upon the 
86
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value of P, 00, during the run. Table 3.17 shows all computed sta­
tistics of all error components for this simulation run. 
Figure 3.11 and the associated Tables 3.18 thru 3.23 present the 




ranging on the fifth lobe of the rep. rate sampled signal spectrum, i.e.
 
47.25 < F < 60.75 Hz. (3.23) 
These studies indicate 
1. 	 The OPTRVR without constraints is definitely superior to the
 
same receiver with constraints (Tables 3.18 and 3.19).
 
2. 	 The SUBOPT performance is the same with and without con­
straints (Tables 3.20 and 3.21).
 
3. 	 The OPTRVR with tethered estimates P, 1o as shown performs 
the same with and without constraints (Tables 3.22 and 3.23). 
4. 	 Items (2) and (3) above suggest it is the constraint on Co
 




Relaxing the constraint on 'o in OPTRVR may be beneficial here without
sc
 
harming the performance for low F cases, but there is no certainty of
sc
 
that without more tests. The benefits of the constraints generally were
 
established in Figure 3.8 but that involved the SUBOPT receiver where
 
there was no wsc estimate. Clearly, relaxing the 1sc constraint in the 
OPTRVR will not in any sense enable tracking of wo above half the rep.sc 
rate, since the 5D LOE does not exploit individually (for WtSC ­
information) the TO and FRO scan pulses (as the 6D LOE would do).
 






OTY FSC ALFA THETA THEDOT ALFAR THETAR THRDOT 8 WSC
 
EMEAN: 0, .296E-02 -*148E-03 .587E-03 -.272E-02 .123F-03 -. 892E-03 -.153 -1.13 
~1.l*.%.- .18E-01 -. 549E-03-...186E-03..-..404E-03 ,517E-O3- .133E-OZ - 133E-01---,.878E-O2.­
3.11 .132E-01 -.328E-03 -.816E-03 .104E-01 .105E-02 -,972E-03 .128E-01 -.286E-01 
--- 41 .147E-D1 -. 470E-03 -. 290E-03 _ .428E-02 --. 517E-03_-..364E-03 .--378E-02..-.325E-01­
5.27 .932E-02 -,247E-03 -.624E-03 .737E-02 .581E-03 -,453E-03 .183E-01 -.224E-01 
..-... 35 ----....810E-02 .-.240E-03 ..-.530E-03 . ,714E-02 .722E 03.r.588E-03 .. *865E-OZ._-,.270E-01­
6.75 .749E-03 -.378E-04 .227E-03 .150E-02 .6172-03 -.110E-02 -. 114E-01 .825
 
ERfS: 0. .167 .377E-02 .210E-01 .179 .423E-02 .207E-01 .166 1.42 
.. .. 9 .. .161 . 361E-2.. 203E-01 --. 174 .41ZE-02..195E-01 - .588E-01-..834 _ 
3.11 o168 .334E-02 .194E-01 .177 .412E-02 .2002-01 .469E-01 .781
 
----------.... 19 ..... 164 s327E-02 .i93E-01 177 ,417E-02....Z1OE-01 .552E-01 .-. 792---­... f --- ..... 	 ­
5.27 .167 .337E-02 .197E-01 .181 .414E-02 *207E-01 .523E-01 .813
55. 	 ,165 310E-02 ... 19ZE-01-.--171 ..... ,03E-O--, 196E-01l-.500E-01--.--.797... 
6.75 .159 .315E-02 .195E-01 .180 .368E-02 .189E-01 .103 1.09
 
ESIDI 	 0. .167 .377E-02 .210E-01 .179 .4232-02 .207E-01 .105. . 73 
__*__ .......... 161 ..... -02.. ...203E-01 --_174 .... .409E-02.-.195E-01-....572E-01 .834 
3.11 o168 .3332-02 .194E-01 .177 .399E-02 .200E-01 .451E-01 .781
 
5.27 .166 .336E-02 @197E-01 .181 .410E-02 *207E-01 ,490E-01 .813,
 
..... __ _ . 01659E-02- ...192E-01--.170. .397E=07--96E0l--- 9 E=0-J96-­
6.75 .159 ,315E-U2 o195-01 .180 9363E-02 .189E-01 a103 a713
 
Table 3.17 Error Statistics vs F ,OPTRVR, 1st Lobe S/N=3Odb, p=0.8, 8 1.
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PISE (Fse) comparison of receivers and
 Figure 3.11 

5th lobe, S/N=3Odb,
effects of constraints, 






C.Y ... 	 ALA THETA THEDDI ALFAR THETAR THRDOT 6 4SC 
4.0-2 .70E-03 -. 262E-03 -. 732E-02 .201E-02 
Ac.? .$4-G .11'E-03 .203L-03 .561E-02 .414E-03 -.466E-03 -.103E-03 .377E-01 
4q. . ... 31c -C3 .1122-03 .450k-OS -.--.,469E-04 -.107E-02 -. 635E-02 .712E-03 
50.9 .943F-2 -.201E-03 .240-03 .702E-02 .646E-03 -.I032-02 -.5J99E-02 -,341E--0i 
5........"-2" .... 6C7e-02 -. 285t-03 .261E-03 . .112E-02 .208E-03 '-.748E-03 . 209E-02 6.163-01 
'4.0 *'4OL-u2 -.19uE-.G3 .287L-03 .263L-02 .462'-04 -.419E-03 -3!bE-01 -.536E-02 
5.5 ...7 3L.-0. -. 11 E-63 . 39-03 _. 512E-02 . 2982-03..386E-03 _._275E-02 -. 258C-C1 
.2 
57.1t,2-















59.3 .5322-C2 .106-03 .19',E-03 .637E-03 .2332-04 -.839E-03 -.114E-02 *602E-02 
663 . S9L-02 . 60E-04 .. 01-03 .292E-02 .214E-03 .292E-04 .505E-02 -. 572E-03 
6!.b .29CE-02 .175t-u3 .126E-03 .442E-02 .317E-03 -. 54E-03 .929E-03 .674 -02 
Rv 47.3 .15 .i0lt-Q2 .192E-01 .176 .1366E-02 .19;2-01 .647w-01 .935 
47.7 . 58 	 02. 205E-01 _ .17 5 : 393E-02 20AE-0 ,474 -01 .698.....
E -32 	 ......... 

;q.7 .162 3255-C2 199b-01 1174 .369E-0f 202E-01 .591E-01 .972
 
. ... ......- 49.3 ... . .1t3 . .. .222-0-_ .198-01 _ .274 .379E-02 .205E-01 .5283-01 885
 
.C.9 .1co .2022-Cl .178 37E-02 .1e3-01 .671E-01 i.01
326-E2 

L .. .. 330-02 . 420 .176 ,38FF-02 .418-ol
E-01 ..... .202E-01 E661. .C 
. ) .. . 2 z32E-02 .204,2-01 .174 .374E-02 19 E-01 .3CG-01 .670 
. .. 5.5 .. .333a-62 .179 .X94E-0! .753.- .11 *l 	 .203E-01 .372E-02 4702- 1 
57.i 	 1l 1326E-.02 .202E-01 .176 .375E-02 .2C12-G1 .446E-01 .720 
.33Rt-2 .203E-Cl .173 .39D3-02 .20CE-0! ,412E-01 .6 , 
593 .C . . 37L-02 .20- 0 .176 .375E-02 . 201E-01 .411 -01 .703 . 
.. 1&4. I.. ... z-C2 .200E0-f .17 __ ,39I-02___.201E-01 .5812-01 .859 .. 
t0.0 .j65 .324E-02 .196E-01 .176 .375E-02 .196E-01 .3473-01 .615 
L.T0: 47?.3 '165 .3011-02 .192F-01 .175 .361E-02 .194-P-01 .6432-01 .,34 
.158 ,3; 2-0 
4..7 .Ic2 .325E-C2 .1992-01 "174 .367E-02 .202E-01 .59E-C1 .971 
47.7 i.. 	 .3262-2 .2052-61 .175 .204E-01 .473E-C1 .698 
49.6 163 	 1 379E-02 205E-01 .525E-01 t.685321.L.-2 __ CXBSE-0---174 
0.9 .159 .319h-C2 .202E-01 .178 .361E-02 .87E-01 .6692-01 1.01 
52.5 .62 	 .326L-02 .204E-01 .176 .3e8E-02 .2036-01 .409E-01 66bi 
54.3 .162 .327E-02 . 204E-01. 1.......... .374E-02 199E-01 .230E-01 .670
 
5.5 ,it. 	 .3 3 2 &- Z 203E-01 .178 .37CE-02 ,1932-01 .469E-01 .753 
57.1 .Il 	 .326E-02 ML.02-1 .176 .377E-02 201E-01 - 44b--01 .720 
5F.2 .1c5 _331 -2 .203-02 .173 .390E-02 7___.200E-01Z .410E-01--. 68<1 
'
 5;.3 . 6 . 3$6-,2 .205E-01 .176 .375E-02 .201E-fC' 4"10E-01 .703 
cO.3 .164 .3242-C2 .200r-01 .178 .390E-02 .201E-0: .57qE-01 .659 
.. .165 .324E-2 .1985-01 .178 .74-02- .196E-01 .347E-01 .615 




QTY FSC ALFA THETA THEDOT 'ALFAR. TH[TAR" THRDOT B WStC 
EMcANI 47.3 .176 -.223E-r2 .116c-OZ 22 . .477E-0'2 -. 169E-02 -. 179 295. 
47. 7 .144 -.263E-02 .479-02 #22C ...... *478E-02. -.617E-02 r.118 -.......293 .-------.. 
48.7 . -.7,.E- 3 .9166-u3 .1b3 .199E-02 -.126E-02 -.113 304. 
49.8 .IL2 -.839u-3 .f47Ef03 .170 .229E-32 -.819E-G3 -.106 311. 



















5r5 .922i-uI -. 303E-,2 *42b8-C4 .147 . . *238E602 -. 31bE-03 -.940E!01 .347. 
57.1 .115 -,132,-t 2 .122E-02 .18Z .286E-02 -.239L-02 -.109 356. 
56.2 ,lO! -.792C-r3 .758L-03 .174 - 219E-U2 -. 969E-03 -.111 363. 
5;.3 .192 -. L5F-02 .910E-03 .249 .132E-01 -.201E-02 -.601E-02 333. 
6L.3 ,, -.753E-C2 .tkTE-'2 *Z96 .1236-01 -.7618-02 -s111- 355. 
60.6 .139 -.531E-02 .644E-02 .192 .7898-U2 -.6ZE-02 -,115 343, 
ERMSz 47.3 .Z42 .404t-02 .196-L1 .334 .642E-02 .2088-01 -1.66 295, 
47.7 .239 .795E-C2 .424G-01 .304 .1QvE-O1 .464E-01 .973 293. 
46.? .Zcb .3412-r2 .196L-01 .249 .469E-02 .206E-01 .947 304. 






.924E-,Z 21CE-01.477E-1 .279 -341 . .513E-0212dE-01 .205E-01.554E-01 .927 -977........ 317.290..... 
54.u .Z36 .6b7E-iZ .492 -01 .269 *935E-02 .5678-01 1.59 299. 
55.5 ,2.i .345E-fZ .192E-01 .238 -483E-C2 .206E-01 .877 347. 
57.1 .2ub .359E-Ga .196E-01 .267 .5VUE-02 .2U4E-01 .851 356. 
5b.2 .2t 7 .72E-Q2 .206E-01 .256 .462E-02 .197E-01 .807 363. 
59.3 ,2b 126E-Ji .518E-ul .369 *182E-01 .579E-Cl .802 333s 
St.3 .3 9 .126e-fl .613E-01. 387 a.17(E-01 _.,647E-01 .938 .. 3559 .... 
61,b *25 .771r-CZ .388E-j1 .286 ,11B-0I *471E-01 1.45 343s 
EST0: 47.3 .166 .333E-9? .196E-01 .179 .429E-02 .207E-01 1.65 .532 
47.7 .191 .7A8&--2 .421E-01 .2C9 .973E-02 *460E-01 c966 ...... 9,54 
7 ..179 .334-C2 .196E-01 .186 .424E-02 .206E-01 .940 1.48 



















54., .214 ,6b76-(Z .489E-01 .222 .934E-02 .562E-01 .167 1.34 
55.5 .179 .329E-02 .192L-01 .187 .420E-02 .206E-01 .872 . .768 
57.3 ,174 .333E-C2 .195E-l .195 *409E-02 .20ZE-01 .844 1.73 
5E . .I7u .364E-1)2 .206E-61 .188 .... *4078-02-.*197E-01 .799 ..... 2.10 


















Table 3.19 Error Stastistics vs Fse' OPTRVR, 5th Lobe, S/N=30db, _=., 0e=i.5', WITH CONSTRAINTS 
-sep­
QTY . FSC - ALFA THETA THEDOT ALFAR THETAP THRDOT 
E..EA: .47.3 . . 554E-01 o222E-02 "152E-03 -a,437E"0! ",195E-OZ -. 46AE0­
47o7 ... . 94E-03 -o171E-02 - o628E-03 - *520E-01 .253E-02 -4129E-02
 
48.7 -. 217E-01 .547E-03 .167E-03 -. 291E-01 .232E-03 -.249E-03 
... .. 7-01 .29E-03 -.- 17BE-01 .585E-03 -. 613E-038 . -o,144E203 
509 -,125601 -,26E203 -o 1ZE-03 -.lCE-Ci ,120E-02 -.378E-03 
52.5 . . 492-02 -. 551E-03 o409E-03 *196E-01 .9542-03 -. 315E.-03 
54.0 -1ZEEOl ,403E-04 .272E-03 -oll7E-01 o4602-03 -a831E-03 
55..5 --- a606E-02 _-.1.4 6-03 a876E-03 -o132E201. - _.789E-03 -.303E-03­
57.1 -.!45E-01 -500E-03 .577E-03 -.346E-01 .139E-03 -165E-3 
58o2 -10 1E-001 C3 03 .232E-03 -.454E-01.,e152E-03 -,985E-0 . 
59o3 -.265E-01 ,217E-03 .700E-03 -469E-02 o1151-03 -.383E-03 
60 Q .232 1.--61ZE6-02 .22E--03 .1 j1E01, .161E-02 -o'ZsB2E-C3 
60.... 672E01 .Z142E-02 .335E-03 e53027 1 34BE-02 -.7g 
Eo 4713 .. 204 	 ...... .44149E02 .,1;7E-01
S. 	 929o 

4... ..... _ . _.538E-02 .2 0 . .663E-02 .253E"-01
 
--	 - C---.7 .210 .421E-01 M23E-01 .227 .510E-02 .219E-01 
b09 1634523E-2 	 .22981 E-O01 .?14 ,S4ZtE-02 -3't 
52, .9b &t252-*O *212-01 .226 .54572-02 62AB2162--C 
54fl .193 .3402432 ol802-'01 .2,i .41E-O .158E-01. 
55o5 .220 .437E-02 3'ZB9-90i o221 . 503-- . ...22.5. -01
 
57.1 .200 .437E-2 .227.oE"O .207 .503E-02 .221E-01 
58:2 .219 .474E-0Z .230E-01 0259 ,501E-402 ,-31
 
59*3 *205 4E76E-02 o230E-01 4Z67 *552E-02 o2601-01 ­
60,3 ...... ,200 _82202 ...224E-01 ...23901 1.712;-02 .. 2852-01 _­
. " .. " .1 7? -0. .. $ T ... 216 .48 E-02 1o72- 0 1. .20 7 .. . 547E-02 	 . . 
--- STD: 	 47,3 :219 B--.44E-02 .13-1 -. 22-1 .1,04E-02 .9hC 
47,7 218 .562E-02 .25BE 1 . .20 . 613E-32 0253E-01 
487 .209 z4182432 .231201 o225 59(E-02 0219E02 
1978 53--0- _.t9i-0 .214 ,437"-02 .. 206 - 1
 
50.9 1195 5-02 	 0 24 ,53a02 --2a .2432-01F4 62,102-01 
525 ia. .25E-0 ,L'10 E -)01 .2 .47E-32 .216-6 
54.0 .193 .402-O .180E-01 .211 0416'a02 l188"-01 
Z-09E-01 .220 0502E-02 0225E-01 
57... 199 .. .34EC-02 227E-01 *.204 .50E"02 .21E-01 
-1.5012-0 2 .220..F59.3 . . 2C1 	 .52E-0252 .........219 47aE-02 2300-- ..67Z55 	 .620
 
60.3 	 .207 &%.65E'-c .2242-0± .2o .692-tZ 4236E-01 
-. .Z.G G .. .. ... ... .. 169.-...0  . ... 1 7. 	 1. .. .  . . ...
 
Table 3.20 Error Statistics vs F SUBOPT, 5th Lobe, S/N=3Odb, p=0.8, e =1.5 0NO CONSTRAINTS 
NRUN * 7
 
OTY.--- FSC- - ALFA TUETA THEDOT . ALFAR THETAR ....THRDOT 
EAN 47.3------.. 554E-01 .222E-02 -.152E-03";437E-01 ';.195E0t--7;t4E-04'
.....
 
47.7 .494E-01 -. 171E-02 .628E-03 ,520E-0l *253E-02 -.129E-02
 
- 41;.8.7 .547E-03 *167E-03 "-.291E-01 *232E-03 -.249E-03
. -'.2176-01 

49.8 -.173L-01 -.144E-03 .529E-03 -.173E-01 .585E-03 -.613E-03
 
50.9 -.195E-01 -.126E-03 -.112E-01 -.102E-01 *120E-02 '--.378E-03
 
52.5 -.249E-02 -.591E-03 .409E-03 .196E-01 .954E-03 -.315E-03
 
54.0 -.1o02E-01 *403E-04 *272E-03 -.117L-01 .460E-03 "-.68E-03 .
 
55.5 -. 606E-02 -.148E-03 .876E-03 -.132E-01 .789E-0,3 -.303E-03
 
57.1 -. 145E-01 -.o500E-03 .577E-03 "-.346E-01 " .139E-03 -. 165E-03
 
58.2 -.101E-01 -.398E-03 ,232E-03 -.454E-01 -. 152E-03 -.985E-03
 
5q.3 -.285E-01 ,217E-03 .700E-03 -.469E-02 "115E-03"- ,SB8E-03 
-.
 
60.3 ,234E-01 -.126E-02 .172E-03 .149E-01 .161E-02 -.323E-03
 
60.8- . .672E-01 '-.314E-02'" *335E-03 ,530E-01 .343E-02-- ;711E-03------

ERMS: 47.3 .220 . 410E-2 .19 3E-01 231 .449EOdC'2" 197E'-01
 
47.7 .224 .588E-02 .253E-01 .215 .663E-02 .253E-01
 
48.7 ...- ,210. .421E-02 ,231E-01. .227 .510E-02"'-'-219E-01
 
49.8 .198 - 353E-02 .191E-01 .214 .441E-02 ,206E-01
 
50.9 .196 . .425E-02 .228E-01 .225 .543E-02 .243E-01
 
52.5 .198 ,429E-02 .219E-01 .226 .457E-02 .216E-01
 
54.0 o193 .340E-02 .180E-01 s211 *419E-02 18BE-01'
 
55.5 .220 .437E-02 .239E-01 .221 oOBE-02 *225E-01
 
57.1 .200 9437E-02 .227E-01 .207 .5C3E-02 .221E-01
 




.60.3-208 .48ZE02 .224E-01 .239 .712E-02 ,286E-01
 
59.3 205 - ,230E-01 .267 - .52-02-'-,260E-01 ....
 
60.8 .216 ,480E-02 9177E-01 '.207 .547E-02 .170E-01"
 
........- ESTD:' 47.3 .213 ,344E-02 "- .193E-01' .227 o404E-02'.. .197E-01 ­
47.7 .218 o562E-U2 .253E-01 .208 .613E-02 .253E-01
 
46.7 .209 - 418E-02 -.231E-01 .225o. o5O9E-02 "'-219E-01 -­




-52.5 .198 *425E-02 .225 *447E-02 .216E-01 ­




. .54.0 ... .340E-02 .211 - . ------­.193 *1BE-01 416E-02--188E-01 

55.5 o220 s437E-02 *239E-01 .220 .502E-02 .225E-01
 
- .. 57,1 ..... 199-------- 434E-02 -- .204 .503E-02
'o227E-01 .221E-01
 
58.2 .213 *472E-02 .230E-01 .255 ,501E-02 *220E-01
 
........ 3'. ... 203 .. .. 476E-02 ",230E-01 .267 ... .552E-02---.2'60E-01
 
60.3 .207 o465E-02 *224E-01 .238 .693E-02 ,286E-01
 
60. 8-205 " o364E-02- -.177E-01 .200 ....... 426E202 ....;169E-01
 
Table 3.21 Error Stastistics vs F , SUBOPT, 5th Lobe, S/N=30db, p=0.8, 0 =1.50, WITH CONSTRAINTS 
sa~~se - -.- _ 
N RUN 8 
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420 : E-vZ 
Table 3.22 Error Stastistics vs Fsc 0OPTRVR, 5th Lobe, (,osc ) tethered to (jr/2,O) 




- .. .QTY FSC ALFA THET'A THEDOT -- ALFAR THETAR THRD Of IS 
EMEAN" 47.3 .162 o14ZE-02 -e7612-03 259 .331E02 "191 E-s' -7rcE,1-Z97.c 
43-1247 7... 952E-01 .0E-2 -. 3002-03 -. .146 .. .9213 E-0_ -,1862' 4___ . 29-. 
46.7 ,941&'019J41E-0 -. -. 267E-03 .146 O2Z E.-02 -226E03 UUEa13 306. 
....~ a ,39E-01 -A(E0 .92$ 16___ 22aE-02 -0223L--031.361 _333 Z49,8 64; 50.9 9Z82-0L -. 9732-03 -62762-03 .46 .216E-02 -4236-03 '2-14 
52o5 c 938E01 --oIOE1-02 -o 21E03 146 a219E02 .ZI17UaOS 84-14 a3300, -­-.  1 E~ 
540 0118 -6113E-02 -.2432-03 ,173 02s8E-02 -,272E-23 -1.57 33.0
 
55.5 9292-01 -. 99;E-33 -.2606-03 .146 Z13E-02 -22412-03 .319C712 349. 
57o1 ,949"01 , i--O4E'03-a2681'-03 0146 02152-02 -. 2032C-0 -:427Z-12 359 






60., o941E-01 -GIO.1102 -.280r-03 0146 .02 
-1i3 S4E-02
......749E-01" -9222-03 -. 121L--03 113732-03"-.184E-1. 38­.................- 60.8 

E MS~ 003 0232 u.36 5X--0: 0199-01 9314 - 5202:121 isi97 
.907 299.47o7 .213 *359E-02 0201E-01 0257 0498E-02 
A8,7 . 235 . 356E-02 o199F-01 " 239 " 41c6-",'2 02-0'--937aGSE.., 
-- -498 201 0356E-02 a200 -01 0260 * .213E.-01 .90? 313..4351-02 
509 .200 .3561-C2 200E-01 .255 ,715z-02 62c9E201 .907 320. 
52o5 200 *357E-02 o2002011. . -.....47E-02 0211E01 0907 .. 
.488 -02 207E-0-C 1. 5f 3;5410 1203 'A,512'C02 0200E01 Q246 
-- 55.5 6205 ,354E-02 .2001-01 02"s ,4742-02 .2072-0 - .907 . 3o. 
. . . .. 199 o357E-0 2 a1991101 .239 o47'E-02 2082-01 .907 3b?. 
53.2 __ 198 .362- .(3-01 .237 ,69'2 ,~~E1 ... .907 3L6 
59 3 .195 .. 360-02 .202 -01 0261 . . 822-02 -2.13201 "907 . ... 
60-V ____ .193 ____ 3620 ..... o249 a43.3 .... 9.07 . 579.,23-01 o20E-1 
.208-011.5? 3820 
.60.1. O2 o353E-32 200E-01. 208 .464E02 
E-3429E'02 .2101-0C 1,57 . " EST0 47.3 - 167 .3402-02 .19901 - 79 ­
.450E"02 b217010 .907 p807E­.20 01 21i " 902 ... i "477.191 - -203432-E- ".l99 =I "0i1 . .... 4 ZE-0'2 -",2CtL$E-01
... . . .48.7 ... . .182 ...... 41502 
49.8 .... ..--. M 61 7.16-C ­. .17~ .-. 2 
I50:9 .177 .343E-02 *20.2-01 .210 .423c-02 ,209E-01 S3; 
.907 ,143E-035.5 &177 .343202 .2002-01 2 4262-0 211E-C! 
54.0 .166 .342E-02 .1200-2-0"75 .46E-0 2392--Cl .. 55tE906 . 131 E-43
 
2-01 VlM17 O31"3
6188 . 21E-62 o 087' .90 ' 
.2996-01 .180 
. 3416-0 0.2,02-01 355.57-----...... 183 -- ..... 0O 2 gE .. .4 2-0 -0 
.907 
" " £~I 
.z222-02- ao 8C-1-1 5741 a175 

*1 474 .346 'a-02 .2 02E- 1 188 2417t-0201 ..1.- ­582 





60.3 13.68 .350E-02 *233E-01 o4191-02 
o426C-02 "208E-01 -"57. .bE360.8 . . 165 .E1-02 .200E-01 .175 

50,3 s.tethere.toTable 3.23 Error Stastistics vs F , OPTRVR,5thLobe, .(/2,0) -- ......... .
 
°
 S/N=30db, P=0.8, 0 =1.5 ' WITH CONSTRAINTS 
Figures 3.12 thru 3.23 present a study of the interference acqui­
sition capabilities of the interference trackers in the OPTRVR -and
 
SUBOPT- designs. The 4 top traces on each figure are error time
 
histories repectively (from the top) of the u, 0, UR and eR estimate
 
components; the bottom tract shows when the step of interference (p=0.,8)
 
occurs and simultaneously when the interference tracker estimate-vector
 
elements are released from the idler values (equations 3.15 thru 3.19
 
above). The direct path pulse is being tracked from time zero. All
 
plots have the same time-axis scaling.
 




1. 	 Successful pull-in for small scalloping rates and separation
 
angles as small as the following:
 
a. 	 e = 0.25' @ ,S/N = 40 db (Figure 3.12)sep
 
b. 	 E3 = 0.50 @ S/N 20 db (Figure 3.16)
sep
 
c. 	 e = l' @ S/N = 14 db (Figure 3.19)
sep
 
2. 	 Successful pull-in for small scalloping rates and separation
 
angles probably extending nearly to the window edge (40).
 
3. 	 Successful pull-in @ S/N 40 db, 0 = I and F in the 5thsep 	 sc
 
lobe 	(Figure 3.20). The exact F (51.3 Hz) and initial Psc
 
(-168o) were selected to produce, in the middle of the run, a
 
maximum enhancement of the TO pulse and a maximum cancellation
 
of the FRO pulse.
 
Figures 3.21 thru 3.23 for the SUBOPT design show the following:
 






SIM. JOB' HUGHOLO FILE NO: 512211U301 DATE: 04/03/73
 











Dm o: 8o 1'60 2:40 3'20 4'00 4'80 5'Go .4 0 7 20 8.00 
TIME SINCE iTART OF F IRST 5ChN (SECONDS) 
SCENARIO' RCOSITN3, PALS1, BMLS= 1.0 DEC, DELT= .0740741 SEC, KM=t0, KSTRT= 29
 
S!N= 40.0ODB, RHOr. .8,, BETA= 45.0 DEG,PSC=, .600 HZ, THESEP.- .250 DEC
 
RECEIVER: OPTIML, RDRPTIV, UNTETHRD, POPTI, BRCVR= 1.0 DEC
 
INTERFERENCE TRACKER IDLER VPLUES" .5, 1.5 DEC, 0.0 DEG/SEC, SO.O DEG, 0.0 HlZ
 
BETA ESTIMATE ERROR: INITIAL= -45.0 ,FINRL= -.390 DEC
 
FSC ESTIMATE ERROR: INITIAL= .600 ,FINAL= .241E-OIHZ
 
Figure 3.12 Interference Acquisition, OPTRVR, S/N=30db, p=0.8,
 




SIM. JOB: HUJHOSI FILE NO? 512211U302 DATE: 04/03/73
 







00 0.80 1£05 2.40 3.20 '100 4.80 S!QO S.40 7.20 8.00 
TIME SINCE START OF FIRST SCAN (SECONDS)
 
SCENARIO: ACOSITNa, PLSI, BMLS=.IO DEC, DELT= .0740741 SEC, KMIDO0, KSTART= 2G 
SIN= '0.0 DB, RHO= .8,BETA: 45.0 DEG.FSC=. .£00HZ, THESEP= 2.000 DEG 
RECEIVER: OPTTML. ADRPTIV. UNTETHRD. POPTI. BRCVR= 1.0 DEC 
INTERFERENCE TRACKER IDLER VALUES: .5,1.5 DEG, 0.0 DEC/SEC, 90.0 DEG, 0.0 HZ
 
BETA ESTIMATE ERROR: INITIAL:: -45.0 .FINAL= 5.61 DEC
 
FSC ESTIMATE ERROR: INITIRL= .00 .FINAL= -.118 HZ
 
Figure 3.13 	 Interference Acquisition, OPTRVR, S/N=4Odb, p=0.8
 






SIM. JOB: HUCHATE FILE NO: 512211U303 DATE: 04/03/7S
 








c oo D'80 2.'4 3.'20 4.'00 5:6o G:1)o B.' 
TIME SINCE START OF FIRST SCAN (SECONDSI
 
SCENARIO: RCOSITN3, PMLS1, BMLS= 1.0 DEG, DELT= .07LI0741 SEC, KM=100, KSTART= 2G
 
SIN= 40.0 OB. RHO= .8, BETS= 4S.0 DEG.FSC=, .GOO HZ, THESEP= 3.000 DEG
 
RECEIVERi OPTIML, RDRPTIV, UNTETHRO, POPTI, BRCVR= 1.0 DEC
 
INTERFERENCE TRACKER IDLER VALUES: .5, 1.5 DEC, 0.0 DEG/SEC, 80.0 DEr, 0.0 HZ
 
BETA ESTIMATE ERROR: INITIAL-- -45.0 ,FINAL=--2.47 DEC
 
FSC ESTIMATE ERROR: INITIAL= .GOO ,FINRL= .34GE-OIHZ
 








SIM. JOB: HUCHOUI FILE NO: 512211U307 DATE: 04/03/73
 








1OO00 0:80 1.GO 2:40 3:20 4'00 4!60 sGO 7640 7:20 8.00
 
TIME SINCE START OF FIRST SCAN (SECONDS)
 
SCENARIO: ACOSITNS, PMLSI, BMLS= 1.0 DEC, DELT= .074074L SEC, KM=00, KSTART= 2G
 
S/N= 0.0 B, RHO: .6,BETA: 45.0 DECFSC=, 2.500 HZ, THESEP= 2.000 DEC
 
RECEIVER: OPTINL, RDRPTIV, UNTETHRD, POPTI, BRCVR= 1.0 DEG
 
INTERFERENCE TRACKER IDLER VALUES: .5,1.5 DEG. 0.0 DECISEC, 30.0 DEG, 0.0 HZ
 
BETA ESTIMATE ERROR: INITIAL= -15.0 FINAL= q.97 DEC
 
FSC ESTIMATE ERROR: INITIAL= 2.50 ,FINAL= .203 HZ
 
Figure 3.15 	 Interference Acquisition, OPTRVR, S/N=40db, p=0.8,
 





SIM. JOB: HUGlOTR FILE NO: 5122110304 DATE: 014/03/73
 






0I0 0:80 I'Po 2.'4 3:20 4.'00 4.'80 5:o G'40 7:20 8'00 
TIME SINCE START OF FIRST SCAN [SECONDS)
 
SCENARIO: RCOSITN3, PMLSI, BMLS= 1.0 DEG. OELT= .0740741 SEC, KM=1O0, KSTRRT= 2G
 
SIN= 20.0 DB, RHO= .8, BETA= qS.0 DEC,FSC=, .600 HZ, THESEP= .5O0 DEC
 
RECEIVER: OPTIML, RDAPTIV, UNTETHRD, POPTI, BRCVR-- 1.0 DEG
 
INTERFERENCE TRACKER IDLER VALUES: .5, 1.5 DEC, 0.0 OEG/SEC, 90.0 DEG. 0.0 HZ
 
BETA ESTIMATE ERROR: INITIAL= -45.0 ,FINAL= -2.88 DEG
 
FSC ESTIMATE ERROR: INITIAL= GO ,FINAL= .12 HZ
 
Figure 3.16 Interference Acquisition, OPTRVR,. S/N=20db, p=0.8,

° ,




SIM. JOB: HUCHOTS FILE NO: 512211U305 DATE: 04/03/73 










cb-o a 28 3.20 4!.80 G.40 8.0000 0.80 .40 4.00 5.80 7.20
TIME SINCE START OF FIRST SCAN (SECONDS) 
SCENARIO: ACQSITNS, PMLSI, BMLS= 1.0 DEC, DELT= .0740741 SEC, KM=100, KSTART= 2G 
S/N= 20.0 05, RHO= .8.BETAR= q5.0 DEG,.FSC=, GO0 HZ, THESEP= 3.000 DEC
 
RECEIVER: OPTIML, ADRPTIV UNTETHRD, POPTI, BRCVR= 1.0 DEC
 
INTERFERENCE TRACKER IDLER VALUES: .5, 1.5 DEC, 0. DEGf EC, 30.0 DEC, 0.0 HZBETA ESTIMATE ERROR: INITIAL= -45.0 .FINAL= 8.88 DEG 
FSC ESTIMATE ERROR: INITIAL= .600 .FINAL= .174 HZ 
Figure 3.17 	Interference Acquisition, OPTRVR, S/N=20db, 0=0.8', 





SIM. JOB: HUCIOVC FILE NO: 512211U308 DATE: 04/03/73
 










INTERERENC TRACKE IDLER VAUE :.515DE.00 4DOGSC 800 DEC 00 HZ0 .O
 
BEA STMAE TAR
RRR:INTIL= -q5. FINRST SCANqDECONDS
 
FSC ESTIMATE ERROR- INITIRL= 2.50 ,FINAL= -.257 HZ
 
Figure 3.18 Interference Acguisition, 0PTRVR, S/N=20db, p=0.8,





SIM. JOB: NUCHOUR FILE NO: 512211U306 DATE: 04/03/73 









0,0 0.8o 1.6o 2 40 a 20 4:ODo 408 s.Go G:UO 7!20 alOO
 
TIE SINCE iTART OFIFIRST SCAN [SECONDS)
 
SCENARIO: ACQSITN3, PMLSI, BMLS= 1.0 DEG, BELT= .0740741 SEC, KM=1OO, KSTRRT= 2G
 
S/N= 14.0 0B, RHO= .8, BETA= 45.0 DEC,FSC=, .GOD HZ, THESE= 1.000 DEG
 
RECEIVER: OPTIML, ADAPTIV, UNTETHRD, POPTI, BRCVR= 1.0 DEC
 
INTERFERENCE TRACKER IDLER VALUES: .5, 1.5 DEC. 0.0 DEC/SEC, 90.0 DEC, 0.0 HZ
 
BETA ESTIMATE ERROR: INITIAL= -45.0 ,FINAL= -I.G4 DEG
 
FSC ESTIMATE ERROR: INITIAL:- .600 ,FINRL= -.482E-OIHZ
 
Figure 3.19 Interference Acquisition, OPTRVR, S/N=14db, p=0.8,
 




SIM. JOB: HALENPY FILE NO: 512211U303 DATE: 05/02/75
 










0'oo80 I'GO 2!40 312o 4!00 4,80 5 Go G!40 7!20 B00 
TIME SINCE START OF FIRST SCAN (SECONDS)
 
SCENARIO: ACOSITN3, PMLSI, BMLS= 1.0 DEG, DELT= .07U0IUI SEC, KM=1OO, KSTRlRT= 2G
 
S/N= 40.0 D8, RHO .8, BETR=-IGB.O DEG,FSC=, 5U.300 HZ, THESEP= 1.000 LEG
 
RECEIVER: OPTIML, nDRPTIV, UNTETHRO, POPTI, BRCVR= i.0 DEC
 
INTERFERENCE THACKER IDLER VALUES: .5, 1.5 DEG, 0.0 OEG/SEC, 30.0 DEG, 0.0 HZ
 
BETA ESTIMATE ERROR, INITIAL-- 78.0 ,FINRL= 5.11 PEG
 
FSC ESTIMATE ERROR: INITIRL=- 51.3 *FINRL= 50.G NZ
 
Figure 3.20 	 Interference Acquisition, 0PTRVR, S/N=40db, p=0.8
 






SIH. JOB: HALENIS FILE NO: 513211U301 DATE: 05/03/73
 




















H~ = .0 E 
010 
T107 
90osop 1.50 , o6-.05 32F.8 = s. 720 .0 
SIM. JOB: HALENHO FILE NO* 513211U303 
 DATE: 05/03/73 









oo.00-8o 1.90 2!40 3'20 4'00 .8oG s.Go Ggo 7!20 8.0 
TIME SINCE START OF FIRST SCAN -(SECONDS) 
SCENARIO: RCOSITN3, DMLSI, BMLS= 1.0 DEG, DELT=- .0740741 SEC, KM=1OO, KSTRRT= 26 $IN= 20.0 13B,RHO= .8, BETA= 45.0 DEG,FSC=, GOD HZ, THESEP= .500 DEC
 
RECEIVER: SUBOPT, RDRPTIV, UNTETHRO, POPTI, BRCVR= 1.0 DEC
 
Figure 3.22 Interference Acquisition, SUBOPT, S/N=20db, p=0.8,
 
° ,
6sp= 0.5 , a=450 F =c 0.-6 Hz
 
108 
SIM. JOB: HRLENIT 

















b.ao o: so ico '20 3.'20 4.00 48o.9 .4 72 .D 
TIME SINCE STRRT OF FIRST SCRN (SECONDS) 
3CENRRIO: RCOSITN3, PMLSI, BMLS= 1.0 DEG, BELT= .0740741 SEC, KM=1O0, KSTRRT= 2G 
$IN= 40.0 OB, RHG= .8, BETR=-168.O DEC,FSC=, 51.300 HZ, THESEP= 1.000 BEG 
RECEIVER: SUBOPT, PORPTIV, UNTETHRD, POPTI, BRCVR= 1.0 DEC 
Figure 3.23 Interference Acquisition, SUBOPT, S/N=40db, p=0.8,
 
=




a. 	S/N = 40 db -- unsuccessful pull-in, in fact loss of 
track of the direct path pulse (Figure 3.21); 
b. 	 S/N = 20 db -- successful pull-in (Figure 3.22);
 
2. 	 Successful pull-in @ S/N = 40 db, 0sep = jo and Fsc in the 5th 
lobe, again maximum enhancement of TO pulse, maximum cancel­
lation of FRO pulse (Figure 3.23).
 
The poor performance shown in Figure 3.21 is probably attributable to
 
the low scalloping rate, the successful pull-in of Figure 3.22 notwith­
standing. The SUBOPT design is essentially premised upon on arbitrarily
 
high scalloping rate, and under these circumstances the results of
 
Figure 3.21 are probably more to be expected that those of Figure 3.22.
 
The successful pull-in of Figures 3.22 is probably only a testament to
 
the beneficial effects of noise acting as dither; or worse, it may be
 
sample function dependent. More study here should be done.
 
Finally, Figures 3.24 and 3.25 provide comparisons of the three
 
receivers OPTRVR, SUBOPT and the threshold receiver, in a crossing
 
multipath scenario, beginning with the receivers in track and the inter­
ference initially out-of-beam. The same noise sample function was used
 
to construct the envelope signal applied to the receiver in each case,
 
and the error time histories are all plotted to the same scale. Two
 




1. 	 In Figure 3.24, the OPTRVR and SUBOPT designs include con­
straints, in Figure 3.25 these are without constraints.
 
2. 	 In the two figures that OPTRVR and SUBOPT error time history
 
traces are interposed; in Figures 3.24, that for OPTRVR is on
 




SIN. JOB: HRLENIR FILE NO: 112211U101 DATE: 05/03/79 
HRLENIU 113211U101 05/03/73
HRLENJS 11111UI01 05/03/79








;.0o 0:80 lDGb 2.1o 3.20 4'00 q:80 5:130 G4 7:20 8:00
 
TIME SINCE ITRTOr FIRST SCAN (SECONDS)
 
-2.75 - .1!3 -1.0 -1.07 -!'.5! A.05. O. . 1:17 1.73 2: 29 2.85 
SEPARATION ANGLE (DEG.)} 
= 
S/N= 20.0 DB, RHU- .80, BETR=-IG8.O DEC, FSC= 51.3 HZ, KM= iO SCANS, 8HLS- 1.00, PMLS1
 
OPTIML: RDRPTIVo 	UNTETHRD.. POPTi, BRCVR=I.O DEG., ERMS= G90844E-01 DEG.
 
SUDOPT: RDRPTIV, 	UNTETHRD, POPTI, BRCVR=1.O0 DEC., ERNS= .13G5GOE-Oi DEG.
 
THRHLD: -3 DB , UNTETHRD, G.00% OF SCANS ABORTED. ERMS= .243510 DEG.
 
Figure 3.24 	 Crossing Multipath, OPTRVR and SUBOPT with constraints
 
S/N=20db, p=0.8, 3= -168, Fs = 51.3 Ez
 
SIN. JOB: 'LSSUOC 
MLSOPOF 
NLSTHYX 






















C0 8 0 : 8 9 .. O 2 : 4 0 3 : 2 0 4.'08 q:8 0 5 : 6 0 G ."40 7! 20 8 .0 0 
TIME SINCE START OF FIRST SCAN tSEC-NS)
 
~75 - ,19 -1. G3 -1.07 -!,51 0! 05 08.1 !17 1.73 2:29 2' 85 
SEPARATION ANGLE (BEG.) 
= 
S/N 20.0 DB, HO= .0, 8EA=-G8.8 DEC,FSC= 51.3 HZ, KM= 100 SCANS, BMLS= 1.0, PMLSI
 
UBOPT: qDRPTIV, UNTETHRD, POPTI, BRCVR=1.0O DEG., ERS= .135GOE-01 EG.,
 
PTIML: qDAPTIV, UNTEHRD, POPTI, BRCVR=.0D E., ERMS- .755BDIE-02 DE.'
 
HAHnO= -3 DB -dNTETRD, G.OO ,OF SCA43SABORTE,ERM3= .23510 DE.
 
Figure 3.25 Crossing Multipath,= OPTRVR, and SUBOPT without constraints
 51.3 Hz




Another very significant difference is in the OPTRVR error time
 
histories themselves -- that without constraints peaks at about 1/50', 
and that with constraints, at about *, worse than the SUBOPT response, 
which peaks at about 1/20' with and without constraints. Again, we
 
suspect the asc constraint for the deterioration of the OPTRVR perfor­
mance. Nevertheless, all optimal structure receivers performed better
 
in this demonstration than did the threshold receiver, which peaked at
 
0.71. The lowest trace shows the carrier signal-to-noise ratio CSNR,
 
evaluated at the peak of the direct path pulse on the TO-scan, as the
 
simulation evolves. 




values used being again that combination producing maximum enhance­




In summary, a simulation study involving principally statistical
 
error studies but also some error time histories has been carried out; a
 
substantial collection of FORTRAN programs was developed. Simulation
 
results show for the OPTRVR design
 
1. 	 RMSE performance improvement factors wrt the threshold
 
receiver sometimes approaching 30 at 20 db S/N;
 
2. 	 Full track capability limited to scalloping rates below of
 
rep. rate (below 6.75 Hz in AZ).
 
3. 	 Some deterioration in performance when constraints are used 
believed attributable to the W^ constraint. Removal of this 
sc
 
one 	constraint may restore the generally higher RMSE perfor­
mance of the unconstrained OPTRVR without reducing the resis­
tance to loss of track apparently characterizing the con­
strained receiver (see SUBOPT below). Also perhaps a depend­
113
 
able angle-tracking capability at higher scalloping rates
 
might result from removal of the - -constraint.
 
The results show for the SUBOPT design
 
1. 	 Lesser performance than the OPTRVR design, improvement factors
 




2. 	 Performance probably better at higher scalloping rates, de­
teriorating at lower rates;
 
3. 	 Very definite improvement in track-holding ability at small
 
separation angles when the receiver constraints are applied.
 




Based on studies of the OPTRVR, we expect both the OPTRVR and SUBOPT
 
design performance to be quite sensitive to error, in the receiver
 
model, of the transmitting antenna, selectivity function, particularly
 
the beam width parameter. Possible approaches to reduce the effects on
 
performance were discussed. Finally, in error time history studies
 
1. 	 Strong interference pull-in capabilities at various S/N's and
 
Fsc's were demonstrated, which might be used in an inter­
ference acquisition scheme; and
 
2. 	 A high performance in a representative crossing multipath 
situation was demonstrated, and is to be generally expected, 
particularly if the removal of the ^ -constraint will have sc
 








An experimental receiver development project was included in the
 
original research proposal and begun in 1976 in parallel with tracking
 
algorithm development then in progress. The project was short lived,
 
however, and abandoned the following year, principally because the
 
computational demands of the evolving tracking algorithms simply could
 
not be met with any economically feasible microcomputer that was avail­




1. the interface hardware
 
2. the foreground software
 
3. the background software
 
were described in [3, pp. 52-60]; the approach to the interface design,
 




At the present time, both the MLS tracking algorithm development
 
and the state-of-the-art in microcomputing are more advanced. It seems
 
safe to conjecture, in conclusion, that one way the requisite computer
 
power might be obtained economically, certainly in the near future, is
 
to make use of a bank, or an array, of now diminishingly expensive
 
microprocessors. One or more microprocessors might serve the executive
 
function,, allocating the resources provided by the others to the various
 
computational needs as they arise. Advantages of such an arrangement
 




1. 	 It would be able to exploit the large potential .for parallel
 
computation in the tracking receiver calculations;
 














This report has described research performed at the University and
 
concerned with optimal MLS receiver theory, design and simulation
 
evaluation. The program has produced a general receiver structure
 
which, it is believed, gives close to limiting performance; it consists
 
of a Scan Data Processor (SDP) based on the theory of Locally Optimum
 
Estimation enclosed in a Tracking Loop Filter (TLF) based on IISE re­
cursive state estimation. Three concrete specializations of the general
 
structure were carried out, characterized by both the dimension of the
 
Scan Data Processor and the method of extraction of phase difference ( )
 
and scalloping frequency (wsc) information, as follows:
 
5D SDP: 	 Denoted the Optimal design (OPTRVR); SDP extracts
 
information from each scan; TLF extracts w information
sc 
from the sequence of scans; 
4D SDP: Denoted the Suboptimal design (SUBOPT); Both P and Wt sc
 
are suppressed from the model and not estimated, 
6D SDP: Denoted the 6D LOE design; SDP extracts P and w c infor­








a. Statistical error studies under various conditions;
 





c. Performance evaluations with "crossing" multipath inter­
ference.
 
and comparisons of performances were made with a simulated "threshold"
 
receiver approximately representative of the Phase III design. Finally,
 
a limited effort to implement an experimental receiver was undertaken,
 
but was aborted with little more result than the tentative approach
 
planned and the insights gained.
 
In the simulation studies of RMSE the OPTRVR and SUBOPT designs
 
showed improvements over the threshold receiver by factors approaching
 
30 and 15, respectively, at low scalloping rates. Constraints were
 
imposed on the computed estimates, based largely on natural limitations
 
on the true state values,' and as a result, improved ability to maintain
 
track was noted in the SUBOPT design at small separation angles and
 
moderate S/N. At higher values of scalloping rate, ws.) the SUBOPT
 
design was superior to the OPTRVR with constraints. The data suggests,
 
however, that the wsc-constraint in OPTRVR may be hurting performance
 
some, though even with its removal, successful full-state tracking can't
 
be expected in OPTRVR in the strict sense. at higher scalloping fre­
quencies. A high sensitivity to error in the receiver model of the MLS
 
transmitting antenna selectivity function, particularly the beam width
 
parameter, was observed in the SUBOPT design (and believed to be charac­
teristic of the OPTRVR design also). Approaches were. discussed to
 
reduce this problem. Both the OPTRVR and SUBOPT designs exhibited
 
sufficient multipath "pull-in" capability to merit a "pull-in" approach 
to interference acquisition. In summary, the receiver designs developed
 




performance for NLS receivers. Some areas of consideration need further
 
study, however, to fine-tune the designs to the signal and state dy­
namics environment and other aspects of the application. On the basis
 
of available data the SUBOPT design appears to be the more appropriate
 
for the MLS aircraft receiver application, where the scalloping. rates
 
experienced are generally greater than one-half the MLS angle function
 




From the viewpoint of implementation, it would appear that, on the
 
basis of trends in-the microprocessor art,
 
1. 	 Input of the envelope samples to the computer should be made
 
by direct memory access (DHA), and
 
2. 	 The comptuer should, perhaps, be a bank of microprocessors
 
performing many operations in parallel (to supply the requi­
site computing power) and operating as a unified system under
 
an executive function microprocessor.
 
Finally, an operational receiver should probably be structurally
 
adaptive also with an ability to expand the state vector (by appending a
 
"sentry" tracker channel tethered to "idler" values) as additional 
interference pulses are recognized and acquired. The "sentry" should 
move from a position one side of the sampling window to the opposite
 
side and then back on alternate scans to preserve the integrity of the
 
main pulse track. Also when the separation angle for an interference
 
pulse drops below a certain threshold and information needed to dis­
tinguish the pulse becomes less available, track of that interference
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Programs in this appendix are listed below in the order presented,
 
generally alphabetized by Module name in two groups. Programs within
 
each Module are listed with a brief characterization of the Module.
 




CTLACQN3: CONTRL, Interference Acquisition Scenario
 
CTLCRMP: CONTRL, Crossing Multipath Scenario
 
CTLMSBBl: CONTRL, RMSE (Bratio)
 
CTLMSFSl: CONTRL, RMSE (Fs)
 
CTLMSFS2: CONTRL, RMSE (Fsc), (, sc) tethered to ( /2,0)
 
CTLMSTH2: CONTRL, RMSE ( se), averaging with Fsc#O
 
CTLOE: CONTRL, RMSE ( se), averaging with Fsc=0
 
MLSSIM: MESSIM, MLSSUB, THA, DFLTRl, MLS 
 A 
OPTRNC: "RCVR, ORVRID, No constraints, except on
 
OPTRVR: RCVR, ORVRID, with constraints
 
PLSUB: PHILM, WAWBJ, SWFCNS, PLUSID, Suboptimal SDP
 
PLOPT: PHILM, PLOPID, Optimal SDP
 
PMLSl: PMLS, PMLSID, p-function used in generating signal
 
POPTI: P, PDOT, POPTID, p-function presumed in receiver
 
THDRVR: RCVR, TRVRID, threshold receiver
 
UTILITY AND SERVICE PROGRAMS
 
ACQMPI: ACQMPI, Acquisition plot generator
 
LABLIB: CLIP, GAUSS, INTIO, LOGI0, MATIN, MATMUL, MATOUT, MATSM,
 




PCRMPI: PCRMP1, Crossing multipath plot generator
 










I SUBROUTINE"CONTRL 73/172 'TS 




C THIS CONDUCTS THE MLS SIMULATION THROUGH A 





-- INTEGER YNAM1(2),YNAM2(2),YNAM3(2),YNAM4(2),YHAM5(2IFUNCTN(2) 
. 
INTLGkR YNAN7(2),YNAMB(Z)














































DIMENSION X(8), SCANNR(100) 







.. .. - DATA ABORT/lHAISPACE/IH /,NFIRSTI.FALSE./,ADAPTV/.TRUE./.. 
35 DATA DArIN/1OHMLSSIMOATA,1OHSOGOOsOFOO,2*0I 
DATA DATOUT/1OHMLSSIMDATA,34O/ " '.. 
DATA IDASCI/7HCROSSMP,7HRMSE(T),7HRSE(B),7HRMSE(F),7HACOSITN 
.. .. .. *3*7H. -.. HGENERALBH PMLS" ,8H PMLS2 , 
- ,7 . .
 
*8H PMLS3 *8H THRHLD *8H OPTIML 8H SUBOPT *8H -3 DB BHADAPTIV
 







... -.. . . .DATA FUNCTN/IHAZIMUTHTHELEVAT./ 

45 DATA XNAME/8H SCAN *8H NUMBER /,YNAH2I8H ETHET ,8HOEGREES /
 
- ' DATA YNAMI/BH EALFA *8H /,YNAME8H EALFAR *8H /

DATA YNAM4I8H ETHER ,BHDEGREES /,YNANS/8H RHO 18H I 
-. 
- DATA YNAM7/BHEABSBETA,8H DEGREES/..... 
.
 





GO TO (100,200,300,400,500,600,700,Oo, qOaaO 1OOlO#O12003,ISW 
1 - FORMAT(1H ) - ­
10 FORMAH9(I)) 
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2 SUBRUUINE CdNTRL 73/17Z TS FTN 4.6+452 




- C THIS IOENTIFIES THE SCENARIO AND 
CTHE FOLLOWING RECEIVER PARAMETERS 
REINITIALIZES, AS NECESSARY, 
CSIGXAIACDOSJRDBRHO,FSCBETAJM.BMLS 
IF(NFIRST) GO TO 155 
NOAC-.FALSE. 
NFIRST-.TRUE. 
05-- - - JBNAM-JOBNAME(I).. 
ISI-5 





IF (IRCVR.NE.1) GO TO 118 
. . . . . .. -.. . . 
WRITE (7,115) 
115 FURNAT (35H THIS IS NOT FOR THRESHOLD RECEIVER)




120 FORIAT(ZBH THIS MAY READ INPUT FILE ,2A1O/) 
CALL LOGIO(HFILEINFILEIMhO) 
IF(.NOT.FILEIN) NSTART-O 
CALL INTIO(6HNSTARTNSTART,100,0 . .... ... . 
80 NSTUP-NSTART 






IF(ADAPTV) GO TO 135 
IADAP-3 
"-" 135 - CONTINUE 
-
90 00 145 I-2,6 








- . . 15Z 
WkITE (7,152) IDNRSIMDD 
" FORMAT (IH ,611,l X,I1 )
WRITE (7,153) ZOENTS 
.. 
100 
.153FORMAT (LH ,AO) 
CALL REALIO (6HRHOMAXRHOMAXO) 
CALL REALIO(6H DTHODTHOD) 





105. . CALL' REALI(6H ETAD;BETAO O).......... ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
- "-BO-BETAO4 
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115 
. .... .. . . .... 
FSC-O.IMLS-L. - . .-. . .. . ... .. 
URCVR1. 
THLSEP 1.88 ... 
120-... -
CALL INTIO(6H NRUNNRUN,100,0) 
CALL REALIO(6HOSNRDGDSNRDBO) 



















- ..- .. -160 
REAO(15,16O) NRUN,DSNRDSRHO,BETAFSC,BMLSBRCVRTHESEpKSTART 
'FORMAT (.15,7G10.3,IS) " I -... .. 
IF(NRUN.LT.NSTART) GO TO 158 
. .IF(NRUN.GE.NSTOP) MORE-.FALSE.-....... 
135 170 CONTINUE 
. . .. .. . X0C3,IAE).XO16,IAE).0 - - - - - - - - - -. 
. 
XO(5,IAE)=XOC2,IAE)-THESEP
EBETAO-ABS(BETA)-ASS(BETAO). . ... 
EFSCO-ABS (FSC)-ABS tFSCO) 
-140 -RETURN . 
C 
C 
2(0' CONTINUE- .... ... .... ... ... 
145 C THIS OUTPUTS BASIC SIMULATION DATA OF INTEREST, SUCH AS
CTHE-ANGLE FUNCTION, INITIAL STATE,'ETC. ... 








. . . IF(.NOT.FILOUT) GO.TO 245 
-IFNRUN.LE.) 1 ENCO.E( O#C2 0,DOUT) IDNRSIHUIMODIHONRUN220..E " FORMAT(bI1,AI)IlAlII) . .. 
. 
155 






IF(IX.NE.0) CALL INTIOC6HIXCRG),IX,1,1 
. ... 
IF(IX.N.O2 STOPtOUTPUT FILE REQUEST NOT SATISFACTORY* 
- 160 .. WRITE(7,240) (DATOUT(I),I-1,2) " -
-.... 
240 FORMAT(Z5HOTHIS WRITES OUTPUT FILE ,2A10) 
.245 -- CALL" DATE(TODAY) ... ........................ 
165 
.. 
WRITE (7,25C) FUNCTN (IAE),IAE
ZO FORMAT (1HO,AYISH FUNCTION CIAE-,I,1H))-. 
X(4J-X4,IAEl-O. 
- . WRITE (7,260) ((IXtI) 1,) . .1-  
260 FORMAT (15HOINITIAL STATEt//f3H X(,Il 4H) • G13.6)) 
. ..... . RITE7i270)-'IDENTS(2..... .... .. ......................... 
270 FORMATC1HO,A7) 
170 ... -- RETURN-.. ----. . -----.......... ... .. 
CTLACQN3 
gagif Is 
SUBROUTINE CONTRL 731172 TS 	 FTN 4.6+452 05/17/79 17.Z5.29 PAGE
 
30J CONTINUE 
175 	 C THIS IDENTIFIES THE BASIC RECEIVER STRUCTURE (THRHLDOPTSUBOPT)
 
CAND REINITIALIZES, AS NECESSARY, THE FOLLOWING RCVR DATA. ........................-. .
 























190 410 FORMAT (IHOA8,4HRCVR/IHOAG,6HDESIGN/SH (IR-,I2,4HNG-,II
 








195 - 19------------. RETURN_--	 ­... . ..... 	 . 
500 CONTINUE 	 -'
 




600 CONTINUE 	 .0 . 




. C. -..	 - - - - - - - - - - - - --.­
210 	 70O CONTINUE
 
C THIS SETS-UP THE K-LOOP FR'THE'(LG)-TH SET OF KN SCANS------------------------------

CALL INTIO(6H KM,K ,1,1)
 
- ----- WRITE(7,710) 
710 FORNAT (4HO K, 3X,6HCSNRTC,5X,6HCSNRFR,6X,3HQTY,7X, 
215 .HALFA,3X,5HTHETA;6X,6HTHEDOT,5X,5HALFAR,6X,6HTHETAR,5x, ... 
C 6HTHRDOT,6X,4H B 7X,3HWSCI) 
.... . .... RETURN-B.. 
C 
220 	 C 
S800 CONTINUE ~. -------------

C THIS INITIALIZES THE K-TH SCAN
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SUIIOUIINC CONTRL 73/Liz IS 	 FIR 4.6*452 05/17/79 1?.25.29 PAGE 5 
900 COhTINUE
 

















IF (NS.GE.7) ES(7) - ABS(X(7))-ASS(XS(7). 
IF (NS.GE.8) ES(8) - ABS(X(8))-ABS(XSC8)) 




' ........ .....ETHER(K)-ES(5)--- . .................... . . . 
245 XFDUR(K)-X(4)3X(1)
- .. .








250 WRITE (?,920) K, CSNRTCSNRF,1HXP(X(I),I-,8)
 
920 FORMAT(IH 13, 2(1XGIO.3),8XAIXe(1XG1O.3))
 
...... WRITE (7,930) 7" XS,(XS(1),I-1,NSI ...... .....
. .... 
WRITE (7,930) 7H EPR,(ES(I),1m1,NS)
 
WRITE (7,930) 7HSO(PII3,(RMSVAL(I)#I-INS) 
­255 930 FORMAT (iH ,27XA7,IX,8C(XG1O.3)) ",­
.. . WRITE (7,1)
 
R E TUR N '.. 	 .. . ..
 
260 .C. 	 ........































275 CALL REALIO(6H YMAXYMAXI)
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290 CALL REALIO(6H YMAXYMAXI).
 








2-5 CALL RLALIO(6H YMINYMIN,1) 







300 CALL REALIO(SH YMIN,YMIN,1) 
























00 1077 1-1, IKM .
 


























.. . 00 1090 II,KM 
330 WRITE(17) EALFA(I),ETHET(I),EALFR(I),ETHER(1),XFOUR(I) 
. .1C90 CONTINUE -










.IFCIX.NE.02 GO TO 1095'.......... 
IX ICATALOI6LTAPE17,DATOUT,2LPWj8RHIGHFILL,2LRP,365) 
-
GO TO 1096..' - ' 
340 1095 IXSICATALO(6LTAPEI7,DATDUT,2ZLXRBRHIGHFILLZLRP,365)

1096 IF(IX.NE.G)'CALL INTIO(6HIX(CA),IX,1*1) ...
 












WRITE (7,1099) (OATOUT(I)II.1,2) ...
 
345 1U99 FORMAT(13HUOUTPUT FILE ,ZAIO,33H IS WRITTEN, CATALOGED AND CLOSED)






- __*_ -	 -.-.-. 
C
 
350 - . . .	 1100 CONTINUE .. . .. . . . . . . 
C THIS SAVtS/PROCESSES/OUTPUTS DATA FROM THE (NSET)-TH SERIES OF 




............... C THIS EFFECTS CLOSURE-OF-THE-SI ULATION-RUN-....... . .. ...... .. .............. ......... 
WRITE (7,11) 
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C THIS CONDUCTS THE HLS SIMULATION THROUGH A
 




REAL LAMDA --- ----- -- -- ­ -- -- -- - -- -- -- - -- -- --....... 
INTEGER XNAME(Z),YNAIE(2),DATINHI),DATOUT(4),DOUT 
-.... INTEGER TITLE1(3)1TITLEZCZ,2),FUNCTN(Z) 
LOGICAL NOKLMNNOLOENOAC,KALMANLOETETHRDMORENFIRSTADAPTV
10 . . COMMON/IDATA/ISIMIPMLSIRCVR,IADAPITETHRIPOPT-























-.... .. .. COMKON/LSOOO/ALFAoTHETHEDOTALFARTHRTHRDOT,8,WSC 
..... . . . 
COMON/LSOOI/CSNRTCSNRFDSNRDBRHOBETAFSCLGNAX 
...... -........COMON/NLS002 DCSNRCSNR,LGPTPK7,TPKF 






DIMENSION CSNRTO(100 X(8HTHESER(100),THESEP(100),ABBORT(100) 
............ DIMENSION IDNRS(6),IDASCI(18),IDENTS(6),CSNRFR(lOO) 
...... . 
EQUIVALENCE (ALFAX(1)),(ISIHIDNRS(1)),(DOUTDATOUT(2 )
-30 ------------ -DATA ABORTI/HAISPACE/1H /.NFIRSTI/.FALSE./,ADAPTV/.TRUE./-
--.--------
DATA DATIN/IOHMLSSIMDATAIOH100000FOOO,2*0/ 
... . .-.. . DATA DATOUT/IOHMLSSIMDATA,3*O/ 
....DATA IDASCI/7HCROSSP7HRHSECT),7HRHSE(B)BH PMLS1 OEHPMLSZ 
. . .*84 PHLS3 .8H THRHLD ,H OPTIML .8H SUBOPT 8H -3 D8 ,OHADAPTIV35 *BHNONADAP ,OHUNTETHRD,BHTETHERED,2H .8H POPTi o8H POPT2
 




.........- DATA TITLEI/6H X(2) 
,6HXZ-X5 ,6HXS(2) / 
-, 
DATA TITLE2/6HFIL ER,6HX2-XS2,6HXa-XSZ.6HSoRpZZ/
40 -- DATA FUNCTN/7HAZINUTHITHELEVAT./ 
.
 
DATA XHAIE/8HTHETASEP,6HDEGREES /,YNAME/BHTHES ERROHDEGREES I
 
GO TO (lO0 2 00,300,400 OO5600,700,800900,aoo1100olZOO),ISW%", 1 --- FORMAT(1H ) . - - . - --- . ..... -...... . I.. .. 
45 10 










100 CONTINUE ....... 
C THIS IDENTIFIES THE SCENARIO AND REINITIALIZES, AS NECESSARY. 
CTHE FOLLOWING RECEIVER PARAMETERS 
-' 
CSIGMAIAEDSNRDBRHODFSC, ETAJMBMLS 
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WRITE (7,1O) ... 
FORMAT (ZBH1CROSSING-NULTIPATH SCENARIO/)
GO TO 122 
... 
COLD IX-IATTACH(6LTAPE15,OATIN) 
" 65 - . 
COLD IF(IX.NE.0) CALL INTIO(6HIX(AT)oIXII) 
. 
COLD IF(IX.NE.0) STOPfINPUT FILE ATTACH NOT SATISFACTORY$ 
COLD* WRITE(7,1ZO) (DATIN(I),I.,Z) 
-
..... ... ..... ...... .. 
120 FORMAT(23H THIS READS INPUT FILE ,ZA1O/) 
S -. 122 CONTINUE 
NULL TRANSFER STATEMENT -- TRANSFER IGNORED 
'.70 






-IF(IRCVR.EQ.1) GO TO 1Z5 ... 
CALL LOGIO(6HADAPTVADAPTV,0. 
.. . 125 CONTINUE 
75 IF(TETHRD) ITETHR-2 
IF(ADAPTV) GO TO 135 ­ - - - -... ... .. . .. . 
IRSLGN=-1 
135 IADAP-3CONTINUE 




.... ... .ENCODE(8,150,DENTS(1)) IDASCI(ISIM),IMOO - " 
85 . . - 150 FORbAATCA71) 
- WRITE (7,152) IDNRSIMOD ----------­
15Z FORMAT (IH 61llX,Il/) 











160"- FORMAT(I5,6GIO.3) . .. 
IFtNRUN.LT.NSTART) GO TO 155 
........ .. 
- - IF(MRUN.GE.NSTOP) IORE-.FALSE.... . ".. 
95 RETURN 
100--- . . 
200 CONTINUE 
C THIS OUTPUTS BASIC SIMULATION DATA OF INTEREST, SUCH AS .. ...... .. .... 
CTHE ANGLE FUNCTION* INITIAL STATE, ETC. 





FORMAT(SH1NRUN,12X,6HDSNRDB,16 , HRHO,16X,4HBETA17X,3HFSC16X,4HBMLS,15X,5HBRCVR/1HO,14,6(1OX,G10. ...) --- I ... ...- ... 
105 
220 
IF(NRUN.LE.9) ENCODE(10,22ODOUT) IDNRS,1HU*INOOiIHONRUN 
FORMAT(611,AlI ,AI,11)




FORMAT(611,A1 I1, 12)- .............. .. 
IX"IREQST(6LTAPE17,3L*PF)
IF(IX.NE.O)'CALL INTIO(6HIX(RQ),IXl#I) . 
IFCIX.NE.0) STOPfOUTPUT FILE REQUEST NOT SATISFACTORYO 
-­ WRITE(7,240) (OATOUT(I),I=1,2) 
240 FORMATC2SHOTHIS WRITES OUTPUT FILE ,2A10) 
CTLCRMP 
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115 K. 
CALL DATE(TODAY) 
WRITE (7,250) FUNCTN (IAE),IAE 
250 FORMAT (1HO,AT,15H FUNCTION CIAE-I1,IH)) 
260 
................. . 
WRITE (7,2602 ICIX(I)),I-1,8. 
FORMAT (15HOINITIAL STATE*//C3H X(,I1,4H) - ,G13.61) 
WRITE(1,270) I'DENTS(Z------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - -..... 
120 270 FORMAT(1HOA7} 




C THIS IDENTIFIES THE BASIC RECEIVER STRUCTURE (THRHLDOPTSUSOPT) 
---------------CAND REINITIALIZES, AS NECESSARY, THE FOLLOWING RCVR DATA .. 





C NEGATE IR WITH THE FOLLOWING FOR NONADAPTIVE RECEIVER ........... . - --.. . . -
... C .......... 
IF(IRSIGN.LT.0) IR-IR 
............ 
-135-.. .. . . C - RETURN - . ....... . .­
.............. C - . .. . .. .. .... . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . ... . . 
400 CONTINUE 





FORMAT (IHOAB,4HRCVR/IHOABHOESIGN/5H (IR.,I12.HNG.,Il. 
............."---
* 4HNS-,I1,IH)) 
-WRITE(7,420) (IDENTS(I2,1-5 -6)..... ... . .... . .. .. . . . 
420 PORAT(HO,AB/IHOA7/) 
145 .. RETUR.............. 
C 
C 
. 500 -CONTINUE-. 
150 C THIS SETS-UP THE MSET-LOOP 
. -.... ICOUNT-O.-.--------- ... -.. 
RETURN 
. - --- .15!--- -.. ... .. .. .. .. . .. ... . .... - -. 
. 
".... .... . 
600 CONTINUE -
C THIS SETS-UP-THE LG-LOOP FOR THE 
RETURN 
tMSET)-TH,-SERIES OF'SETS . . . .. . . .. . 
-160 
----------
C -----------------------------­C**€*****fA********0.********************** ***********#*, -
700 CONTINUE 
-- C THIS SETS-UP THE K-LOOP FOR THE "LG)-TH SET OF KM SCANS 
-165 .........- CALL INTIO(6B Kti,KN,,1) 
-
WRITE(7,710)hTITLE1 I3),p¢TITLE2(I*tTITI,2) 
710 FORMAT (AHO K.6XSHCSNRT,6X,5HCSNRF,5C5XA6,4X)/) 
EMSO. 








- - - - - - -
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175 C THIS INITIALIZES THE K-TH SCAN
 




















IF CIRCVR *NE. 1) COLB-SORT(PPDIAG(2))
 






























- E M S EM S+ T H E R R* * Z ..... .. ........ 









C THIS SAVES/PROCESSES/OUTPUTS OATA'FROM'THE (LG)-TH SET OF K8 SCANS 
205 EMEANuEMEAH/KM 











1010' 	FORMAT (31HOTHETA-ERROR SAHPLE'STATISTICS:).. .............. ...---............
 
IF (IRCVR .EO. 1) WRITE(7,1020)
 












.	 . . . . .. 
 . .
 
1040 FORMAT (//IHOF7.2,22ZH OF SCANS ARE ABORTED)








WRITE (7,11) 1 
.. . CALL REALIO(6H- YHIN, YMIN1) ­
225 CALL REALIO(6H YMAXYIAXI) 
IF (IRCVR-.NE. 1) WRITE(7,1060) (GQGT(II)*I-INS)
1060 FORMAT 110(/)135H ON LAST SCAN, DIAGONAL OF GQGT WAS/ 
CTLCRMPPage 	4 of 6
 
























.- DO 1077 I
.. . ...... . ....... ,IK "-" 
240 1077 WRITE(7,1078) CSNRTO(IJCSNRFR(1,THESER(1),ABBORT(I),THESEP(I},I 













WRITE(7,IOBZ) EMEAN, ERS,ESTDEVTCOUNT, YMINYhAX
 









. ..... ... . DO 1090 1 s, N..
 
.......... .. ....








------ - REWIND 17 - -.- . . --
-- -. - -. - .. ..-...-- .. .I . - . .- .. .. .. . ..- . - - . ... . . .. 
IX-IATTACH(6LTAPEODATOUT) 
....... ........... . . .
 
.. ............ - .CALL RETURN(6LTAPE-O .. .. ... . ............ 

260 IF(IX.NE.O) GO TO 1095
 
......... --. IX-ICATALO(6LTAPE17,DATOUT,2LPW, RHIGHFILLZLRP,365) .
 
GO TO 1096 
..................1095 -1 X*ICATALO(6LTAPE17,DATOUTsZLXR,8RHIGHFILL*ZLRP,365)-------------------- ............ 
1096 IF(IX.NE.0) CALL INTIO(6HIX(CA),IX,1,1)
265 -IF(IX.NE.0) STOP.OUTPUT FILE *CATALOG NOT SATISFACTORY-----------
CALL RETURN(6LTAPE17) 
-------------- WRITE (7#1099) (DATUUT(I),IlZ) ... ...............­
1099 FORMATC13HOOUTPUT FILE ,ZA10*33H IS WRITTEN, CATALOGED AND CLOSED) 




.. . 1100 "CONTINUE- - --- .--
...........- ------------------- --. -----------------
C THIS SAVES/PROCESSESIOUTPUTS DATA FROM THE (MSET)-TH SERIES OF 
"--75...........CLGNAX SETS OF KM-SCANS . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
'RETURN 
280 - 1200 CONTINUE
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43000B CX STORAGE USED 4.098 SECONDS 
CTLCRMP
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C THIS CONDUCTS THE MLS SIMULATID THROUGH A 








































DATA YNAMh/BHALF RMSEBH ,8HTHE RMSE,8HDEGREES p 
40 *BHTDT RMSEOHDEGISEC ,BHALR RMSE,8H ,8HTHR RISE, 
. .... *BHDEGREES pOHTRD RMSEBHDEG/SEC ,SHBET RMSE,8HDEGREESiSHFSC RNISEBH HZ ,BHFSCORMSE,8H HZ/SEC / 
. 





*8H PMLS -,8H PMLS2 
8H PMLS3 8H THRHLO 6BHOPTIML "8H SUBOPT .89 -3 OB BHADAPTIV*;-..... 
5-
*8HNONADAP ,OHUNTETHRDPBHTETHEREOZH 
*88H POPT3. / 
O8HPOPTI ,8H POPTZ , 
. 
DATA NSTART/3/,IRSIGN/I/,KSTARTi1l/,BRARAT/10./,FILEIN
*/.FALSE.jFILOUT/.TRUE./ "" , 
55 
DATAJITLE1/6H.ALFA #6H THETA,6HTHEDOT,6H ALFAR6HTHETARSHTHRDET_ 
C,6H B s6H WSC ,6HWSCOOT/
DATA XNANE/8H BETA ,BHDEGREES /,YNAXE/BHTHES ERRBHDEGREES 
...... 
DATA XNAMEI/BH BRATIO ,GH / 
- - DATA FUNCTNITHAZI1UTH,7HELEVAT..... 
CTLMSBB1
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GO TO (lOOZOOsO3O,400,50600,700,800,9001000,1100,1s*wOO- ISW-"
 












C THIS IDENTIFIES THE SCENARIO AND REINITIALIZES AS NECESSARY
 
..............-




70 -F(NFIRST) GO TO 155
 




JBNAM-JOBNAME(X ) .. . ... ...
.. 	
- . ... .. 
. . .. .... ISIM-3
 
75 	 1MOD-' 
WRITE (7,110)
 











. . . . . . .




IF(IX.NE.O) STOPOINPUT FILE ATTACH NOT SATISFACTORY$ 
WRITE(7,120) (DATIN(I)I,-1,2) 
-- 85 120 FORMAT(Z3H THIS READS INPUT FILE-;2A10/-------------------
-.. .
 








90 .. . CALL LOGIO(6HTETHRDTETHRDO) 
-.........
 




l25 CONTINU E .. . .. 

. ... CALL 	LOGIU(6HADAPTVAODAPT~VOt 
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 
IF(TETHRD) ITETHR.2 . 
95 IF(ADAPTV) GO TO 135 . ............ 
IRSIGN.-1IAOAP.3 - ..... . .. .. ..
 
.... .. .... . 13 CONT INUE
0O 145 1-27 6+ . . .. . . .. ... . .. ,. . . 
100 IASC-3*iI-1)+IDNRS(I)+Z 
-r' 




'lDO 159 FORMAT4A7,I1) 
-___-__105 ...... .. WRITE 47,152) IDNRSIMOV 
..--­
152 FORMAT (1H ,611,lX,Il/)
 
WRITE (7,153) IDENTS . ..
 
153 	 FORMAT (IN ,AB)
 
CALL INTIO(6H LGMAXLGMAX,13,0). . . ."

110 ....... -CALL INTIO(6H KMKH,115,O)
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115 ROOT-1.I(LGNAX-1) 
IF(LGIAX.LE.1) GO TO 156 
00 154 I1,LLGMAX 











IF(FILEIN) GOTO 158 
130 NRUN-NRUNt1 
WRITE(7,11) 
CALL INTIO(6H NRUNNRUNPlI) 






CALL INTIO(6H IFS,IFS,100,0) 
CALL REALIO(6H TSEPTSEPO)... 
GOTO 167 
158 CONTINUE 





IF(NRUN.LT.NSTART) GO TO 158 ..-. ...... .... ....--­
145 167 IF(NRUN.GE.NSTOP) MORE.FALSE.FSC=IFS*FSCHIN 










155 ...... C THIS OUTPUTS BASIC SIMULATION DATA OF INTEREST, SUCH AS 
CTHE ANGLE FUNCTION, INITIAL STATE, ETC. 
WRITE(7,210) NRUNDSNROB,RHO,BETAIFS,TSEP 
210 FORMAT(SHONRUN,1ZX,6HDSNRDB,16X,3HRHO,16X,4HBETA,16X,4HIFSC,16X, 
*4HTSEP/iHo, 4,3(IOXG10.3),12XI5,3X, . ... 
160 *(1CXGIO.31) 
IF(,NOT.FILOUT) GOTO 245 
IF(NRUN.LE.9) ENCOOE(10,a2,ODOUT)*-IDNRSIU, IMOD,IONHoRUN 
220 FORMAT(6I1,A1,I1,AII) 
IF(NRUN.GE.10) ENCODE(10,230,OOUT) IDNRS.1HUIO0,NRUN 
165 230 FORMAT(6I1,A1,i1,112 
IXsIREQST(6LTAPE17,SL*PF) ........... 
-IF(IX.NE.0) CALL INTIO(6HIX(RQ),IX,),13 




FORMAT(Z5HOTHIS WRITES OUTPUT FILE ;ZAIO)
CALL DATECTODAY) .. 
CTLMSBB1
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WRITE (7,250) FUNCTN (IAE).IAE
250 FORMAT (1HOA7,15H FUNCTION (IAE-,IllH)) 
175 
WRITE (7,260) ({IX(I)lI-1,8) 







C THIS IDENTIFIES THE BASIC RECEIVER STRUCTURE (THRHLDOPTSUBOPT)
CAND REINITIALIZES, AS NECESSARY, THE FOLLOWING RCVR DATA 
185 CIR (NEGATE ONLY), HOACNDKLMNNOLOE,BRCVROELBLTETHRO 
ITIT=MIXO(IRCVR,2) 
C 





195 C THIS OUTPUTS BASIC RECEIVER DATA OF INTEREST 
WRITE(7,4101 (IDENTS(IlI-3,4)IRNGNS 







205 500 CONTINUE 
H C THIS SETS-UP THE MSET-LOOP 
ICOUNT-O 






215 600 CONTINUE 











PDCRIT-PI4BB/. . . 
CC-PI*PDCRIT 
CTLMSBB1 
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705 FORMAT(CH 4X,3HLG-,I2,5X,9HBRATIO - ,G12.58HBMLS"-,G2.5,5X 
-. 




710 FORMAT(OHO K,4X,SHCSHRT;4X,5HQTY .9(SXA6,ZX)l 
-O240 





DO 730 IPA.1,NS 





250 C"" RETURN 
C 
800 CONTINUE 
C THIS INITIALIZES TRE K-TH SCAN 
255 SEP-SPACE 
RETURN 
260 900 CONTINUE 
. C THIS SAVES/PREPROCESSES DATA FROM THE K-TH SCAN. -
5 IF(ICOUNT.NE.LASTCT) SEP-ABORT D--O 905 IflNS - - - ---.----
- a 
265 








270....- IF,(IRCVR .NE. 1) COLB-SQRT(PPDIAG(2))
IF (IRCVR *EQ. 1) CALL DFLTR1(COLOTHERRFL1O..
IF((NRUN.EO.NSTART.AND.LG.EQ.I).OR.(K.EQ.KM)) GOTO 906 








FORMAT(18X,5H XS- ,ZX,9(GO.3,lX)) 
WRITE(7,930) (ES(IhI-1,NS) 






............. .950 . XDATUM(K)3 BETTA 
THESER(KI-THERR 
. . . .-- LASTCTfICOUNT -
285 
IF(K.LT.KSTART) RETURN 
DO 960 I-INS 
CTLMSBBI
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1060 FORMAT(//1H ,4X,F7.2tZ2H% OF SCANS ARE ABORTED)
 
IF{IRCVR.NE.)WRITE(7 T1070)(GQGT(III1-lHsI
1070 FORMAT(5(/),4X,35H ON LAST SCAN, DIAGONAL OF GQGT WAS/26X 




































C , .... .. ... . . . .. 
-. -. O1100CONTINUE
 
C THIS SAVES/PROCESSES/OUTPUTS-DTAtFRDk-TiE (MSET)-TH SERIES OF.
 




- - . .....WRITE(7,11) 

CALL INTIO(6H. NRUNNRUN,1,1) 
CTLMSBB1
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345 WRITE(7,11O)BRATID(1),(EEEA(,Il),I-NS) .. .­














WRITE(7,1160)BRATI(1),(EESTOll),I-IN . . ..
 
1160 FORMAT(1H0, 8X,6HESTDt ,9(G10.3,1MX)
 


































































1196 IF{IX.NE.0) CALL INTIO(6HIX(CA).IX,11)3
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SUBROUTINE CONTRL(ISW) ....................... 
---- .- - ... . .-
C THIS CONDUCTS THE MLS SIMULATION THROUGH A. . ............ .. .. ........... . 
C RMSE VS. FSC STUDY 
5 C .............. 
REAL LANDA 
INTEGER XNAMEI1Z),YNAME(2,YNAM1(2,9) 
INTEGER XNAMEZhYNAMECZIDATIN(4)DATOUT(4)DOUT .... 
10 INTEGER TITLE1C9),FUNCTN(2) -LOGICAL NOKLMNNDLOENOAC,KALMANLOETETHRD,MOREsNFIRSTAOAPTV, 
CFILEINFILOUT 
COMON/IDDATA/ISIM,IPMLS,IRCVR,IAOAPITETHRIPOPT 











. .. .. ... . ............ . 
COMMON/RCVRO9/BRCVRBBPDCRITCC 
.-... . . . . 
25 
COMMON/RCVR1O/XSI(8),XS(8)












. . . 
35 DIMENSION EMEAM(9),EMS(9),ERMS(91,ESD(9)EQUIVALENCE (EEME(1),EEMEA(1,2)),(EERM(1),EERMS(a)), 
*(EEST(I),EESTO(1,2))
EQUIVALENCE(THERRES(2)) 




DATA YNAMI/8HALF RMSE,8H ,8HTHE RMSEBHDEGREES , -... 
*BHTDT RISE,8HOEG/SEC ,BHALR RMSEBH .8HTHR RMSE,
*8HDEGREES ,BHTRD RMSE,8HDEG/SEC ,8HBET RMSE,8HDEGREES ,-----------
*OHFSC RMSE,8H HZ ,8HFSCDRMSEBH HZ/SEC / 





45 DATA OATIN/IOHMLSSIMDATAlIOH200000FOOO,2*0/DATA DATOUTI1OHMLSSIMDATA,3*0/ 
DATA IDASCI/7HCROSSMP,7HRMSE(TIVHRMSE(BI,7HRMSE(F),7H
*8H PMLS1 ,BH PMLSZ 
50 
*OH PMLS3 .8H THRHLD #8H OPTIML O8NSUBOPT .8H -3 DO OHADAPTIV s
*8HNONADAP ,8HUNTETHRD,8HTETHERED,2H ,8H POPTI D8H POPT2, . ....... 
*8H POPTB / 
DATA NSTART/3I/,IRSIGN/I/,KSTART/11I FILEIN-..... .... 
*/.FALSE.,FILOUT/.TRUE./ 
DATA TITLEI/6H ALFA 66H THETAD6MTHEDOT,6H ALFAR,6HTHETAR.6HTHRDOT 
..-............ 
..--­
55 C,6H B 6H WSC ,6HWSCDOT/DATA XNAME/SHSCAN NO.,8H K ../,YNAME/8HTHES ERRBHDEGREES /
DATA XNAMEI/8H FSC .8H HZ / 
. .... . ...... 
DATA FUNCTN/7HAZIIUTH,7HELEVAT .....--- .. . . .. . .. . ............. .......... 
CTLMSFSI
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GO TO (100,200,300,400,500,600,7OO8OO9O,10,ll00,1200)uISW 
FORMAT(IH ) . .- . . .... .. . .. ....---.-.-- .---. 
10' FORMAT(9(/)) 




C THIS IDENTIFIES THE SCENARIO AND REINITIALIZES, AS NECESSARY, 
CTHE FOLLOWING RECEIVER PARAMETERS .... 
CSIGMAs IAE, DSNROBRHOFSCBETA*JM,BLS 










FORMAT(I9H1RMSE VS. FSC STUDY) 
CALL LOGIO(6HFILEIN,FILEINO) . 
IF (.NOT.FILEIN) NSTART-O 
80 IF(.NOT.FILEIN) GO TO 122 ... . . . .................... ........ .. 
IXuIATTACH(6LTAPE15,DATIN) 
IF(IX.NE.0) CALL INTIOI6HIXCAT),IXIl)






FORMAT(23H THIS READS INPUT FILE ,ZA1O/) 
CALL LOGIO(6HFILOUTFILOUT,0. .. 
- -
.. 
- - - -
.... 
- - - - - - -.­
. ......... ..... ... ... .. . .... 
CALL INTIO(6HNSTARTNSTART0OOO) 
-
NSTOP-NSTART . .- - - - - - - - - - ...... . .. ... . 
90 
CALL INTIO(6H NSTOPNSTOP,100,0)
CALL LOGIOD 6HTETHRDTETHRD O)- .----....... .... . . .. ... .. ....................... . ....... .. . 
IF(IRCVR.EQ.1) GO TO 125 
CALL LOGIO(6HADAPTV,ADAPTVO) .. .... ............ . , . .. . . . 
125 CONTINUE 
IF(TETHRD) ITETHR-2 ..-
- - - - -
95 IF(AOAPTV) GO TO 135 
IRSIGN*- -l.. .. . . .. . . . . . . 
IADAP-3 
135 CONTINUE - - - - - - - - - - .. . . . .. .. . ..- - .. .. . . .... . . . 
DO 145 I2,P6 





150 FORMAT(A7,I1) .- - ... . . . . . .. . .. . . 
105 
152 
WRITE (7,152) IDNRS,IMOD 
FORMAT (18 ,61llX,II/I -- - - - - - - - -- --.-- - - - - - ...-........ .. . 
153 
WRITE (7,153) IDENTS 





FSCMIN-1/(DELTAT(IAE)*KMNET) . .... 
READ(10,105) LGAKX(IFSCA(I),I-1,LGMAX) 
105 FORMAT(1415) . ..- -. .. ... . 
CTLMSFSI
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. ..... .......... 

106 FORMAT(9HOLGAX I2/IH ,13(17p2X))
 
WRITE(7, 106) LGMAXP(IFSCA(I ),I.I LGMAX - ...... ...... . .....  .......... ... .
115 

DO 154 I-1,LGMAX ...------------. . 
154 FSCA(l)-FSCMIN+IFSCA(I) 
WRITE(7, 107) (FSCA(I ,I-1,LGMAX) ....... ......-........... ...... 
120 107 FORMAT(IH 13(F7.B3ZX)) 






















135 	 CALL REALID(6H BETABETA,O) ...... ,.. . 
CALL REALIO (6H BMLSBMLSO) 
CALL REALIO (6H BRCVRBRCVR,0 .................................-.. 
CALL REALIO(6H TSEPTSEPO)
 
GOTOla? .... .. ....... ... . .
 
140 158 	 CONTINUE
 
,READ(15,160) NRUNOSNROB,RHOBETABLS,BRCVRTSEP ......... 
IF(EOF(15)170,165 
160 FORMAT(I5s3GIO.3,SX,3GIO.3) ------...................... 
165 IF(NRUN.LT.NSTART) GO TO 158 






Ln ~XO(6,IAE}-O. . .- ---.. 
150 RETURN 




155 	 zoo CONTINUE . ........ . .. . .
 
C THIS OUTPUTS BASIC SIMULATION DATA CF INTEREST, SUCH AS
 








IF(.NOT.FILOUT) GOTO E45 .......
 










IF(IX.NE.O) CALL INTIO(6HIX(RQ),IX,1,1) . ..... ........... ... . . ..
 
IF(IX.NE.0I STOPSOUTPUT FILE REQUEST NOT SATISFACTORY
 
WRITE(7,240) (DATOUT(1),I-12) ......-- .... 
170 240 FORMAT(25HOTHIS WRITES OUTPUT FILE ,ZAIO) 
245 CALL DATE(TODAY). ... .. . . ......... 
CTLMSFS1
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WRITE (7,250) FUNCTN (IAE)PIAE .. . . . 
250 FORMAT (IHOAT,15H FUNCTION (IAE",I1,XH)) 
WRITE (7,Z60) ((1.X(If),I.1,8) 
175 260 FORMAT (iBHOINITIAL STATES//(3H X(,I1,4H)







C THIS IDENTIFIES THE BASIC RECEIVER STRUCTURE (THRHLODPT,SUBOPT)
CAND REINITIALIZES, AS NECESSARY, THE FOLLOWING RCVR DATA . 
185 CIR (NEGATE ONLY), NOACNOKLMN,NOLOE,BRCVROELBLTETHRO 
C 
ITIT-MINO(IRCVR, 2) 
C NEGATE ZR WITH THE FOLLOWING FOR 
IR-ISIGN'(IRIRSIGN) 





195 C THIS OUTPUTS BASIC RECEIVER DATA OF INTEREST 
410 
WRITE(7,410I (IOENTS(I),I-3,4),IRNG.NS
FORMAT (1HOA84HRCVR/1HOA6,6HDESIGN/5H (IR.,I2,4HNGeI1, 








205 500 CONTINUE 
C THIS SETS-UP THE MSET-LOOP 
ICOUNT-0 








215 600 CONTINUE 
C THIS SETS-UP THE LG-LOOP FOR THE (NSET)-TH SERIES OF SETS ... 
RETURN 
C 
220 C .... 
. 
7&0 CONTINUE 
C THIS SETS-UP THE K-LOOP FOR THE 
FSC-FSCA(LG) 








WRITE(7T1 ) -.......... . 
CTLMSFS1 
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..CALL INTIO(6H NRUNNRUNs1,1) ....... 
230 WRITE(7,705) LGFSC 
705 FORMAT(IH ,4X,3HLG-,I2,5X,6HFSC 
CALL INTIO(6H KNKL,1,1) 






. . . . . .. .. 





- ICOUNT-O .. ............ .  ......... ... ........... 
240 DO 730 IPA-1,NS 





245 RETURN .. ... . .. . . .. . ..-
C I 
C 
00 CONTINUE------------------------------------.................. .... 












260 905 	 ES(I)-X(I)-XS(II
 








265 IF (IRCVR ,NE. 1) COL8-SQRT(PPDIAG(-)-

IF (IRCVR .EO. 1) CALL OFLTR1(COLBTHERRFL1O)
 




906 WRITE(7,910) KCSNRT,(X(I),I-1,NS)--- ..--..... . ........ ... ........ -- . 
270 910 FORNATC3HO ,13,ZX,G10.3,5H X ,ZX,9(GIO.3#1XII 
WRITE(7,920) (XS(I),I-1,NS- ........... -. ..... . . ... 
9ZO FORMAT(18XSH XS. ,2X,9(GlO.3o1X)) 
NRITE(7,930) (ES(I),I-1sNS)-..... 
930 FORMAT(C1X,5H ES- ,ZX,9(GlO.3,IX)) 
275 IF(IRCVR.EQ.1) WRITE(7, 940 COLD-B.. .. .......... ..... . ........... .... ....... 
940 FORMAT(8XISHUNFILT. ES(Z)- P13XG1O.3) 
950 XDATUM(K)--------------------.. . ..... ....... .... 
THESER(K)THERR
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C THIS SAVES/PROCESSES/OUTPUTS DATA FROM THE 	(LG)-TH SET OF KM SCANS
 
290 
 DO 1005 IsI NS 	 .. .. .... . .. . . .. . .- -: . ' . 
EMEAN(I)-EMEAN(II/KMNET
hMS(I)-EMSCI)/KMNET- - - -- - - ........... -
ERMS(I)"SORT(EMS(I)) 
ESD(I)-SQRT(EMS(II-EMEANtI)**Z) .... ................-....... . ..­









1010 FORMAT(5XZ6HERROR SAMPLE STATISTICS: (,13,9H SAMPLES)) 
IF(IRCVR.EQ.1) WRITE (7,1015) ............. 
1015 FORMATC5X,B1HTHRESHOLD RCVR (FILTERED ERROR))
WRITEf(7,1020 TITLECIC),I-1,NS) .. ..... 
305 1020 FORMAT(IHOIZOX,4HQTY ,9(3XA6,ZX))
WRITE(7,103O)(EMEAN(I),I-INS) 
1030 FORMATC1HO,16XBHEMEAN * ,9(GlO.3,IX)) 
WRITE(7,1040)(ERMS(I)I-INS) 
1040 FORMAT(18X,7HERMS * ,9(GlO.3,IX)) 
310 WRITE(7,105O)(ESO(I),I-INS) ...... . . . . 
1050 FORMAT(19X,6HESD * ,9(GIO.3,IX)) 
IF(IRCVR.EQ.1)WRITE(7,1060)TCOUNT ... . ....... ... .. . 
1060 FORIAT(//1H 4X,F7.Z,22H% OF SCANS ARE ABORTED) 
IF(IRCVR.NE.I)WRITE(7,1070)(GOGT(II),I-INS) 
.... ...... .....---.... .. 
3L5 1070 FORMAT(5(/),4X,35H ON LAST SCAN, DIAGONAL OF GOGT WAS/26X 
C9(GIO.3,IX)) .. .. . 









YYMI(LG)"AMINI(THESER(I),YYMI(LG)) ..... . .. ......... ... 
1072 YYMA(LG)-AMAXI(THESER(I),YY$A(LG)I 
TTCO(LGI-TCOUNT.............. .. ........................... 
325 IF(LG.NE.1) RETURN 













335 C THIS SAVES/PRDCESSES/OUTPUTS DATA FROM THE (MSET)-TH SERIES OF
 




CALL INTIO(6H NRUNDNRUNI,) . ...... '. ... t
 
WRITE(7,1110 6H FSC (TITLE1(I),I-INS)

340 1110 FORMAT(3HO,1OX,3HQTY ,9(3X,A6,2X)) . . . . 
I WRITE(T,1120)FSCAI1),(EEMEA(1,1)I-*1,NS) 
1120 FORMAT(1HO, 7X,7HEMEANI ,9(GlO.3,lX)) ... 
CTLMSFSI
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DO 1130 J=2,LGIAX 	 . ­
1130 WRITE(7,1161} FSCA(J), EEEA(JII-I*NS) 
345 WRITE(7,11401 FSCA(1)(EERMS(II),I-INS) ...... 
1140 FORMAT(1HO, SX,6HERMS3 ,9(GIO.3,1X))
00 1150 J-2,LGMAX . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . ...... 
1150 WRITE(7,1161) FSCACJ),(EERMS(JI)*I-INS) 
WRITE(7,1160) FSCA1)M,(EESTO(1,I), I-I,NS) ....---------­
350 1160 FORMAT(1HO, 8X,6HESTO: ,9(GlO.3,lX))
00 1165 J-2,LGMAX 
1165 WRITE(7,1161) FSCA(Jb (EESTD(JI),I.1sNS) 
1161 FORMAT(15X,9(GlO.3,X))---.... ...... . - ... .......... 
D0 1103 I-INS 
355 FACTOR-I.---------------------------... .... . . .. 
IF(I.EQ.7) FACTOR-IBO./PI
 











365 	 KI-MOO(1,2). . ... ... . . . .. . . .. ... . . . .
 
IF(KI.EO.1)WRITE(7,11)
IF(K1.EQ.1I) CALL INTIO(6H NRUNNRUN,1,.. 
IFCK1.EQ.0) WRITS(7,10) ' 
CALL PLOTR(FSCAEEME,LGXAX,XNAE1,YNAEIYMINYMAXO) . .... .
 
370 1103 	 CONTINUE 
IF(.NOT.FILOUT) RETURN . ..................-... --.­
WRITE{7,11) 
WRITE(7,1170) (OATOUT(I),I-1,2) ...... ..... . . 
1170 FORMAT(13H OUTPUT FILE ZA10,lH2/)
 




WRITE(7,1174) IOENTS,KSTARr ... ­
1174 FORNAT(1H ,6(1X,A8,9X),6X,t3/) 
WRITE(7,1176) NRUN,DSNRDBRHDBETAFSCTSEP -------­
380 1176 FORMAT(IH SX,12#bX,6(5X,G13.6)/) 
00 1175 LGH-1,LGMAX ....... 
1175 WRITE(7,1162) EEMECLGN),EERM(LGN),EEi(LGNiTTCDLG);YY IILGN),
 




385 WRITEC17) DUUTOELT,MTIiESLGMAX,KM,T0DAYJBNA .--..-.-.---------------------.......
 
WRITE(17) IDENTSDKSTART 
WRITE(17)NRUNDSNRDBRHDBETABMLSBRCVRTSEP-..-.. ..-------. . 
DO 1190 LGN-1,LGMAX 





























1196 IF(IX.NE.0) CALL INTID(6HIX(CAbIX,1,1)






WRITE (7,1198) (OATOUT(I]I-,1,2) 
........... . . . ... .
 .... . ....... .
 








410 1200 CONTINUE . . . . .. -.. . . . .
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SUBROUTINE CONTRL(ISW)
 
C THIS CONDUCTS THE MLS SIMULATION THROUGH A
 




INTEGER XNAE1 (2),YNAME(2),YNAM(2,9) 
---------------------- -ITEGER XNAME(2),YNAME(Z),DATIN(4),DATLDUT(4),DOUT ... 
INTEGER TITLEI(g),FUNCTN(2) 
10 -.. LOGICAL NDKLFINNOLENDACKALMAN,LOEJTETHRDMORENFIRSTPADAPTVI ... 
CFILEINFILOUT 
-. -	 --... .A EA L LA OA-. . . .. ... . . . . . . .... ....... .. ...... . ..... .. . ....... .... .... ...
 














20 . CDMON/RCVRO7/T(13D),V130) 	 ... .
 
CUMMN/RCVROB/XSLUE(B)3ESLE(6),ES{B) 












-.. 	 COMNON/MLSOU/BMLSBBBPMTII4ESMSETMORE 
DIMENSION X(8),THESER(1iS),XDATU(115),EEE(13),EERM(13) 
- 30 -------------- DIMENSION IDNRS(6),IOASCI(20),IDENTS(6),EEST(1B),TTCO(13);YYMI(13).,. ..
 
DIMENSION VYMA(iB) 
*-----. - - DIMENSION FSCA(1ShIFSCA(13) ---. 
- --
DIMENSIUN EEMEA(13D9)EERMS 13,9),EESTD(1S,9) 
DIMENSION EMEAN(9),EMS(9),ERMS(9),ESD(9)­
w35 QUIVALEHCE (EEME(C),EEMEA(1,2)),(EERM(1),EERMS(1,2)),
- -.-.. . ..- .. . . ..-. . . 
cQUIVALbNCE(THERRES(2)) 
EQUIVALENCE-(ALFAX())IS14INOMRS(l)),(OOUTDATOUT(Z)) .. . " 
DATA YNAM1/8HALF RMSE,8H BHTHE RMSE,8BHDEGREES r 
4C- .*BHTOT - RMSE, 
H. . . . . *(EEST Cl),EESTD(1,2 )-- - - .. . .. . - .-. 	 . 
RMSE,BHDEG/SEC',SHALR RXSEH ,8HTHR

*DHDEGREES ,8HTRD RMSEBHDEG/SEC ,BHBET RMSE,BHDEGREES , 
.. . . . . . .. 8HFSC R SE8H - HZ " 8HFSCDRMSEBH HZ/SEC / .... . . ........ ...... .. ... 
DATA ABORT(1HA/,SPACEIlH INFIRSTI.FALSE./,ADAPTV/.TRUE./ 
DATA DATIN/IOHMLSSIMOATAZOHZOOOOOFOOO,2*0 .. . 
45 DATA DATDUT/1OHMLSSIMDATA,3*U/ 
.. . .DA1A"IDASCI/7HCROSSMP7HRSET)7HRMSE(B),7 BRH(F),IH

*8H PMLS1 H PMLS2 I
 
. . . 8H-PMLSE --SH-THRHLD 8H'DPTIML BH SUDOPT 8OH-3 DB ,BHADAPTIV', 
48HNONADAP B8HUNTETHRDBHTETHEREDZH BOHPOPTL BH POPTZ 




DATA TITLEI/6H ALFA ,6H THETA,6HTHEODOT,6H ALFAR,6HTHETAR,6HTHRDCT 
.. . . .. . .. Cj6H " ' bH -WSC 6HWSCOOT/ ..... 
55 DATA XNAME/8HSCAN NO.,aH K /,YNAE/HTHES ERRSHDEGREES / 
.DATA XNAIE1/8H FSC 8H " HZ " - -
DATA FUNCTNI7HAZIUTH,7HELEVAT.j 
CTLMSFS2 
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C
C GO TO (CO,200,300O,400,500,60,7O0,800,9001OOO,11O ,200),ISW 
60 1 FDRMAT{IH ) 
10 FGRMAT(9(/)) 





C THIS IDENTIFIES THE SCENARIO AND REINITIALIZESP AS NECESSARY, 




70 IF(NFIRST) GO TO 155 





-............... O .-.. . .  
-F.-... . .................................... 
. -..... 
WRITE (7,liCI 
110 FORMAT(L9HIRMSE VS. FSC STUDY) 
CALL LOGIO(6HFILEINFILEIN,0) 
-
IF (.NUT.FILEIN) NSTART'O ... 
80 IF{.NDT.FILEIN) GO TO 122 
IX-IAITACH(6LTAPE1SDATIN . 
. - --- . 
IF(IX.NE.0) CALL INTIOC(HIX(AT),IXlfl)
IF(IX.NE.0)'STOP9INPUT FILE ATTACH NOT SATISFACTORY$ 
. 
WRITE(7,120) (OATIN(I),I-l,2) 
-B5.......... 120 - FORMAT(Z3H'THIS READS INPUT FILE ZAIO/)...............
... . 





---.-----.. ..... . ... . . 
90 , CALL LOGIO(6HTETHRDTETHRDO) 
- IFiIRCVR.EO.1) GO TO 125 




GO TO 135. . ..... 
IAOAP-3 --... 
135 CONTINUE 








"-105 I............R TE(7,152) '1DNRSIMOD'---.............. 
... 
152 FORMAT (IN I1,lX,Il/) 
WRITE (7,153) IDENTS-------------­
153 FORMAT (IH ,A6) 
. CALL INTIO(6H KM,KM, 115,0 
110 KSiART-MINO(KliKSTART 
........­ ........KMNET-M-KSTARTtl.............. .. ....... .......-. . . .­
* " , 
FSCNIN1I./(DELTAT(IAE)*KMNET) 
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115 1 RITE(7lCb) LGAX,(IFSCA(1b14,1-LGAX)
 













. .. . -... .BETA-.5. 	 .
BETAS.1, 	 ..... ....... ............
1Z5 	 BMLS-1.
 
... . . ... . BRCVR -1 ° . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .	 .. . . . . .
. .... .. . -	 . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . ... .
 
1SEP-1.
155-	 CONTINUE'. ............................ .......... 
IF(FILEIN) GOTO 158 
130. 	 NRUN-NRUN+ 1 ... . . ... 
WNITE(7,11) 




" "" LALL REALIQ(6H RHORHO,0) ..
 
135 CALL REALIO(6H BETABETA,0)
 
- CALL REALIO 16H BMLS,BMLSO) ... . ..... -.----.. 	 - -
CALL REALID 16H BRCVRBRCVRO)
 








... . .. . . . F ED 15 )170,165 .. 




.. .. . .. .165 IF(IIRUN LT NSTART) GO TO 158 .. . . ... . .. . . . . .. .. . .0~~
 
145 167 IFCNRUN.GE.NSTOPI 140RE-.FALSE.
















.. 	 C THIS OUTPUTS*BASIC'SIMULATION DATA OF INTEREST, SUCH AS
 
CTHk ANGLE FUNCTION, INITIAL STATE, ETC.
 
- WRITE(7,210) NRUNOSNRDBjRHOBETABMLSBRCVRTSEP 
-. . 
210 FORMAT(5HOtIRUN,5X,6NOSNROB, 2X,3HRHO,12X,4NBETA,12X4HBMLS,11X, 




......... . IF(NRUN.LE;9)'ENCODE(10;220,DOUT) IDNRS,1HUIMODOIHONRUN 
220 FORMAT(611,AIII,A1,I1) 




...... . IX.IREQST(LTAPE17?3L*PF)............ ... .. . ..
 
IF(IX.NL.O) CALL INTIO(6HIX(RQ)hIX,1, )

X.NE;O) 'ST PODUTPUT -FILE-REQUEST-NOT SATISFACTO RY .. ......... . . --.-- ­
WRITE(7,240) (DATOUT(I),11D2)
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WRITE (7,250) FUNCTN (IAE)sIAE 
-"-250 - FORMAT (1HOA7,15H FUNCTION (IAE-,I1,1H)) ... . .. . .... .. .. ....-.. ........ 
WRITE (7,260) ((IX(I),I.1,8) 
175-----0 FORMAT *(15HOINITIAL STATES:/(SH X(Il,4H) ,G13.6..
 
WRITE(7,270) IDENYSIZ)- . ....... ..
27 FRTC1HO;A)........................................................... 









C THIS IDENIIFIES THE BASIC RECEIVER STRUCTURE (THRHLOOPTSUBOPT)
 
CAND REINITIALIZES, AS NECESSARY, THE FOLLOWING RCVR DATA
 




C NEGATE IR WITH THE FOLLOWING FOR NONADAPTIVE RECEIVER
 





























205 500 CONTINUE ...
 
C THIS SETS-UP THE MSET-LOOP
 
ICOUNT-- -- . . .. . , .
".. ..... 
00 51 I-LGMAX 
­








-, .. - - - .... .. . . .. . . . 
C 
2L5 - 600 CONTINUE .. ... . . . ..
 










-" 700 CONTINUE .....
 
C THIS SLTS-UP THE K-LOOP FOR THE CLG)-TH SET OF KN SCANS
 




225 ..... ......-X(8)=XO(8,IAE)-----------------------------.. .------ . . 
X(7).XO(7,IAE)
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CALL INTIO(6H NRUNNRUN,1,1)
 
'230 . .... .WRITE(7,705) LGFSC.
 




WRITL(,71O) (TITLEl AIlDNS) 
... .710'- FORMAT(bHO "'-K,4X, HCSNRT,4XSH TY " 9(3XA6 2X)- .... ........ ... . ...... ....... ....... .. 













... ... ... PA(IPAJPA -O. 
72 CONTINU 
-.--- . ... 733- -C NTINUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
245 RETURN 
. . . . . .. . . 
. . , . . . . . .. , . ,.. . 
....... . . . .
 













900 "" CONTINUE ......... . . .. . ..... .... ...... . - - - - - - - - - " - - ­






S 260- - - . . .. ... XS ( B )8 0.O -.-- - - - - ­00 965 I-I,NS . t,.









. .. . . . . .. . .IF(NS.GE .aB Y ES( 8 ) - A B S (X (Gf1-ABS(XS ( 8 )- 1-..... .... ......... .  
C0L.THERR-----------------------------------------

IF (IRCVR .HE. 1) COL8SORT(PPOIAG(2))
 
.. ...........-------- IF (IRCVR".EO.*1) CALL' DFLTR1(COL8,THERRFL1O)'.. ......­
IF((NRUN.bQ.NSTART.AND.LG.EQ.1).OR.(K.E.K)) GOTO 906
 








- 920 - FDRMAT(1BXSH'XS-ZX,9G1O.3,IX) I 
275 WRITE7,930) (ES(IINSI , 
.... .........-930 -- FORNAT(IBXi5H ES- ,ZX,9(GIO.3ilX)I.--...------------------------------­
IF(IRCVR.EQ.1) WRITE(7,9401 COLO
 












285 963 EMSCI)-ESI)+ESI)**2 
CTLMSFS2
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290 	 1000 CONTI UIE
 






















































.1070 "FORMAT(5(/),4X,35H ON LAST SCAN, DIAGONAL OF GQGT WAS/26X
 
315 	 O1C60 4XX,F7.2p22HZ 
.. .. . .. . .(GI.C9.3,1 X))

.. . .. . . DO 1071 I'INS . .. . . . . . . . . .
 
O 	 EEMEA(LGI2-EMEAN(I)320 

........ .. 	 . E2 RMS(LGI)-ERMS(I) . . . . . . .. . . .... . ..

















.. ... ~~WRITE(7*1 ) . . . . . . ...
 
330 CALL INTIO(6H NRUNNRUNI,)









C THIS SAVESIPROCESSES/OUTPUTS DATA FROM THE (MSET)-TH SERIES OF
 




34O CALL INTIO(6H NRUN,NRUN,1,1)
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WRITE(7,1120IFSCA(1),(EEMEA(lI),I.1,NS) 
112C FORIAT(1HG, 7X,7HEMEAN: ,9(GlO.3,lX)) 
.. ... 
3q5 DO 113v J-2,LGMAX I 
1130 WRITE(7,1161) FSCA(J)(EEMEA(Jt),I-1,NS) 
WRITC(7,1140) FSCA(1),4EERMS(IL),I-bNS) 
--------... IlO FORMAT(IHO, 8X,6HERMSI ,9(G10.3,IX)) . 
00 115G J-2,LGhAX 
350' 1150 WRITE(7,11611 FSCA(J),(EER4S(JI),I"1,NS) "­WRITL(7,1160) FSCA(1),(EESTD(llI),I-1,N$)
 








.. . -- ..--	 - FSCA(J),(EESTO(JI), I- ,NS)
 
. . ... ... . . .. 00 1103 1-1,NS 





 IF(I.EO.7) FACTOR180./Pr.- -- -- ­ -- - --...... 
IF(I.EQ.) FACrOR-.5/PI
 


















IF(K1.E).1) CALL INTIO(6H NRUNNRUN,1,1)
 
- 37. IF(K14EQ.O) WRITE(7,1G) .. 






. . . ..... ...-
.. ....
lRITE(7,11)
375 WRITEC7,1170) (OATOUT(l),1,2) . 
1170 FORMATC13H OUTPUT FILE ,2AIOlHl/) ." 
WRITE(7,1172) DOUTDELTKTIESLGMAXKMTDDAYJBNAM 
117Z FORMAT(IH ,AlU,BX,G13.6,5X,3(SX,13,IOX),AlO,BX,AIO/) 
---------- . . 
WRITE(7,1174) IDENTSKSTART 
380 1174 FORMAT(IH ,6(1X,A0,9X),6X,I3/) 
...... 
WRITE(7,1176) NRUNOSNRDGRHOBETAFSCTSEP 
.1176 PC)RMAT1H ,5X,12,6X,6(5X,6 13.6J/ 
00 1175 LGN1,LGMAX 
1175" WRITEC7,118Z) EEME(LGN),EERM(LG)lEEST(LGN),TTCD(LGN),yyNI(LGN)i .. .. -..... 
385 *YYMA(LGN),FSCA(LGN),LGN 
1i82 FURMAT{1H ,7(Gl3.6,SX),I5) .. ... 
WRITE(17) DOUTDELTMTIlESLGMAXKMTODAYJBNAM 
. ........ WRITE 17) IOENTSKSTART ... ..... - ..-

WRITE 17)NRUN DSNROB, RHO, BETABILSBRCVRTSEP
 
390 ---DO 1190 LGNslLCMAX - - - -.... 








. ........ 1F(IX.NE.0) GO TO 1195-... ... . .
 . ..... .. ..... 
 . .. .... ... ..
 
395 	 READ(20) DUM,DUI,IDUMIOUMIOUMgDUMIDUM 
-
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400 1195 CALL RETURN(6LTAPE2O)
 
. . REwINO 17
.
 
IX-ICATALO( 6LTAP E17, DATOUTZLXR,BRHIGHF ILL, ZLRP, 365 .
 
- 1196 IF(LX.NE.Q) CALL INTIO(6H1X(CA),IX,1,1)
 
IF(LX.NE.U) STOP$OUTPUT FILE CATALOG NOT. SATISFACTORYt..
 















.. 15P . . . RETURN'.. 	






...... . END " . ... 	 . .. .
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C THIS CONDUCTS THE MLS SIMULATION THROUGH A
 



























































... ... . ........ DIMENSION'E EAN(9hEMSC9),ER$S(9) ESD(9)1 ... . ...... .
 
35 EQUIVALENCE (EEME(),EEMEA(1,2 ),(EERM(1lEERMS(1,2)),
 






DATA YNAM1/BHALF RMSEBH BHTHE RISEBHDEGREES ,

-40 ------*HTDT RISE,8HDEG/SEC BSHALR RNSE,8H ,BHTHR RMSE, .. .. .
 
*BHDEGREES BHTRD RMSE,8HDEG/SEC ,BHBET RMSEBHDEGREES
 
... ..........--- (ALFAX(l)]l(ISIMIDNRS(1))h(DOUTDATUT(2) 














.......... *8H PNLS3 - H THRHLD ,BH OPTINL ,SH SUBOPT ,OH -3 DB 8HADAPTIV o.
 





.. -.. .. *. ALSE./,FILOUTl.TRUE./ .. . 
DATA TITLE1/6H ALFA ,hH THETA,6HTHEDOTSH ALFAR,6HTHETAR,6HTHRDOT 
............ C,6H B ",6H."WSC',6HWSCDOT'....... . ..---- ........ 
55 DATA XNAME/BH BETA ,8HOEGREES /,YNAIEIOHTHES ERRBHDEGREES /
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C 
GO TO (OO,200,300OP400,00,600,700,ODO,900.lOO,10o,1l2OO),ISW 
60 1 FORIAT(IH ) 
10 FORAT(9(/)) 






C THIS IDENTIFIES THE SCENARIO AND REINITIALIZES, AS NECESSARY, " 
CTHE FOLLOWING RECEIVER PARAMETERS 
.. .. . CSIGKAIAEDSNRDBRHOFSCBETA#J,$..LS---------...... 
70 IF(NFIRST) GO TO 155 
H O AC . TRU E. . . .. 
NFIRST'.TRUE. 











IF (.NOT.FILEIN) NSTART-O........... 

. 
80 IF(,NOT.FILEIN) GO TO 122 
................------ IXIATTACH(6LTAPE15,DATIN)"-- ....... . ... ................... 
IF(IX.NE.O) CALL INTIO(6HIX(AT),IXI,) 
IF(IX.NE.0) STOPOINPUT FILE ATTACH NOT SATISFACTORY'---------------------. 
WRITE(7,I20I (OATINCI)PI-1,21
85---1 - FORMAT(23H THIS READS INPUT FILE-,2A1O/)-.... .. ..............-"-.................. 
122 CALL LOGIO(6HFILOUTFILOUTO) 
CALL INTIO(6HNSTARTNSTART 100;0)------------------------------------------.
NSTOP-NSTART 
CALL INTIO6H NSTOPNSTOP,100.0) 
90 CALL LDGID(6HTETHRDTETHRDO) 
IF(IRCVR.EQ.1) GO TO 125 . . . . -.­




95 	 IF(ADAPTV)-GO TO 135 
.. .... 




. .IADAP-3 . . . . . . --. . - - - - - - - ­. . . -- ..--- - - - - - - -. 
135 CONTINUE' 
-. -DO 145 1-2i 6 
100 IASC.3*(1-1)+IDNRS(I)+2 









"105 	 WRITE (7,132) IDNRSiIMDD ................... ... ......... .........­,
 
152 FORMAT 	(1H ,611X,I /)
 
WRITE (7,153) IDENTS ...
 
153 FORMAT (IH jA8)
 
CALL INTIO(6H LGMAXLGMAX,13,O) .......... ...
 
110 CALL INTIO(6H KM,KM,115,O)
 















" SUBROUTINE CONTRL '73/172 TS 	 FTN 4.6+452.' 05/18179' 13.52.38 PAGE 3 
115 154 TSEP(13TSEP+DTSEP*(I-1)
 












...-........ BRCVRI.------- --- -------.--------------------------------------------------­
125 155 CONTINUE
 
... . ... 	 .. F FILEIN GOTO SO . 
NRUN.NRUN+1 
-. -- ... .. WRITE(7,11) -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CALL INTIO(6H NRUNNRUNP,l) 
"- 130---- - --- - CALL REALIO(6HDSNROBDSNRDBO).. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
CALL REALID(6H RHORHOO) 
................ CALL REALID(6H "BETA, BETA,O---------------....................... 
CALL INTIO(6H IFSIFS,10,O) 
.... .-.... . . ..........CALL REALIO (6H BMLS,B LS,0 ) . .. . . ... .. . .. . . .. . . . .. 
'135 CALL REALIO(6H BRCVRJBRCVR,O)






.. . ..	READ(15,160) NRUNDSNRDB,RHO,BETAIFS,BLSBRCVR ---------. 
IF(EOF(15))170,165
-140.. .. ....160 - FORMAT(IS, 3G1O.3 SX,15,ZGO.3)- ...... .. .......... . . .. ... .
 
165 IF(NRUN.LT.NSTART) GO TO 158
 













... ..200 "CONTINUE ......... 

C THIS OUTPUTS BASIC SIMULATION DATA OF INTEREST, SUCH AS
 
. .. .... INITIAL STATE, ETC. 	 . . . . .
CTHE ANGLE FUNCTION 

155 WRITE4TZ1O) NRUNDSNROB;RHO BETA, IFSBMLS,BRCVR
 
2.O 	 FORMAT(SHONRUN,12X,6HDSNRDB,16X, 3HRHO 16X4HBETA*16X,4HIFSC,16X"............ ­
*AHBMLS,15XSHBRCVR/1HO,143(1OXG1O.3),IZX,IS3X,

" 	 *2C10XGIO.3 )) . .... . . . ......... ..... . .. .. ... . ..... 
IF(.NOT.FILOUT) GOTO 245
 










165 IF(IX.NE.O) CALL INTIDC6HIX(RQb)IX1,1)
 
...-.. . IF(IX.NE.0) STOPODUTPUT FILE REQUEST NOT SATISFACTORY­
WRITE(7,240) (OAIOUT(I),I=,2l) 
...... . . 240 FORMATC25HOTHIS 'WRITES OUTPUT FILE-ZA1O) - ... .. . ..... . . . 
245 CALL DATE(TODAY) 
- 170. ". . WRITE (7,2501 FUNCTN (IAE),IAE " ­
250 FORMAT (1HOA7,1SH FUNCTION (IAE-,I1,IH)) 
CTLMSTH2
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WRITE (7,260) ((IXCI))I-1,8) 





. . . .C 
180 300 CONTINUE 
C THIS IDENTIFIES THE BASIC RECEIVER STRUCTURE (THRHLOOPTSUBOPT)
CAND REINITIALIZES, AS NECESSARY, THE FOLLOWING RCVR DATA 
CIR (NEGATE ONLY), NOACNOKLNHDLOEBRCVRDELBL,TETHRD . ..... 
ITIT-HING(IRCVR,2)
185 C 
C NEGATE IR WITH THE FOLLOWING FOR NONADAPTIVE RECEIVER 
IR-ISIGNCIRIRSIGN)
C 











C THIS OUTPUTS BASIC RECEIVER DATA OF INTEREST 
WRITE(7,410) (IOENTSCI),I-3,4h)IRNG,NS 






... .. C .. .. . . ... - ---- -.. 
500 CONTINUE 
205......... C THIS SETS-UP THE NSET-LOOP -....... 
ICOUNT"O 
....................... DO 510, I--1LGMAX 
YYNI(I).1.E32Z 




• .. . . 
600 CONTINUE 
C THIS SETS-UP THE"LG-LOOP FOR-THE 
RETURN C . ...... .. *. 
(HSET)-TH'SERIES OF SETS 
.. . . . ... . . 
220 700 CONTINUE
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WRITE(7,710) (TITLE(I,I-INS)
 
" 0 ... ... .710 - FORMAT(6HO K,4X,5HCSNRT,4X,SHTY *,9(3XA6,2X)) .. . . . .
 
DO 712 I-1,NS 
. . -. EMEAN(I) - -..- . -.O.-- ---- - - - - . . 
712 ES(I)O. 
- "" LASTCT.0-----------------------------.--....... .................. 
235 ICOUNT-0 
...... DO 730 IPA-1,NS---------------------
DO 720 JPA-1,NS
 
PAtIPA*JPA)-O.. ....... . . .. .
720 CONTINUE
 














- - - - - - 900 CONTINUE-. .... . . . . . --. . ... .... .... .... ... . . . .. ...-- ....... 

C THIS SAVES/PREPROCESSES DATA FROM THE K-TH SCAN
 
. . ....... ..- IF(ICCUNT.NE.LASTCT) SEP-ABORT ........ .-.. . . . ... .
 
255 DO 905 I-I,NS
 




--260 - ----- COLOs1HERR .. .. ...... . .... . 
IF (IRCVR .NE. 1) COLS.SQRT(PPOIAG(2)) 
-------------------.. IF (IRCVR .EQ. 1) CALL DFLTR1(COLB,THERRFLLO) 
IF((NRU4.EQ.NSTART.AND.LGEQ.1).OR.(KEQ.K) GOT 906
 
........ - GO TO 950 

265 906 WRITE(7,910) KCSNRT,(X(I),I-INS)
 





















... .......... .......---- ... .. . .. . ... . ...
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1050 FORNAT(19X,6HESD - ,9(G10.3,1X))

IF(IRCVR.EQ.1)WRITE(7,1060)TCOUNT 
. . . 1060 "FORMAT(//IH ,4X,F7.Z,22HX OF SCANS ARE ABORTED) ­
310 IF(IRCVR.NE.1)WRITE(1,1070)(GQGT(II),I-NS) 
.. ...........1070 FORMAT(5(I)/4XSSH ON LAST SCAN, DIAGONAL OF GQGT WAS/26X -. . . ..... ....­
C9(G1O.3,1X)) 

















-. IF(LG.NE.1) RETURN .' - -- - - - - - - . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. 
YKIN"YHAX0. 











- - - --..... CONTINUE . . . ... 	 . . . 1100 .
 
330 C THIS SAVES/PROCESSES/OUTPUTS DATA FROM THE (MSET)-TH SERIES OF
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-------	 - - - - --------..­~1161-FORMAT1XVGIGO31X)'---------

IF (.NOT.FILOUT) GOTO 1199
 
350 . . WRITE(7,11)
 
WRITE(7,1170I IDATOUT(I),=I1,2) 















1173 WRITEI71182) EEHE(LGN),EER$(LGN),EEST(LGH),TTCOC(LGNH)YYMI(LGN)," ......
 
*YYrA(LGN),TSEP(LGN)PLGN 
............ 1182 "FORNAT(IH ,7(G13.6;5X),I5) ......-
WRITE(17) DOUTDELTMTINESLGMAXKMTODAYJBNA 
... .............- - WRITE(IT) IOENTSKSTART .... ... .......... 
365 WRITE(17) NRUNOSNROBRHODBETAFSCBLSBRCVR 
. .. . . . . . . . DO 1190 LGN-1,LGMAX .. 
1190 WRITE(17I EEME(LGNH)EERM(LGN),EEST(LGN],TTCO(LGN),YYNI(LGH) 
*YYMA(LGN),TSEP(LGN),LGN 
IX'IATTACH(6LTAPE20,DATOUT) 
370.---------------IFIX.NE.O) GO TO 1195 . 
READ(20) OUNDUNIDUMIDUNIDUNDUNIDUM 




.. .................. uX.ICATALOI6LTAPET,DATOUTZLPW,8RHIGHFILLZLRP,365)................... . 
375 GO TO 1196 
1195 CALL RETURN(6LTAPE20. ................................ 
REWIND 17
" ....-...... .. .	 IX.ICATALO(6LTAPE17, DATOUTZLXRBRHIGHFILL,2LRP,365)
 
1196 IF41X.NE.0) CALL 	INTID(6HIX(CAbIX,1,1)
 




WRITE (7,1198) (DATUT( I ) I s..... ..
 
1198 FORMAT(13HOOUTPUT FILE ,2A10,33H IS WRITTEN, CATALOGED AND CLOSED)
 
---- 1199- CONTINUE '- . ................................... ......................
 
385 DO 1103 I-1,NS
 
...... ......FACTOR1...... ................- ........ ........
 
IF(I.EQ.7) FACTOR180./PI 
...- . - IF(I.EQ.8) FACTOR=.5/FIP .. ............... . ... .. . 
IF(I.EQ.9) FACTOR=.5/PI 










395 YNA EI(2)'YNAH1(2,I)I ....
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1 1 0 3 C O N T I NU E ..-
RETURNC**** *4 * * * * * ** * * *****4**44***4 4 *44 4** **** 4* * * * 4 ****4 
C 
1200 CONTINUE 
C THIS EFFECTS 'CLOSURE OF THE"SIMiULATION RUN------------




.... .... . ...... .. .. . .... 
END 
45000B CM STORAGE USED 12.547 SECONDS 
•CTLMSTH2 
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SUSRDUTINE CONTRL(ISW) 
C THIS CONDUCTS THE MLS SIMULATION THROUGH A 
"-- C "STUDY OF LOE PERFORMANCE . ... .. .. 
5 C THIS VERSION INVESTIGATES IHE ERROR PERFORMANCE 
REAL LAMDA 
... ... . REAL E(2),TE(Z)eMSE-.... . .... .. . ... . 
LOGICAL NOKLMNNDLOENOACKALMANLDE,TETHROMORE,NFIRSTADAPTV 



















.. . . CDMMON/MLSGOO/ALFATHETHEDOTALFAR,THRTHRDOT B,WSC 
2! 
............------..-. 











I -... - EQUIVALENCE (ALFAX(1)},(ISIM,IDNRS(l))
DATA ABORT/IHA/,SPACE/IH /,ADAPTV/.TRUE./ 
" ............ .DATAUIOASCI/I7HCROSSMP,7HRSE(T),7HRMSE(B),THRMSE(F),7HACOSITN------------. 
*24TH ,7HLOERMSE,7HGENERAL,8H PNLS1 8SHPMLS2 
.............. SK8HPMLSB' ",8H THRHLD ,8H OPTIML *8H SUBOPT 8H -3 0B ,8HADAPTIV . 
*8HNONADAP ,8HUNTETHRDBHTETHEREO,2H 




. - . . 
DATA KSTART/11/,IRSIGN/I/,KMNET/20/
ATA FUNCTNI7HAZIMUTH; HELEVAT................................................................ 
DATA TSEPMN/-0.50/DTSEP/0.25/ 
.. .. .DATA NAMES/6H EIAVG,6H E2AVG,6H EIMIN,6H EZMIN, -
45 * 6H E1MAX,6H EZMAX,6H E1RMS,6H E2RMS,6HARIAVGD6HGEOAVG, 
.... . . ... * 6H RMSE/-
DATA NAMh5/SHAVG,3HAVG,3HMIN,3HHINSHMAX,3HMAXBHRMS,3HRMS, 
.. . 
.... .... ..........- *3HAVG,3 HAVG,3HAVG ..... ..-.. 
"5 ..... 
DATA NAMEO/6H TEAVG,6H TEMIN,6H TEMAK,6H TERNS,ZH /
.OA1A BETMIN/0./ .... .......... -..... . 
DATA XNA/bH SCAN *8H K / 
... ...... ............­DATA"YNA/8HW X2-XSZ--, H 
C 
-. / ... . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
..................................GO Ta(1O0;20/3OOjD;OO40OOO,0D00; ,OOO,80O0,900,);, SW.­
55 1 FORMAT(H I 
10 FORMAT(9/)").............. .............. 
11 FORMAT (1H1) 
CTLOE 
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C THIS IDENTIFICS THE SCENARIO AND REINITIALIZES, AS NECESSARY,.................. . .. .
 















70 110 	 FORMAT (Z2H1LOE PERFORMANCE STUDY)
 



















CALL REALIO (6H RHORHOO)

G0 CALL REALIO (6HTSEPNN,TSEPIN,0--

CALL" REALIO (6H DTSEPDTSEP,O)
 
CALL INTIO (6H NTSEP,LGMAX,20,0)
 




"65 	 - " OBETAE-36O./MTIMES 
.
 















-- BETA. BL TM IN . - - - - - - . . . . ... . . . . . . . .
 
FSC.',.
95 	 CALL LOGIO(6HTETHRD,TETHRD,0.......
 
IF(IRCVR.EQ.1) GO TO 125 
CALL LOGIO(H NOLOENOLOE,O) -. 
CALL LOGIO(6HNOKLMNNOKLMNO)
IF (NOKLMN) KSTART .. 
100 CALL LOGIO(6HADAPTVADAPTVO) 
125 - CONTINUE .... 
KMNKSTART+KNNET-1
 
S" CALL INTIO (6HKSTARTKSTART,1,1)} . ..-

CALL INTID (6H KNKMP, ) -10------------------F(TETH O)"ITETHR-2 .. ........... 	 ... .... ... ..
 
IF(AOAPTV) GO TO 135 
I RS IGN-- . . ...... .. ... .-. ...- .... . . 
IADAP-3 
135 CONTINUE------------------ ..... 
11 145 1-2,6-DO 
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115 150 FORKA(A7,I1)
.RItt (7,152) IDNRS,IMOD-----------------. .­
152 FORKAI (IN tI1,1iX,111) ­
.. . ...... ........-WRITE (7,153) IDENTS-----------------------------.... ... .......... .. . 
153 FORMAT (IH tAS) 





..... . ---200 CONTINUE .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 
125 C THIS OUTPUTS BASIC SIMULATION DATA OF INTEREST. SUCH AS
 







WRITE (7,250) FUNCTN (IAE),IAE 
- 250 FORMAT (IHOA7,15H FUNCTION (IAE",I1,1H)).­
133 -- - WRITE (7,260) ((IX(I)),I-1,B)---------------------. 
260 FORMAT G 
-
(ISHOINITIAL STATES//(3H X(,11s4H) , 13.6))

.. ..... ...... . . WRITa(7,270)'IOENTS(2) . -......... .. . ..... 








............ .300 'CONTINUE----------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. 
C THIS IDEITIFIES THE BASIC RECEIVER STRUCTURE (THRHLDOPTSUBOPT) 
"- 140 -- CANO REINITIALIZES,"AS NECESSARY, THE FOLLOWING RCVR DATA .. . 
CIR (NEGATE ONLY), NOACNOKLHN,NOLOEBRCVRDELBL,TETHRD 
.. . . . . .. . ITIT=MING(IRCVR,2-- ­
.... C'NEGATE1IR WITI-fTHE"FOLLOWING FOR NONADAPTIVE RECEIVER - - - - - - - - - - - --.. .. ... . 




C THIS'OUTPUTS'BASIC RECEIVER DATA OF INTEREST-------.. .... . 
WRITE(7,410) (IDENTS(I),I-3,4h)IRNGNS 
....410 ""FUFMAT (1HOAB,HRCVR/lHO,A8b6HCESIGNI5H (IR-,IZ HNG-,I , 
155 * - 4HNS I1,1H)2) 
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - WRITE(7,420)'(IOENTSCI)bI-5,6) ------­
420 FORMAT(IHOAG6/HOA7/) 
... .......- -- . .. ..--- -- RETURN - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --. . 
C 
C 
.... ... .. . . . B g-- N-N ETI UE. . .e.... . .. .. ... .. ..... . ... . .... . .. .. ... .. ........ . . 
C THIS SETS-UP THE MSET-LOOP 
ICOUNT- ---------------------- -----­ , . .... 




... . . .. .. BULL(13,Jl--1.E3Z2-
OULL(14,J)*O. 



















BULK(25tJ)=.O .... . 
..02O CONTINUE 
CALL 1NTIO(6HMTIMESNTINESbl)--....-
- - - - - - - - - .... . 
185 - 510 
WRITE(7,1 O) 
FORMAI(IHl,40X,EIHLOE ERROR PERFORANCE/) 














X(7) - XO C7,IAE) 
....-
- IF(MOD(MSETS).EQO.) "WRITE(7,511)(TSEP(I),I.1,LGAX) 
................... 
200 . RETURN 
C 
> 7CO CONTINUE 






..X(5) - X(2)-THESEP .. 
.. 
DUIIGAUSS (1.0) 




.... .. ... .. 
THETAVuO.
.THETMN'+1;EB2 ... . ..... . ... .. .. - - - - - - - - -. . .. --.. . . ... .. .. 
THETHX.-1.E32Z 
215 THER =S-0. . ... ..... . ....... . ...... 
ElAVG-O,
" EEAVG-O0 . . . . . . . . . ... 
EIMIN"+I.ES2







225 ----LASTCT O .. 
00 705 1-1,8 
DO 705 J.1,6 .- . 
705 PA(IJ)=O. 
CILOE
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.. ......... ..-C THIS INITIALIZES THE R-THSChN . . . .. . . .. . . . .. 















C THIS SAVtS/PREPROCESSES DATA FROM THE K-TH SCAN
 
* . .. . . .. ....... 	 . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 








Z250.- THERR-X(2)-XS(2). .......................... . .... .
 
IF (IRCVR.EQ.1) CALL OFLTR2 (THERRTHERPFLIO.
 
















"260 .F(IRCVR.EQ.1)" RETURN ..­
IF((RDIAG(1).GTI.E-293).AND.IRDIAG(2).GT.1.E-93) GOTO 910
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C 
- "- 1000 CONTINUE . . . 













295 bULL(13,LG)-AMAXI(BULL(13,LG),THETMX) ....... ... ....
 





















. .. BULKCOLG) SQRT(EZRMS/KMNET) 
BULK(9,LG)-SQRT((BULK(7,LG)**Z+BULK(8,LG)**2)/2)---------------------. 
.. 
..... . BULK(1,LG).SORT(BULK(7,LG)*BULK(BLG)2 
310 BULK(1ILG)-SORT(MSE/KMNET) 
.. LK(15,LG) BULK(15,LG)+BULK(1,LG).. .. ............. .. 
BULK(16,LG) BULKI6,LG)+BULK(2,LG) 




-.. . BULKI2,LG)aBULK(2ILG)+BULK(7,LG) *2 
BULK(C2,LG)-BULK(22,LG)+BULK(BLG)**2 











.. ...... C THIS SAVES/PROtESSES/OUTPUTS 'DATA-FRO THE (MSET)-TH SERIES OF ..
 
CLGMAX SETS OF KM SCANS
 




.... DO 1160 1-1, 4- --. . .. . .. .. .
 






335 IF(IRCVR.E0.1) WRITE(7D1150) 6HIABORT,(PABORT(J),JILGAX)

IF(IRCVR.EQ.1) RETURN 
WRITE(7,1103) (EULK(I,J),J-1,LGAX) " 
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.. ... 1230' FDRHAT(1HO,9HWRT'BETAI/) .. .. . 
00 1233 1-11,14 
365 	 WRITE(7,12341 NAME5(2+111),NAEB(111),(BULL(IJ),J,1,LGiAX)







IF (IRCVR.EQ.) GOTO 1248
 



















. . . ... .1250 " M T I O . . .. . . . . ....... . .. .. . ... . . .. .. .
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SUBROUTINE ILSSUB
 
REAL LAMDA ..... ...............-
























20 C GENERAL SIMULATIONS OPTIMIZATION OF MLS RECEIVERS FOR 
C MULTIPATH ENVIRONMENTS 
*DIMENSION X1(8)OINDEX(Z)Y(4,bX(8) " -
EQUIVALENCE (THAMAXY(1))#(ALFAX(I). 
25 C FULG BEGINS EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS 
PIZsZ.*PI 
..... -. S022 SQRT( . . . . . . . .. .-5).. . . . . .
 
C 
30 - C' FLG-INITIALIZES THE DIAGONAL OF F(8,8).
C
 
9 - 00o 10 1-18 ­
F(II)-l.
 




















20 'CONTINUE '. - - - - - - -- ... 
ONEGA--(THAMAX-THAMIN)/TS . . . 
.. . . .. ... . .--SECPO ;.1/OMEGA .. 
TFTS+TR-2.*THAMIN*SECPD 
50 .. . .-C 
C FOLG ARE CONSTANT PARAMETERS USED BY P 
S---BBB:2.4/MLS -I- - ---- -- - - - - - - -
......... ..DUM-GAUSS(1, . .. . . ..... ..... . 
55 ALPHA-1O.**(OSNRDB/20.) 
"- ­ -XO(1,IAEI-ALPHA .. . ..... . ... . . . .. 
ALPHAR*RHO*ALPHA 
MLSSIM 
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5 COMMON IIDDATA/IDNRS(6) 




10-------- CDMON/RCVRO4/DELTEO(6),GOGT(8,8 ,H(5, 6,ICOUNTSIGMA ........ 
COMMON/RCVROS/NOLOENOKLMNNOACGAMAES(5),ROIAG(51,PMDIAG(8) 
... ............... CONMON/RCVRO6/PPOIAG(),RMAT(5,5),PHI(5,5),PA{B,8 ,LA$DA(--
COMON/RCVRO7/T(130),V(130) 
. . ..COMMON/RCVRCB/XSLOE(8),ESLOE(B),ES(8)




COMXO/MLSOO1/CSNRTCSNRFOSNRDB ,RHOOETAFSC,LGMAX .. 
COMMON/MLSOO2/DCSNRCSNRLGTPKTTPKF
20 CNlMON/MLS003/FLIOAE(4,2),FL1O(4),DELTAT(2), X( ,2),YO(4,2) 








IFIMORE) GO TO 10 
STOP . . .. 
END 
. . .... 
41000B Cm STURAGE USED .134 SECONDS 
NLssiP
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C THIS COMPUTES THE ANTENNA SCAN ANGLE AT LOCAL SCAN TIME T.
 
C THE PARANETERS OF THE SCAN WAVEFORNHENCE THE IDENTITY OF
 




C TR-TIMIE BETWEEN TRAVERSAL OF ZERO DEGREES IN A TO-FRO SCAN
 
C. SDURATION OF THE TO SCAN .C TF'DURATION OF THE TO SCAN+INTERSCAN REST INTERVAL 
10 	 C THANAX-ANTENA ANGLE AT BEGINNING OF TO SCAN .... .. 
C THAMIN=ANTENNA ANGLE AT END OF TO SCAN 


























25 2c2 IF(T.GT.Tl) GO TO 250
 








30 	 END -. . - . .. -..- .. . . . . . . . . . ... . 
A100O 'CN STORAGE USED -. 118 SECONDS 
MLS SIM 
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IF(K .EO..) GO-TO 122
 0 O­95C C .FOLLOWING TRUE STATE AND SAVE PRIOR VALUE 	 W.ADVANCES THE 





- - -DO 120 1-1,. 
DO 110 J-2,8





 ,CONTINUE'. .. . . .... .. . 
B-PVALUECE,PI,O.)
105. .. . 120 -- B P A UE B P. ... . .  . . .	 .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . e 
10-----------12..CO N........	 ..
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C FOLG BEGINS COMPUTATION OF SIGNALS AND RELATED QUANTITIES 











C FOLG COMPUTES FOR THIS KTH SCAN THE SIGNAL PEAK TIMES TPKT, TPKF AND -" . 
130 .. 




C THAJ.THA(TPKT2.X(Z), BY DEFINITION I 
-- C PJ"PMLS(THE-THA(TPKT)-I.0,BY DEFINITION ... 
135 C AND SIMILARLY FOR TPKF 
PRJ-PMLS(X(5)-X(2)) 
BT-PVALUE(B+WSC*TPKTPIOO.)........ 








CSNR-CSNRMN .. . 
....................... 
. .. .... . . . 
DCSNR CSNRMX-CSNRMN 
" '150 ....... C FOLG INITIATES A J-LOOP TO COMPUTE SAMPLE TIMES AND (LINEAR)C " ENVELOPE'SAMPLE 'VALUES 
C 
00 130 J-1JMZ . 
TINCR-J*TSAMP 
.. ...... .JFJ-J ..- -... 
155 INDEX (l).J 
INDEX (2) JFR 
C FOLG COMPUTES SAMPLE TIMES 
............... . . 
TJ-TZT+TINCR ........ .....................-. 
T(J)-TJ 
160 ............. T(JFR)-TZF-TINCR. ................... 
..... .. ... 
THAJ"THA(TJ.
.. .PJ-PMLS(THE-THAJ) . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . 
PRJ-PMLS(THR-THAJ) 
C FOLD COMPUTES ENVELOPE SAMPLES 
165 DO 127 1-1,2 
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. ... . .. 
. . . 






FOLLOWING ASSIMILATES DATA FROM THIS SCAN FDR.FUTURE EVALUATION 









. C FOLLOWING ASSIMILATES DATA' FROMTHIS"LG-TH SET OF SCANS-................... 
C 
.. CALL CONTRL(10)--------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 CONTINUE 
-C 




..... .C FOLLOWING'CLOSES'THE SIMULATION RUN .. 
C 
------------------------ CALL CONTRL(12----.......... ...... 





.. . .. ... .. ..... 
... .............- . ..--
OOOB CM STORAGE USED . .....-1.399"SECONDS ­ - ....... .... ....... . 
Iti 
00 


































15 	 DATA P1/3.1415927/FI64*0./,DSNRODB/20./,RHO/.5/ 
DATA DELTAT/.O74074074,.0269135B/,SIGMA/.7071/ 
DATA XD/Uh,30.,.35,T.,32.75,-.35,0.,O., 
DATA YO/62.666667,-62.,6.233333E-3,6.6E-3,20" 	 *30O.666667,0.,1.533333E-3,0.AE-I3/ 
-"
 








L)ATA H1,*.1,1*. . ~.aoo,1,*.
25 DATA NSO/2,8,6,3/,NGO/2,5,4,2/-...... 
- DATA DELBLI.01/,EO/8*O./
DATA GQGTI64*0./,PA/64*0.I 
....... DATA RHOAXI.8/,DTHOI.75/,TDRDIO.0/,BO;0.O/,WSCO/O.O/ 
-...... 
DATA NOLOE/.TRUE./,NDKLN/.FALSE./,NOAC/.TRUE./








O410008 	 .209 SECONDS
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410OOB C4 STORAGE USED .043 SECONDS
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. . ... COMN ON/RCVR0B/XSLOE(8),ESLO E(3), ES( 8) ... . . . . . . . .... ... .... .... .. . . .. .... .. ..















IF (K .GT. 0) GO TO 40
 




















. . . .. 
.- ..---­. .. ­
. . .. .




'DO 20 I-1,NS - .' 
00 LO J-1,NS 
PA(IJ)O. 
35 -.------..-102 
. " -CONTINUECO NUE .. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . " - . . . . . .










IF(IR.GT.0) GO TO 30
 
...
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C FOLG EXTRAPOLATES STATE ESTIMATE, AS REQD
 
. IF(TETHRD) GO'TO 80
 















... .... 	 .... . OGT11.AMAX1(.25,.a1*(XS1(1)**2)).-------------- - - -----------------­
70 GQGT(1,11)GCGTiX
 




. .. C FOLLOWING COMPUTES VECTORS Q(JM),HW(JM),LAMDA(NG),ANO MATRICES DT(JM,
 
C NGh)PHI(NGNS) ALSO SQUARED AMPLITUDE ENVELOPE VECTOR U(Jb),AND
 
75 C INOVATION;S PROCESS VECTOR W(JM) .
 
c 




IF (NOLOE) GO TO 120
 
. . . . C. 	 .... 






•- - ROIAG (I)"RHAT (I,I) 
100 CONTINUE 
85 - CALL'MATMUL (5,NGNG,5,N ,I,5,1,RMATLAMDA,GAMAES,1) 
......-CALL MATMUL 45,NGNS,5,NGs,1,,1,HGAMAESESLOE,2) .. .. 
DO 110 I-1,NS 
XSLOE(I).XSI(I) ESLOE( I 
IF (NOKLN) XS(I)-XSLOE(I) 
90 110 CONTINUE 
120 CONTINUE "' 
Lo . . ........ -..c _,.IF ANOLK N GO TO 170 .... . .. ... . .. . . . .. . . . . 
C FOLLOWING EXTRAPOLATES STATE ESTIMATESERROR
 








, I) 	 ....... .....  . ........
 
- -. CALL MATSM(PA,PA$GQGT,1,8,8, ,NS,NS,B,NS,NS. .

100 00 130 I-1,NS
 




C 	 . 
C FOLLOWING COMPUTES MODIFIED-KALMAN GAIN MATRIX GAIN(NS,NG)

1 J5 .. . . . . C ... .. . 
CALL MATMUL INSNS,5,NGNS,8,5,PAsHPHT,3)
 












...-. . ... CALL'MATMUL(8,NSNG,8,NGNG*,8,5,PHTTPAZGAINl)
 
C 
OPTRNCPage 2 of 	4 
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i--- C FOLLOWING UPDATES STATE ESTIMATE
 




CALL MATSM (XSiXS1.ES,1, 818,NSDI,8S4,1,0)
 
C FOLLOWING UPDATES STATE ESTIMATE .ERROR COVARIANCE MATRIX
 





























...... ..- 170 - CONTINUE . .... .. 
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OPTRNC 





























COMMON/RCVRO4/DELTPEO(8 ),GQGT(8,8 sH(5 8),ICDUNTSIGMA






















IF (K .GT. 01 Ga TO 40
 










..... . ... ...... ...GOGT33-.01*D ELT ... . . .... . 
......... - GQGT(3,3)=GOGT33 
.. GQGT(6,6)-GOGT33---------------------------.........
GQGT(8,8).04/(DELT**2) 
DO 20 I-LNS -.. 
DO 10 J"I, S .. . . .. 
. . . . . 
... . . . .. . 
. . . . .. 






.. ... . . .. . ...... . . .- . -. ... .. --....... .. 
CALL CONTRL(3) 
.. - BB=2.4/BRCVR- -- -
- PDCRIT.PI*BB/8. 
.. CC PI*PDCRIT . ..-. . ..--. . . . 
IF(IRGT.0) GO TO 30 
NS-NSO(4) .. ... . ...........  .. . . . . .. 
_.... 
NG.NGO(4) 
. 30' -.-"CONTINUE -.. 
NGM=NGNIN 
--................IF(NOAC) NGN NG-------------------------. . 
KALMAN-.NOT. NOKLMN-. . . ... .... ...... .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . - . . . . . . ..-.... . .... . 
LOE-.NOT. NOLOE 
CALL CONTRL(4) 
" RETURN - . ... . . . . . . . . 
40 CONTINUE 
IF(K.GT.1)-GO TO 50 . 
C 
C DIAGNOSTIC OUTPUT OF' INPUT DATA FOR'K=1'GOES HERE' 
C 
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. .. .-- ... .........
 
C FOLLOWING COMPUTES VECTORS QCJM)PHWCJMILAMDA(NG),AND MATRICES DT(JM,
 
C NG),PHI(NGN S) ALSO SQUARED AMPLITUDE ENVELOPE VECTOR U(JI)PAND. .
 
75 C INOVATION;S PROCESS VECTOR W(JM) 
c 
CALL PHILM 
IF (NOLOE) GO TO 120 







































IF (NOKLMN) GO TO 170
 








































-... . . . .. . . . . . ....
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115 C FOLLOWING UPDATES STATE ESTIMATE 
CALL MATMUL (8,NS,NG,5,NG,1,8,1,GAIN,LAMDAES,1) 





FOLLOWING UPDATES STATE ESTIMATE ,ERROR COVARIANCE MATRIXP(NS'N$) 
CALL NATULCBNSNGI,8NGNSD8,ADGAIN*TPA1,TPA2D1) 
DO 150 1IfNS 
-7---- --- -_ 
TPAZ(II) TPA2(II)- . .. . . . .. . .. . 





130 CALL MATSN(PAPPAPTPAZ,1,8Bp6PNSNS,8,NSNSO) 









- . . 








145 IF(NS.GE.5) XS(5)"SATU(XS(5)-AN2, (AX-AMNI/2.)+AN2 
IF(NS.GE.6) XS(6 -SATU(XS(6),1.) 
IF (NS.GE.7) XS(7)-PVALUE(XS(7),PI,.)
IF(NS.GE.8) XS(8).PVALUE(XS(O),PI/DELTO) 
. ... .. .. .. 
RETURN 
00 
150-.. . ... END ......... 
-
410008 CM STORAGE USED 1.381 SECONDS 
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.... SUBROUTINE PHILM 
C 
CTHIS SUBOPTIMAL VERSION OF PHIL IS --.... . .. . . . 
C BASED ON A -ELEMENT PARAMETER VECTOR 
5........... CA AND PROVIDES A CRUDE SEARCH AND ACQUISITION-.................. 
CA FUNCTION ACCESSED AS FOLLOWS 
.. . ......- CASEARCH MODEINGM-NGMIN ..-. .. . . . . . 
CAACQUISITION MODEINGMIN.LT.NGM.LT.NGMAX 
-. ........- CAFULL TRACK MOOE:NGM-NGMAX---------------------....... 
C 
C THIS NEEDS NGMIN.LE.NGM (.LE.NG) .LE.NGNAX 
REAL LAMDA 
LOGICAL NOKLMN,NHOLOE,NOACKALMANLOETETHRD 
..15 . COMDUN/RCVROI/NGMINNGMAXDELBLNGM IRPIAE-
CO$IiON/RCVRO2/RHOMAXOTHOTDROBOWSCONSO(43,NGO(4) -...... 




COMMDN/RCVRO6/PPDIAG(83,RNAT(5,5 )PHI (5,5),PA(88)LAMDA(5) 
CO..ONIRCVRO7/T(1503,V(1303 
COMMON/RCVR1O/ALFATHESPTHESDTALFARTHRSTHRSOTBWSC,XS(8) 
... ... .. ...... .. .-DIMENSION PH(4,4),RL(4) 
2-








FOLLOWING EFFECTS INITIALIEATION 
_. 
C 
IF(K.GT.O) GO-TO 10 ... .. . - -.... 





.... S2.S. (SIGMA**2---........ 
- --
. . ... 





CA FOLLOWING PROGRAMS THE SEARCH 
.. . .. CA ' IF(NGH.GT.NGMIN) GO TO 30 . .... . . . . . .. .. .. ...­
- - ALFAR-ALFA*RHOMAX 




WSCSWSCO _ ...... . 
30 CONTINUE 
C 
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... DO .- - - - - -. 35 Ial,NG - ­
RL(1)-O.
 







C FOLLOWING INITIATES LOOP AND COMPUTES FUNCTIONS
 

























QAJ..5*AL2ZZPZJ . .... .... . ...............-----.--- . 
BA=O. 







IF (NGOEL LT. 0) GO TO 40 .. .
 
85 CAJ0QAJ+.5+AR22*PR2J 
.......... 0BJ-AA2*PPRJ ..... -... ...
 
BA.SIGN(O.9B99999,QBJ). 
IF (QAJ.GE.I.E-38) BA.SIGN(AINI(O.9899999,ABS(OBJI/QAJ),OBJ) ------
DBJ 1AR2*PPRJ 
90 . . DBJ2-AA2*POJ*PRJ 













CAJ.AMINl1O.9999999E8,QAJ) - G7 . 
OAJAMAX(0., QAJ) run
 












. . - (SASBRABOAJBA)
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115 	 PH21PH21 DSD14DSO2+RABI*(SDA2*SOB1+SOA1*SDB2) .. . . .......... -

PH22-PHZZ+DSD2**2+RAB1*2.*SDA2*SDBZ 
.IF (NGOEL .LT. 0) GO TO 50 
RL3SRL+DAJ3*WA+OBJS*WD 
*. L4-RL4+ AJ4 WA+DBJ4*WB .... ..... .. ...... ........ 
120 	 SDA3-OAJ3*SA
 
SOA4-OAJ4*SA . . . .
 
S BB DBJ 3SB
 
S0B4-OBJ4*SB 	 ... ....
 
0SD3 SDA3-SD63 
.... -.....- DSD4-SOA4-SDD4 	 .. .. 
PHS1-PH31+0SDl*OSO3+RABI*SOA3*SDB1+SOAI*SDB3 
PH32-PH3Z+OSD2*DSO3+PAD1*(SDA3*SDBZ+SDAZ*SDB3) . . . ...... ........ ...... .. 
PH33-PH33+0SD3**2 RAB12.*SA34SOB3 

















-10--------LAMDA(1)sRL(1) 	 .-------- .. .. 
140 	 DO 100 L'II
 




- - , - PHI(IL)-PHILI
 
IF (NOLOE) GO TO 90 * -­




90 CONTINUE .-. ... . 
100 CONTINUE 
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.. SUBROUTINE WAWBJ(WAWB QA,BU) 
CTHIS COMPUTES A SAMPLE EACH OF THE PROCESSES WA % WBE, 
.. -... . . . . 
CGIVEM SAMPLES OF QA,B, AND U 




IF(NFIRST) GO TO 10 
15-------- - LMAX1-LliAX+l .....-...... 
RLMAX 1LMAXI 
. .. ....ALNLMX-ALOGIRLHAXI) .. 
BETA2=3.1415927/LNAX 
00 5 L-ILNAX. 
zD CCSB(L)-COSC(L-1)*BETAZ) 
S5 CONTINUE -.. 
NFIRST,.TRUE. 
10. - CONTINUE . ... 
25 . , . 
GMAX"-1.E+322 
HPAX I . .. . .. . . . 
HAMAX-1o 
HBMAX-1. . -
DO 20 L-11LKAXi 
CCSBL"COSB(L) . 
30 C BCBL1.AMAX1I1.tB*COSBLO.) 
BCBL1U1.+B*COSBL 
AEC.OA*BCBL1 




















H BAX "AMAX 1 ABS (HBL HBMAX ) . .. . . . . .. 
20 CONTINUE 
GZ"GMAX-?41. 






FEB8O. .. ...., - . . " 
PLSUB
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--F(GLMA.GE.-674.) FSAFSA+EXP4GLA)*HA(V... .. . . .. .. - --........
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10 DIMENSION BULK(12,25,3),OA(25),B(25),DEX(tZ),DEY(11) 
- DIMENSION AA(33,BB(3),CC(3),DD(3),APPVA(3) . . 








C FOLG GENERATES TABLE FROM DATA FILE 
20 C 
IF(NFIRST) GD TO 10 
NFIRSTs.TRUE. 
IXSIATTACH(bLTAPE12,FNA,2LID,6RM3497E) 
IF (IX.EO.O) GO TO 5 
25 CALL INTIO(BHIXATIZIX,1,1) 









30 READ (12) JBMAX,(B(J),J IJBMAX). 
READ (12) CCXCBULKCJ,I,K),J1,JBMAX),I"1,IQMAX),K1,3) 
R(M1AIOMAX-1 










. 10 CONTINUER .P 
C 
C FOLG TRUNCATES ARGUMENTS AND HANDLES SMALL BV CASES 
C 
15 B%.ABSiBA) 
IF (BV .GE. .011 GO 10 20 
HWAJ- ./SQRT(1.+2.*Q AV) .. .. . . . .. . . . . . 
HWBJ=O. 




C FOLG DETERMINES 
0B(1)-OAV 
0,I8. 
55 DO 1500 L-1,2
OBL-OB(L) 
1001 IF(OBL.LT.QAB(IQJB(L),L)) GO TO 1101 
PLSUB
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60 DO 1201 IIJ8P1,IQBMM. 
IF(QBL.LT.QAB(IPL)) GO TO 1202 
........... ..01201 CO1TINUE...... ....................... 
1202 IOJB(L)h[-1
GO TO 1500 
65 1101 1J06M1IOJB(L)-I 

















----- C FOLG DETERMINES INTERPOLATED VALUES- . .. .... - .......
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SUBROUTINE PHILM 
C 
C THIS OPTIMAL VERSION OF PHILM'IS FOR ALL SCALLOPING RATES 
C AND PROVIDES A CRUDE SEARCI-AND-ACOUISITION FUNCTION 
5 C ACCESSED AS FOLLOWS$ 
C - ..SEAACH MO0 NGM"NGMIN . 
C ACOUISITION MODE: NGRIN.LT.NGM.LT.NGMAX 
C FULL TRACK MODE: NGM-NGMAX 
. 
10O CC .. 
... .. 



















C FOLLOWING EFFECTS INITIALIZATION 
C 
IF(K.GT.0l GO TO 10 
30 .. .. JM J /2.­
SS2..5/ 
IR-2 
SIGMA*#2) . . . ........ -
R E T U R N . .. 
35 10 CONTINUE 
C -E . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . ... ... .. . . . 
C FOLLOWING PROGRAMS THE SEARCH 
C 
IF (NGN.GT.NGIN) GO TO 30 
40 ALFAR.ALFA#RHOMAX 
THRSDT-TDRO 
. .. B'80-------------­. . . . . . . . . .. .... . . . ..-
WSC=WSCO 
THRS.THES-DTHO . . . . . . . ... 
45 30 CONTINUE 
C FOLLOWING COMPUTES CONSTANTS FOR PRESENT SCAN 
C - .--- I--- -lI - -- ----. ----- ---------- -
AL 2=* ALFA 
50 AL2Z.ALZ*ALFA . .. 
AR .2.*ALFAR 
- ARZ2-ARZ*ALFAR - - -- -
AA2AL2*AL FAR 
55 C FOLLOWING INITIATES LOOP AND COMPUTES FUNCTIONS 
C FOR EACH J 
C 
PLOPT .: 
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65 .	 P2J-PJ*42 .. . .. ... . .. 
THLR-THRS-THAJ
 













































IF (NGM.LT.NGMAXI GO TO 40
 




















C FOLG IS FOR A 6D LOE"OESIGN ............. . 
C OT(JA).-DTJ5*T(JI 











5 0 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE
 
C 	 ..... 
C FOLLOWING COMPUTES VECTOR LAMOACNG) AND MATRICE PHI(NG,NG)
 
PLOPT 
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115 C
 




DO 70 J d1,JM-" 
LAMDA(I)-LANOA(I) DT(J I)*W J) 
.... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 














.... .. . ..-IF (NOLOE) GO TO 90 -. ..-. . . .. .. . ...­
-  . ..-
RMAT{ L I)PHILI
 





100 'CONTINUE--------------------------.-- - - - --- - -.-.----..... . .. 
l1- CONTINUE
 
... ..... ..... .. --... . ..
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- - - - - -- - -~-- ------ ---- - - - - -- -, - - - - - '. -
PLOPT 
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THIS COMPUTES THE TRANSMITTED SIGNAL INTENSITY(RELATIVE TO 
THAT AT BEAM CENTER AS A FUNCTION OF THE ANGLE-OFF-BORESIGHT. 
C THE MODEL GIVES FIRST SIDE LOBES 23 0B BELOW THE MAIN LOBE. 
. . ... . .. ... ... . . . . .. . . . -------
LOGICAL MORE 
-.......CONMON/LSO4/BHLSBBB, MTIMES,MSET, ORE 
DATA PCRIT/.7853981635/,AAI1.5707963271
-....... ... PMLS-PCRIT .. ..... 











418OO CM STORAGE' USED . . 071 -SECONDS-.................... 
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. FUNCTION P(THETA) 
C THIS COMPUTES THE TRANSMITTED SIGNAL INTENSITY(RELATTVE TO 
......' .. C THAT AT BEAM CENTER AS A FUNCTION OF THE ANGLE-OFF-BORESIGHT.... -. . 
C THE MODEL GIVES FIRST SIDE LOBES 23 0B BELOW THE MAIN'LOBE. 
~~~~~~~~.......... . ... _ __ 
COMMON/RCVRO9/BRCVRBB,PDCRIT,CC 
DATA PCRIT/.7853981635/,AA/1.570796327I . 
P-PCRIT 
ZSBB*THETA . .. . -. .- -.-. 
10 - IF (ABS(ABSIZ)-1.) .LE. I.E-7)'RETURN 





__ _ __ _ _ 
. .­
.410008 CM STORAGE USED .....--068 SECONDS _ .. . . . 
POPTI
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C -. . .. - .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 





FUNCTION POOT (THETA) 
THIS COMPUTES THE DERIVATIVE DP(THETA)/DTHETA WHERE P(THETA)---------------
IS THE TRANSMITTED SIGNAL INTENSITY(RELATIyE TO THAT AT BEAM 
.CENTER) AND THETA 15 THE ANGLE-DFF-BORESIGHT.THE P-MODEL USED ..... 
IS THAT GIVING FIRST SIDE LOBES 23 DB BELOW THE MAIN LOBE. 
10 C 
CDMXON/RCVRO9/BRCVRBB,PDCRITCC 
DATA AA/1.57O796327/ . .. . . .. 









RETURN.... ... ...... .... ....... 
END 
-----­
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BLOCK DATA POPTID
 
CCfMON/IDDATA/IDNRS(6).... . .. . . ..
 
DATA IONRSI6)/l/ 
.. 5 ...-... .END-... . ........... .... 
10008 CM STORAGE USED- .. 013 SECONDS . ......
 
POPT1 
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....... DIMENSION VPK(Z),VTH(Z),N(2),U(130),W(130),TRG(Z)-....... 





IF (K .GT. 0) GO TO 50
 
- ....... ..


























3 . .	 . .. ...  ­
00................. 	 ....
-XS1C3) 	 ........ . .....- ,­
XS(3)-U.0 
. CALL CONTRr i4)----------------------------------- .... 
35 RETURN
 




C FOLG PRODUCES TGl AND TG2 
 .. - .--- . -
TPST-,CKI53)-TIAMAX)IOEGA 
- C 




-... . VPEAK0.0. ........................
 
05
DO 60 J 1,JM2
 
ilJm(L-)#JMZ1 












-VTH(L)-VPEAK3 - -... . ..
 
55 70 CONTINUE .. ...
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80 CONTINUE . . . .. . .. 
 . ..
 









TG2-TPSF-DJ . ... 	 ... . . . . . 
IAUSTT.TG1
 






















IF(OELTAV.LT.C.O) GO TO 100
-0 















.	 ............. ....... ...... 

.. IF(L.EQ.1) GO TO 190D.-- - - - - - - -- . .. .. . 
90 IDWELL=TAU+TSAMP 
... . . . 30 -CONTINUE 
GWIOTH=TOWELL-TDWELI 
.... . .. .... IF((GWIDTH.LT.15.E-6).OR.(GWIDTH.GT.350.E-6)) GO TO 190 
TRG(I)-Z.*GWIDTH 
"95 - TC-(TOWELL+TOWEL1)/2... . . .,*-. . ... .... 
IF(I.EQ.2) GO TO 150 
-..... ... TC1=TC-----------------------------.....-.. 
140 CONTINUE 
- ........... 150----ELTET-TCTC1-----------------------------------------------........................... 
100 ODD-(.5E-6)*IFIX(DELTET/.5E-6*.5) 
. XSI(Z})(-ONEGA/2.)*(DD-TR) ... 
XS(2}=XS1(2) 




DO 160 1-1,2 
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DIMENSION NAMEZ(1OINAHTIM(4),TIM(IO),IOTAL(100, 5)YERRDR(5) 






DATA NAME1l/OHSIM. JON: ,3*1H I1OH FILE NO: ,3*1H ;IOH DATE:", 
---------
DATA NAMEZIOHPLOT JOBI .3*1H IOH PROGRAM: ,1OHACOMP1 .2*1H 
- 15 - -. .. .. - *1CH DATE: I1H / 
DATA ALX/IO./,ALY/2.t,YERRRI14,1.,1,5.,2./,St.1Z/,H/.07/ 
. ..... .......... DATA NAMTIMI1OHTIME SINCE, 1H START OF lOHFIRST SCAN,1OH (SECONDS 
*)dIBLANK/H /I 
DATA DATINIIOHMLSSIMOATA,3*O/,YMMAX/l./ 
20 DATA LABELS/IOHES ALFA ERLOHES THTA ERiOHES ALFR ER, 
*1CHES THTR ER,1OHALFAR/ALFA/ . 
CALL CALCOMP(20) 
.... .. . . .. . . CALL FACTOR(I.) ... . ... .. 
CALL PLOT(+2.0,1.5,-3) 
25 C 
C PUT JDBNAME AND DATE IN APPROPRIATE ARRAY ELEMENTS. 
... 




. ....... ... . ... 
... 35- - -





















DO 300 N.1,NPLDTS 
LOOP TO PLOT EACH FILE. . . . .. . . . .. .... . . 




C READ CURRENT FILE NAME;WRITE PLOT NUMBER AND FILE NAME. 
C 
READ(10,301 DATINCZ) 
30 _ FORMAT(AlO) 
WRITE(7,40) (DATIN(I),Ia1,2),NNPLOTS 











50 FORMAT (20H FILE DID NOT ATTACH/) 
STDPOINPUT FILE ATTACH NOT SATISFACTORY. 
C 
C READ DATA FROM DISK AND PLACE IN PROPER LOCATION OR ARRAY. .......... 
C 
60 PEAD(15) DOUTOELTMTIMES,LGMAXKMTODAYJBNAM ............ . ... 
65 READ(15) (IDENTS(I),1-1,6),KSTART 
READ(15)NRUNOSNRDORHOBETA.FSCBHLSBRCVRPTHESEP .-. . 
DO 70 K.IKN ........ .... 
READ(l5) ERALFACK),ERTHTA(K),ERALFRK)ERTHTR(K),XATOXI(K) 
70 70 CONTINUE 
READil5) RHOMAXDTHOTDROBETADFSCOEBETAOEBETAMEFSCOEFSCM 
CALL RETURN(6LTAPE15) 
DECODE (10,75,DOUT) NN1,IRCVRNN2,NN3,NN4 
75. . . - 75 FORMAT(I2,II,13,AI,13)C .. .... 
C WRITE DATA READ FROM DISK ON THE LINEPRINTER. 
C 
WRITE(7,80) DOUTDELTMTINESLGMAXKMHTODAYJBNAM 
80 FORMAT (1H ,AlO,8XG13.6,5X,35X,I3,IOX),A1O,8X,AIO/I 
80 WRITE(7,9D) IDENTSKSTART 
_.. 
90 FORMAT IlH ,6(1X,ABDX),3XI3/) 
WRITE(7,100) NRUNDSNRDBRHOBETAFSC,BNLSBRCVRTHESEP 
100 FORMAT(1H ,ZX, 2,4X,7(2XPG13.6)/) 
85 
C 
C WRITE FIRST 35 VALUES, 5 PERIODS, THEN THE LAST 3. 
D 120 K1,35. 
90 110 
WRITE(7,1IO)(TOTAL(KL1,L-,5) 
FORNAT(1H ,5(Gl3.6,5X)) ... 
120 CONTINUE 
DO 140 K1,5 
WRITE(7,O130) 





0 150 K-K3,K 
WRITE(7,110) (TOTAL(KL)hL-1,5) 
CONTINUE 




.. ..... . . . . 
105 
C* PLOTTING BEGINS HERE. * 
C 
110 C DRAW LEFT EDGE OF iHE PAGE .. CALL PLOT(-2.0,0.O,3) -C- -- - -
CALL PLOT(-2.07.OZ) 
C WRITE FILE AND PLOT INFORMATION AT TOP OF PAGE. 
ACQMP1 
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120 DO 160 I-1,10 





.... 5........... 170.. FORMAT(AIO) .... ..... ..... ... 
RNAME'TODAY 
CALL SYMBOL(XHYHH,NAME,.O,1O0) .. . . . . 
YH-YH-Z.45 
.. .... . CALL SYMBOLlXHYHHNAME2,.0,1 0) 	 .......
 130 	 C
 
C -.........INFORMATION ON BOTTOM OF .....




200 ENCCDE(81,210,NAME) (IOENTS(IbI.1,2BIMLSDELTKnKSTART .
 
210 FORMAT(IIHSCENARIO ,ABH,,A6,7H, BMLS-,F4.1,11H DEG, DELT-,
 








230 FORMATC9H SIN-,F5.1,9H DB, RHO",F5.1,TH, BETA-,F6.1, .
 





. ... . . 240 ENCODE(59,250,NAME) (IDENTS(I),1a3p6),BRCVR .. . . .. ... .. . ..­
250 FORMAT 1OHRECEIVER: ,A7,2H, ,A7,2H, A8,IH,,A6,BH, BRCVR",
 






IF (IRCVR.NE.2) GO TO 256
 
.. 2 ENCODE(83,255,NAME) RHOMAX,OTHOTDROBETAOFSCO .. ..
 
.. CFA.1,5H DEG,,F4.1,9H OEG/SECF5.1,5H DEGnFA.1,3H HZ) V 
YH=-2*S 
CALL SYMBOL (XH,YH,H,NAME,0.0,63) ,.....~­
- ENCODE(64,256,NAME) EBETAO,EBETAM 





CALL SYMBOL (XHYHHNAMEOO64). 
* 2ENCOOE(63,257,NAME] EFSCO,EFSCM
 
160 257 FORMAT(34H FSC ESTIMATE ERRORt INITIALatGXO.3,HDFINALS,G10.3 - ----­
YH.-4.*S 







C FILL ARRAY WITH HORIZONTAL AXIS'"DATA . ..... .. . ... .. .... . . .. . . ..
 
C 
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PROGRAM ACOMP1 73/172 TS FTM 4.6+452 05/17/79 16.20.50 PAGE 4 
. - TIM(K)kOELT*(K-1) 
260 CONTINUE 
CALL SCALE(TIN.ALX,KhN.) 
175 C*********4 *+***290LOOP FOR 5 PLOTS. 
00 290 L!1,5 ..... - - .. -.. . . 
AMAX=-I.E+32O 
AJiIN"l.E+320 
180 DO 270 K-1,KM 
------------.. . 
C 
..... C.FIND MIN AND MAX OF ERROR DATA., . ----------..... 
C 
185 









IF(L .EO. 5) YMIN0. 
YINC.(YAX-YMIN)/ALY 
C 
C FILL ARRAY WITH ERROR DATA INCLUDING YNIN AND YINC. -it .,4 .. 
C 




YY(KM42)"YINC -- ..r.,'.-. 
.200 - C -------




205 CALL AXIS(XHYHLABELS(L),1O,ALY,90.0,YMINYINC) ... 




CALL LINE(TIMPYYK,1, ,0O) 
CALL PLOT(O.0,YHM,-3) 
290 CONTINUE - . 
C 




C 5 PLOTS FOR.THE FILE ARE NOW COMPLETED. 
-
C 
220 CALL FACTOR(I.) 
C 





Z25 300 CONTINUE 
C
C DRAW RIGHT EDGE OFC FINAL PLOT. 
ACQMP1
PAge 4 of 5
 







- END . . . .. 
.. 
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 
... . .. . 
0ZO0B CM STORAGE USED .. - 2817.SECONDS -.. .... 
ACQMP1 
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"SUBROUTINE CLIP - 73/172 TS FTH 4.6+452 05/18/79 13.53.08 PAGE 1 
SUBROUTINE CLIPCAKMANAXANINISWKC) 
. DIMENSION A(K) .. .. . 
- . - C- LOGICAL LALE 
5 KC.KH 
. .LA-.FALSE- . .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 
. . .. 
LE-.FALSE. 
ISW-ODO-100 K lsK. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 
- 10--------- . .. K Ku+I- K M. 
IFCA(K).GE.AMIN) GO TO 10 
. .. . .. ... . . . . . . 
. . 
.LEe.TRUE. .. ... ... ......... 
A(KI-AMN 
- IFCISW.EQO.0) ISW--K .... 
. 
15 
. 10- GO TO ZO IF(LA) GO-TO 20--------------------------------.............. 
IF((ISW.NE.0).AND.(KC.EQ.Kh)) KC"K 







GO TO 100 
ISWK 
. 







... . END 
.......­
41000B CM STORAGE USED ---. 171 SECONDS---------- . ...... 
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FUNCTION GAUSS 73/172 TS 	 FTN 4.6+452 05118/79 13.53.08 PAGE I 
FUNCTION GAUSS(DUMMY)
 
C GAUSE 	PRODUCES INDEPENDENT PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBERS DISTRIBUTED
 
C NORMALLY (0,1) BY THE DIRECT METHOD DESCRIBED IN THE FOLLOWING
 
5 	 C REFERENCE:
 
C M.ABRAMOWITZ,I.A.STEGUN, HANDBOOK OF MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS ........ . .............--- ... ... ......
 
C APPLIED MATHEMATIC SERIES$55,NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARD,U.S
 
C PDEPT OF COM$ERCENOV.1970,PAGE.953. 
.

C THIS VERSION OF GAUSS TAKES INDEPENDENT PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBERS
 




































.... ... ... END ------------------------------------.
 
410008 CK STORAGE USED .115 SECONDS ...... .. ... - -	
-C, 
LABLIB 
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SUBROUTINE INTIO " 73/1172 TS FTN 4.6+452 05118/79 13.53.08 PAGE 






,I10 READ(10pO) IVAL" FO RMiAT (16 ) . ..-.. . ..... .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .... . . .. . 
WRITE(7,2O) IVAL 
-"- 20....FORMAT(IH l6./) 
- -
GO TO 80 




FORMAT(1H ,A6,3H - .16)
READ(10,40 SWITCHIVALZ----------------- ------.-- -­
40 FORNATCA1,I6) 












WRITE (7,90) SYMBDLPIVALIVALXSYMBOL,IVALMX 
FORMAT (IH ,A6,2H (16,16H) MAX. VALUE (,16,1N)i




3 WRITE(7,100) SYMBOLIVAL -4 
-
30 
- 100 FORMAT(1H ,A6,BH 
* RETURN -END..... 
* .16/)-....... .....-----­
. . ' 
410008 CH STORAGE USED - .131 SECONDS - " 
CO .... . . . .. . -. 
LABLIB
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SUBROUTINE LOGIO - - 73/172 -TS . . . . FTN 4.6+452 - 05/18/79 13.53.08 PAGE I 
-.... .- - . 
SUBROUTINE LOGIC (SYIBDLVALUEIZ) 
... LOGICAL VALUEVALZ' 
INTEGER SWITCHSLASHSYHBOL 
"" " DATA SLASH/IH// ... .. . .. 
5 IF (IZ) 1,2,3 
........ ...1 READ (10,10) VALUE------------------------------------------ - - - -
10 FORMAT (L5) 
....... ...... ... ....­WRITE(7,20) VALUE----------------------------.. .. ... ............ 
20 FORMAT(CH LS/) 
- 1Q...... .. ..- RETURN . ... .. . ... .. . . ...... .... ... . . .. .. 
2 WRITE (7,30) SYMBOLVALUE 
... ..... 30...F RAT(1H A6,SH - L5) 
READ (10,40) SWITCHVALZ 
... .....- 40" FORHAT (AZLS) .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 
15 IF (SWITCH .EQ. SLASH) GO TO 60 
WRITE(7,50)- " 
50 FDRKAT(IH ) 
RETURN . . ..... ... ..... .. ............... ..... .. .............. . . .. . . ...... . . . . 
60 VALUE*VALZ 
. . .-- 0 . .... ... ..- WRITE(T,70) SLASHVALUE .. .. ...... .. .... .. . . ........... . 
70 FORMAT(IH+,14X,A1,L5/) 
... ....... . . . ...------ -- -- RETURN .. . . .. . ... .... ..-- - ..... . -
3 WRITE (7,80) SYIBOLVALUE 





END - - - - - - - - * -- - - - - - - -










FTN 4.6+ 52 05/18/79- 13.53.08 PAGE




. - C THIS INPUTS A MATRIX
 
C PARAMETERS AS FOLLOWS
 
C SYMBOL IS A 6 CHARACTER ALPHANUMERIC,, EG. * A* "
 
5 
 C A IS THE ARRAY NAME
 
. C $i AND HARE THE DIMENSIONS OF THE'DESIRED MATRIX-
C N IS THE COLUMN LENGTH OF THE ARRAY STORAGE 
- .................. DIMENSION A(M,NI)-----------..... .................................. 
INTEGER SYMBOL ...-..... ­
--------------- WRITE (7,5) SYMBOLM1,N---------------- ..... 
5 FORMAT(14HOINPUT MATRIX ,A6#ZH 012,3H X PIIOH) BY ROWS:) 












- - - - - ..... -
- - - --.....
- - - - - -
...... .. - - -RETURN - - - - - ­
. .END 
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SUBROUTINE NATMUL 73/172 TS FTN 4.6+452 05/18179 13.53.08 PAGE I 
SUBROUTINE NATNUL(NRANZRANCANRBDNZRB,NCBNRC, 
. . . *NCC,ABCL) 
DIMENSION A(NRANCA)bE(NRBNCB),C(NRCNCC) 
. .... . . ... .. .. . . .. 
GO TO C101,102,103,104),L . .-. 
5 101 IF(NCA.NE.NZRB) GO TO 1000 




DO 200 K1l#NCA 
10 " C(IJ) CtIJ)+A(IKl*B(K J , - " 
.---------.... 
200 CONTINUE 
..RETURN--------------------------------------- ........ . .............. ..... 
' ' 
102 IF(NZRA.NEdNZRB) GO TO 1000 
00 400 1l,NCA ... 
15 00 400 J*1,NCB 
DO 400 K.I,N2RA 
............. .... .---C(I,J) C(I,J)+ A(K I)*E(KPJ--... ........... ..... .. . . ......................... . . . . . . . 
400 CONTINUE 
20 RETURN 
103 IF(NCA.NE.NCB) GO TO 1000 
.. .. . .. ... . DO 600 I1 NZRA . 
DO 600 J-1,NZRB 
. ....... ..  
25 
.......... C(IJ) .-. . ........ 




.. .-........... . RETURN . ..... ..... .. 
104 IF(NZRA.NE.NCB) GO TO 1000 
. 30... DO 800 I, CA ........................ .. .... 
. ... .. .... .-
DO 800 J-IN2RBC(IJ).0. - - - - - - - - - --... .... . ... 
DO 800 K-s1NZRA 
i- - - C(IJ).C(IJI+A(KI)*B(JK) . ... . .. .... . 
-0 . 




......... ...------2000-' FORMAT(SX,*CHECK THE PROGRAM FOR NISTAKES*) . . .. ...... . .... . . 
RETURN 
40 .. .. END- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .. .. . . 
410008 CN STORAGE USED .......... ; .27SEtOND--..... ...........--- ----. 
LABLIB
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SUBROUTINE MATOUT -T731172 -- FIN 4.6+452 05/18/7'13.53.08 - PAGE 
SUBROUTINE MATOUT(SYHBOLAPM1,N1,NIZ) 
CTHE VARIABLES IN SUBROUTINE OMATOUT ARE AS FOLLOWS 
CISYMBOLO IS A 6-CHARACTER ALPHANUMERIC EG.+ A* 
COA' IS THE ARRAY NAME 
5 C$M1$,ANO ONL0 ARE THE DIMENSIONS(VERTHORIZ) OF THE 
CPRINTOUT -....... 
COMO IS THE COLOMN LENGTH OF sAO AS DIMENSIONED IN THE 
CCALLING PROGRAM 
10 " 




................ WRITE(7,5) SYMBOL'------------- ................. . ......... . ----­
5 FORNAT(td*,A6,/) 






15'' FORMAT(** ). ........................ .. ............... 
10 CONTINUE 
20 RETURN . 
END 
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GO TO (101,102,102,lO11)L 
5 
101 IF(lZB.NE°2C.OR.(NB.N'E.NC)) GO TO 1000 
GO TO 1lO 
.............. 10Z - IF(NB.NE.lZC.OR.(f2B.NE.NC))"G0 T"GO -
...  
110 IXAXaIBB 
.. .. . .JMAX *NB - - -. .. . .... ... . . 
-10 -
IF(L.LE.2) GO TO 'ZO0 
IMAX=NB . . . . . 
JNAX$2B 
-2O0IFIMAXGT.MAOR;JAXGTNA) GO TO 1000 . 
D0 600 I-,IMAX 
0o 600 J.1,JMAX ... 
15 A(IJ).BIJ)+((-1)**K)*C(I,Jl 
-. IF(L.EV.2) A(IJ)-B(JI)+C(-1)**K)*C(I,J) 
. . . . ... . 
IFLL.E0.31 ACI,J)-B(IJ)+((-1)J*K)*C(JI) 
IF(L.EQ.4) ACI,J) .B(JI)+(- )** )C(Jp) . .. .. 
600 CONTINUE 
20 " - RETURN . . 
1000 WRITE(7,10000) 
-10000 FORMAT(5X,*MATRICES NOT COFORMABLE*) . 
RETURN 
EN----- - -- - - - - -
41000B CM STORAGE USED - - .336 SECONDS 
LABLIB
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---------- - ---








... ... INTEGER XNAME(Z),YNAME(2,NV) ­
5 DIMENSION KPI(IO),YMAX(lO)YMINIO)KK(10),B(NP)A(NRYNV) 
.... .. . DATA BLANKDOT/1H 1H./,HI*LO/94s Hl '. . .. . .-.. . .-. .. 




10---------------- IF(EYMIN.GT.EYMAX) PAUSEOYOU MADE A MISTAKE'INPUTTING LIMITS$ .. .. .. . . 
DO 10 I,pNV
 






..- - ... - - "CONTINUE---- --- ---- --- -. ......---. .. ....
- ...- 

15 00 30 J-1,NV
 
..... . ... . ....... 00 20 I-1,NP " --­
IF(A(IJ).GT.YMAX(J)) YMAX(J2"A(IJ)
 




20- 30 	 CONTINUE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --....- ..... 
IF(MANUAL) GO TO 41 
YYMIN,YM IN (1)-. .. . .. .. . ..... ... ... . ... . . ..... .. ........-- " 
YYMAXiYMAX(1) 
00 40 1=2,NV .
 
25 IF(YMAX(I)'.GT.YMAX(I-1)) YYNAX-YMAX(I) 
............... .....- IF(YMIN(I).LT.YMINtI-1)) YYMIN-YMIN(I) ..... .. . .. ..... .. . .-- ­
40 CONTINUE----­
- . .......-	 GO TO 45 . . . . . . . . .- -. ..--­41 YYMAX-EY14AX
 








......... .. .... 	..-






-- 00 50 J.2,Np

IF(ABS(B(J)).GE.XMIN) GO TO 50
 
40 - - XMIN-ABS(B(J)) - - - - - - - - - -.. .. . 
MIN-J 
. .. .... . 50 "" CONT I NUE . . . . . . . . ... .. 
60 CONTINUE 
.. . ...... . ... DO K4 -1# 3-.. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . - - - - - .. . . . .70 .
45 WRITE(7,8O) 
....... ... -"70CONTINUE .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . 
80 FORMAT(tHO) 
...... ...... WRITE(7 O.---------------.. .- ----- - - - - - --- - - - - --... . . 
















" -- SUBROUTINE MULPLT 73/172 TS 	 "FTN 4.6+452 - 05/18/79 13.53.08 PAGE 
WRITE(T,115) XNAME(1),YYINYYNAX 
115 FORMAT(ZXA8,5X,LAHOROINATE AXISI,6H "'IHN,G13.6t 
60 *7H NAX-,G13.6) 













DO 140 I-1,NV 
X-6O.O*((A(JZoI)-YYMIN)/RANGE) 





IF(KK(I).LT.1.OR.KK(IJ.GT.6) GO TO 135

- LINECKK(I))-SYX(I)--------------------------------........... 
135 IF(KKtthGT.61) KKCI)"61 
. IFKK(I).LT.1) KK(Il - ... 
140 CONTINUE 
.. ....- - WRITE(7,150) B(J2),LINE . . -... .- . .. 
80 150 FORMATCLX,G13.6,6X,61A1) 
... ....DO 160 I*1,NV . .......................... 
LINE(KKCI))-BLANK 
160 CONTINUE ... 
170 CONTINUE 








... .- 190 CONTINUE-----------------­








H 	 ...... ..-IF(KPI(I).LT.1) LINE(1).LO .. 

.. ..a ZIF(KP1CI).GT.61) LINEI61)-HI








. .. .	 . . .. .
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I SUBROUTINE PLOTR 73/172 TS FTN 4.6+452 05/18/79 1353.0$ PAGE 

SUBROUTINE PLOTRCBA,NPPXNAMEPYNAME,EINEMAXISC3 






DATA BLANK,DOTSTAR/1H lHnslH*/*HI/94/,LO/IH/ 
-- . 
SYME-.FALSE. 
................... MANUAL-.TRUE. ... 
10 
IF(EMAX.EQ.EMIN) MANUAL-.FALSE. 
IF(EMIN.GT.ENAX) STOPOYOU MADE A MISTAKE INPUTTING EMIN X EMAX .. 
IISC-ISC 
. .. . . IF(XANUAL) IISC -----. . . . 
.... 
IF(MANUAL) GO TO 11 
.. .- YMIN 1.E38 .. .. .. . 
15 YliAX--l.E3 
........ .. ....... ......- DO 10 If-l NP .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
IF(A(I).GT.YNAX) YMAX'A(I) 
IF(A(I).LT.YMIN} YKINA(I-------------. . .. ...-...-. .. .. . . 
10 CONTINUE 
ZO'" GO TO 19 .. . .. . . . . . .. 
11 YNAX=EMAX 
YMIN*EMIN ... . . ... 
19 XMIN*ABS(B('13) 
-- MIN-1--------------­
25 DO 20 J-2,NP 
. IF(ABS(B(J)).GE.XMIN) " GO TO 20 . . .. . ..... 
XMIN-ABS(B(J)) 
. MIN J ... ... . .. . . .. 
20 CONTINUE 
3b IF(IISC.EQ.0) GO TO 21-------- ... .... . .... . ..... ..... . ... 
RANGE=YMAX-YMIN 
-... . .. KAXIS-60.*(-YMIN/RANGE)+1.5 .. . . .......... ..... .. ... 
.. 
35 
. . . . 
IF(YMIN.GT..0 ) KAXIS-1 
IF(YNAX.LT.0.0) KAXIS-61 
DIS-RANGE/60.
GO TO 30 
....... .. . . . ... ... 
21 IF(YMIN.GT.O.) GO TO 22 
IF(YMAX.LT.O.) GO TO 23-------- ... . 
KAXIS-31 
40 - - SYME".TRUE.- . .. . ................. .. .. . 
ABY ABS(YMIN) 
RANGE=AMAX1(YXAXABY)----- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DIS=RANGE/30. 
-- - - - - - GO TO 30 ... ..... ... .. .. . .. . . .. . ... . . - -
45 22 KAXIS-l 
RANGE*YMAX--------- .- .... ... .... . ... .. 
DIS*RANGE/60. 
GD TO 3 
50 23 KAXIS61 RANGE=-YMIN . .. .. 
DIS-RANGE/60. 
30 CONTINUE . . . 
... .. 
DO 40 K41,3 
.. WRITE(7,50YI 
55 40' CONTINUE 
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DO 80 J-1,61 
LINE(J)-BLANK ........ . .. . 
80 CONTINUE 
65 " 00 100 JZ.1,NP . ...... 
F(J2.EQ.,IN) GO TO 110 
............. ..------- . 6O.0*((A(JZ)-YMXN)/AANGE) . 
IF(IISC.E0..AND.YMIN.GT.O.) X60.*(A(J)/RANGE) 
... . . .. . IF(SYNE)'X.30.*tACJ2I/RANGE)+30.-----------------.... 
70 K-X+1.5 
. . ...-... . . 
. . . . . . LINE(KAXIS)-DOT 
IF(K.GT.61) LINE(6l)|HI 
"IP(K .GT.61 ) KMAX-61 
.. 
-..... 
- ..... . ....... 
IF(K.GT.61) GO TO 89 
.IF(K.LT.1) LINE(1).LO . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . .. ... . . . .. 
IF(K.LT.1) KMAX-KAXIS 
... ... IF(K.LT.1) GO TO 89 . .. . 
LINE(K)-STAR 
.... ............-------KNAX-KAXIS ... ..................... .. 
80 IF(K.GT.KHAX) KMAX-K 
... ... .. 89 'WRITE(7,90) B(JZ),A(J2),(LIE(N4), 4--IK M-AX)..... .... .. ......... ... . .. . 
90 FORMAT(1XG13.6,ZX,G1.6,ZX,61AI) 
IF(K.GT.61) LINE(61) BLANK . ..... .. ... 
"-
IF(K.GT.61) GO TO 100 
85- ..- ...-------- IF(K.LT.12 LLNE(1)=BLANK.
IF(K.LT.1) GO TO 100 
. LINEtK)=BLANK ...... . 
... . . ...... . ... . ... ... ..... ........ 
100 CONTINUE 
......... .. GO TO 145---------------------------­














SIF(KP1.LT.11'LINE(l)h LO . . . . .. . 
100 - F(KP1.LT.IOR.KPI.GT.61) GO TO 129 
...... ...-- LINE(KP)"STAR .............. 
129 WRITE(7,130) B(J2)|A(JZhLINE 
....105 




'GO TO 100------------ .................. 
145 DO 150 K5-1,3 
110 
. . . .. . 
. WRITE(7,50-----------------.....
150 CONTINUE 
. . . EHAX'YN AX .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . ... . . . ... .. . . . ... . . . . 
EMIN.YMIN 
-- 160- CONTINUE- -- . .. . 
RETURN 
LABLIB 
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SUBROUTINE PL0TR. 73/172' TS FTN 4.6+452 05/18/79 13.53.08 PAGE 3 
115 END 
410008 CM STORAGE USED .817 SECONDS 
LABLIB
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I 
5 




C THIS ASSUMES X RANGES ON THE REAL LINE, NODULO 2P AND 
- C REDUCES X TO THE INTERVAL (-P+DELP-DEL), EXCLUSIVE OF A SHALL 





IF (DEL, .NE. 0.) C=SIGN(AfAXI(AMINH(ABS(C)PP-DEL),DEL),CI
 








41000B CM STORAGE USED .092 SECONDS
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SUBROUTINE REALIO "73/172 'TS 	 FTN 4.6+452 - 05/18/79 13.53.08 - PAGE I 
SUBROUTINE REALID(SYMBCLVALUE,IZ)
 




IF(-Z ) 1,2,3 '
 
5 1 REAO(10,10) VALUE
 
..... . ......... . ........... . . ......... ....
 
WRITE(7,20) VALUE 
20 *FORMAT(IH .G13.6/--. .. ................. .... ...... ......... 
RETURN 
-- 10--- --- WRITE(7,30) SYNBOLVALUE .- . - . - - . --.. . .. ... ... .. . . . . 
30 FORMAT(1H ,A6,3H - P613.6) 
READ (O40O'ISWVALZ------------------- --­
40 FORMAT CAWG13.6) 
10 FR AT(G13.6) ................... ........... .
 
.. .......--- IF (ISW .EQ. ISLASH) GO TO 60 ... ..... .. . .... 
 . - - . . .... .. .. 
15 WRITE(?,50) 
.. .... .....- FORI AT(IH-------- .... . .. . .... . . .. ..... . .. ... . . ... . . 50 -	 .. 

RETURN 
.60 VALUE-VALZ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .. ...... .. . . . ... . 
WRITE(7,70) ISLASHVALUE 
20 70 FORMAT(CH+,22XAGl13.6/-). . .... . 
RETURN
 
3 WRITE(7,80) SYXBOL,VALUE 
­
80 FORMAT(IH ,A6,3H * PG13.6/)
 
RETURN .. . . ... . . . .. .. .. . ..-. 	 ... .. .. ... . . ..
 
25 	 END ­
410008 Cm STORAGE USED .098 SECONDS
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DIMENSION FIT(1) . . 
IX-INOXFIT(LFNFT) 
CALL STOREF(FZTCIX),ZLCF,1LU) ........ 
CALL CLOSEX(FIT(IX)) 
RETURN . .......... .... ......... 
END 
... 
'- ... ... .. . ... 
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FUNCTION SATU 73/172 TS 









RETURN . ............. 
END 
" " 
41000B CM STORAGE USED .046 SECONDS 
LABLIB 
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PROGRAM PCRMP1 73/172 TS 	 FTH 4.6+452 05/17179 16.20.35 PAGE 
PROGRAM PCRMPI(INPUTOUTPUT*TAPEIO.INPUT#TAPE1SoTAPE7-OUTPUT----------------------­
*TAPE O) 
.. * ... . INTEGER DAT1N(4)
DIMENSION TIM(102),YY(102), TODAY(3),PKVAL(3),YPK(3),ALYSNR(3)
 
_5 ...............­....	 DIMENSION EMEAN(B)IERMS(3I,ESTDEV(3),TCOUNT(31,YIN(3),YMAX(3----------------------------------... 
DIMENSION IDENTS(6,31,CSNRTO(102ITHESEP(LOZ),JBNAM(3),CSNRFR(1021 
. . DIMENSION DOUT(3),ABBORT(100),THESER(100,3) 
DIMENSION NAMEl(10),NAME2(10),NAME(1O),YPEAK(3)1,ALYERR(3) 
................ DIMENSION NAMSEP(3),NAMSNR(2),NAMTIM(4) .......... .. ...­
10 DIMENSION YORERR(3,3 
....................... EQUIVALENCE (RNAME2,MAME2(1O),(RNAMENAME(10))-.. .... 
DATA YMMAX/1.0/,H/0.0?/,SIZE/0.5/,S/.12I 
............- DATA NAMEI/IOHSIM. JOB.,3*IH ,1O FILE NO: *3*lH *10K , DATEI , . 
*1K / 
--15-- DATA, NAME2/1HOPLOT JOBS_,3*H ,,*1H -..- -----. 1OHPROGRAMI ,10HPCRMP1 

*10H DATE, gIN /
 





DATA NAMSNR/1OHCSNR (TD-SPIOHCAN) 

20 DATA NAMSEP/IOH SEPARAT,1OHIDN ANGLE ,IOH(DEG.) f.
 
DATA NAMTIM/1OHTIME SINCEIOH START OF ,1OHFIRST SCAN,10H (SECONDS--......... . ...­
*3/
 
- DATA ALXTIMt5.0/-- -- -- -- .... ... .. ... ........ 
DATA ALYERR14.0,2.O,1.5/ 








. . . - C .. 	 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .
 
30 C 
















40 - 20 FORMAT(1IHIJOBNAME: ,AIO,15X,THDATES lAO//lH .13,
 
*17HPLOTS TO BE DONE)- . ..... ... .. ... . . . ..........
 




45 30 FORMATI1l) . .. . ..-. .
 
.... 180 	 ..... .... 00..DO N-I, FILES 	 __.__. . . 
READ(10,40) DATIN(2)
 
-... .40 - FORMAT(53XA1O)
 
so WRITE(7,50) NPNPLOTS, (DATIN(II-1,Z),NNFILES
 




.. ........ IR=IATTACH(6LTAPE15,DATIN)..-.------------ . . .
	 -.. 





STOP$INPUT FILE ATTACH NOT SATISFACTORY..
 
... .. 60 _FORMAT(20H FILE_ DID NOT ATTACH/S ... . ...
 
PCRMPI 
Page 1 of 4 
PROGRAM PCRMPI 73/172 TS FTN 4.6+452 05117/79 16.20.35 PAGE 2 
C READ FILE INTO NTH ELEMENTS OF ARRAYS,WHERE NECESSARY 
60 C 
70 READ(15) OOUT(N),DELTMTIMESLGMAXKMTOOAY(N),JBNAMCN) 
READ(15) (IDENTS(IN),I.1,6) ... ' 
READ (15) NRUNDSNRDBRHOBETAFSC,BMLSBRCVR 
65 DO 80 K-IKM 
READ(15) CSNRTO(K)CSNRFR(K),THESER(K,N),ABBORT(K),THESEPCK)... . . 
80 CONTINUE 
......- . REAO(15) EHEAN(N),ERMS(N),ESTDEV(N),TCOUNT(N),YMIN(N),YAX(N)-....... 
70 C CALL RETURN(6LTAPE15) 
C WRITE DATA ON LINEPRINTER AS IN CONTROL 
* - C 
......  90 
WRITE(?,90) DOUTCN),DELTMTIMESLGMAXKMTOOAY(N),JBNAM(N) 






110 FORMAT(IH ,5X,I2,6X*6(5X)GI3.6). 
o80 DO 130 K1,35 
120 
WRITE(7,120) CSNRTO(K),CSNRFR(K),THESER(KN),ABBORT(K),TESEP(KhK 
FORMAT(IH 3(G13.6,5X),6X,AlIIXG13.6,5XI) ------------ .... 
130 CONTINUE L­
















95 170 FORMAT(1HO,6(GI3.6p5X)/) 
180 CONIINUE .. . 
C 
C DRAW LEFT EDGE OF THE PAGE -----. - ... .. 
CALL PLOT(-2.O,0.0,33 
100 CALL PLOT(-2.0,7.0,) 
C 
C WRITE INFORMATION ON THE TOP OF THE PAGE 
C 




00 190 I-*110 
110 NAMECI)"IBLANK . . -.--.----.. 
1q0 CONTINUE 
DO 200 N1INFILES 
NAME(2)-JBNAM(N) 
PCRMP1 
Page 2 of 4
 
PROGRAM PCRMP1 731172 TS 	 FTN 4.6+452 05/17/79 16.20.35 PAGE 3 








-............ -CALL SYMBOL(XHYIHHNAMEOO,0O - . ........... 	 ._
 
120 200 	 CONTINUE 
CALL SYMBOL(XHY2HHNAME2,O.0,100) ---... . -C
 
C ORIGINATE TIME DELAY
 
C 
. . 5. .. . . .. .Kfl1-KM+1............. ....-- . .......... ........ .
.1 	 -.. ...  . . 

-12 5- KM2KKH+2?1-  r, ?
00 210 KIKM 
130 	 TIM(KI=DELT*K1
 
... .. .. .... . .. . C. . . . . . . . .- . . --	 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 














1.0 . . - ..YPIX--1.E+320 
140 ALX-ALXTIM/SIZE
 










.. .. 	 YMM-AMINI(YHMM YMIX} ... .
. ... ..... 	 .
 
C******************** *. 	 . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . ...
 
....... .. . .. 00 260 N"I NFILES . .... . .... 
150******************2 



















...... . ...---------- .




















.... .. .. . .. CALL FACTORSI, 0-... ... ...
 
PCR 3o 
Page 3 of 4
 
4 PROGRAM PCRMP1 73/172 TS 	 FTN 4.6+452 05/17179 16.20.35 PAGE 

























.... ... . ... ...EPS=-.b/SIZE
 
CALL AXIS(O.0,EPSNANSEP,-30,ALXOO,TSHINTSINC) 
-...-..----- CALL LINE(TIMCSNRTO,KHI,1,0,0) . .. 
185 CALL FACTORI1.0) 
CALL PLOT(O.0,-YORSNR,-3) . .. .. ..
XH;-o.
 
..... 	. . .... ...- YH--S
 
ENCOOE(93,270,NAME)DSNRDBRHOBETAFSCKMBMLS,IDENTS(2,I)
190 270 	 FORNAT(qHSINs,F5.1,5H OB, 5H RHD",F5.2,H, ,5HBETA-,F6.1,6H DEG,-----------------------.
 





















290 FORMAT(A?,3Ht ,A7,ZH, iA8,ZH# ,F6.2,ZOHI OF SCANS ABORTED, 
- . *5HERMS-,G13.6,5H DEG.) 
205 IF(IRCVR.NE.1) ENCODE(78,300,NAHE) (IOENTS(IN),I-3 6),BRCVR, 
I-'---
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READ (10) LMAX1,JNMAX "
 
15 READ (10) IQMAX,(QAI(I)oIl-. IQMAX3
 




DO 80 Ke1,3 








-------------------. 871 - FORMAT'(1Hl,///,SHOSWB ..-..... ... .. ....... . ... ........................
-)  
25 872 FORMAT (1Hl/i/,SHORAB:) 
WRITE (7s880) (GJ(J}hJ-IjJBMAX) 
800 FORMAT (4HOB *,8X,12(2XF6.3,2X)) 
. WRITE (786853 --------------. ­
885 FORMAT (4H GAiI 
30 .......---.... 00 70 I-,IQNAX ------------------- . 
WRITE (7,890) QAI(CI)(BULK(JIK3,J-1,JBMAX) 
-890 FORMAT (IN ,G1.4,12(1X,G9.-Z))- ... .. ....-­
70 CONTINUE 
"




H 	 END 
410008 CM STORAGE USED .......300 SECONDS-..... ... 	 .... .. .
  ' ... .. .
 
ROGSW 
Page 1 of 1 




THIS COMPUTES <WA>, 4WB>, <SWA>, <SWE>, X <RA8> 






- 10- .. .. EQUIVALENCE (OATA4(S8),OATA3(,I,1)) . ............ .. . ... 
C 
- DATA PI/3.1415927/,LMAX/100 ---.......................... .........- ....... 
DATA JNMAX/1OOO/,IQMAX/Z5/,JBMAX/1Z/ 








DATA BJ/.01,.02,.04,.06.l,.ZB.3,.,.7,.9,.9 5 n. 99/ 
........ .. 
SQ22SQRT(.5) 
" 20 READ(5,8)LMAXJNNAX .......... .. ...... 
8 FORMAT(215) 
.....................WRITE(7,9) LIAXJNMAX 




....... ......... DO 10 L-1,LNAX1................ ... ...... 
COSB(L)-COS((L-1)*BETAZ) 
-...........10 ". CONTINUE .. ..... ... ... 
DO 15 J.1,JNMAX 
30 -- - NC(J)-SO22*GAUSS(O.). .................................. . .......... 
NS(J)=SQ22*GAUSSCO.) 
15 CONTINUE ......... .... 
ALMAX-ILMAX1 






R I J M A X -I./ R I J M A X .. ....... ... .... .............. .. 
- 800 
WRITE (7,800) LMAXI 
FORMAT (IN ,14sZ5H VALUES OF BETA (0 TO PI)) . .. 
WRITE (7,810) LMXX1 
'0 - 810 FORMAT (1H ,14)27H VALUES OF BETA-U (0 TO P)) 
WRITE (7,820) JNMAX 




WRITE (7,830) QAI(1),QAI(Z),QAIIIQOAX),IQMAX 
FORMAT (4H OA.*G,3.6,2H, ,G13.6,6H#,... PG13.6,ZH 0,12, 





"- FORMAT (3H'S",F7i4,2H ,F7.4p6H,. ,F7.4i2H'(,I 2,. 
* 8H) VALUES) 
0........0.O60 I=I0MAX .............. .. ....... 
...................... ................ 
QA-QAI(I) 
DO 50'J"IJBMAX- ... 
B-BJ(J) 
CALL WAVGS ........ . .. . 
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60 C CHANGES TO LOG 
DO 1OOK-1,2 
DO 100 1-1,IQMAX 
DO 100 J.1,JBMAX. 
DATAB(JIK)-ALOG(SQRT(8ULK(JIKI)) 
65 - 100 CONTINUE 
. 
00 200 11, IGMAX 
DO 200 J1,JBAX 
. 
200 DATA3(JI,3)'BULK(J,I,3)/SQRT(BULK(JI,1i*BULK(JIt ) ................. ......-----­
-C PUNCHES CARDS 
70 IIJJ.3*IOIiAX*JBMAX+IQMAX+JfAXWRITE(6,900) LMAXIJNMAXIONAXJBMAXl 
900 FORMAT(4(15,5X),26X,*NLSLOGSWCOC*,I3 
WRITE46,901) ((OATA4( ),I+I ),I-I,IIJJ)-­ - - . ..... ......... ..... .. . ... . 
901 FORMAT (G23.16,43X,*MLSLOGSWCOC*,13) 
....... . ..............WRITES ON DATA FILE LOGSW2.DAT. ........................... . 
WRITE(12) LNAX1,JNMAX 
WRITE (123 IQMAX,(QAI(I)hI-1,IOMAX)
WRITE (12) JBMAXCBJ(J),J-IJBMAX) 
"" - WRITE (12) (((DATA3(JIK),J-l.JBMAX),I,oIOQAX),K-1,3) .. . 
80 C WRITES ON DECWRITER 
-C-­




- 85 .-... IF(K.EQ.3) WRITE(7o872) ... ... 
870 FORMAT(I,1HO,4HSWAI) 
........ 871 FORNAT(/IHOAHSWB) 
872 FORMAT(/IHO,4HRABI) 
WRITE (7,880 (BJ(J)',J-,IJBMAX)... ....­
90 880 FORMAT (4HOB -,8Xs1Z(2XF6.3,2X)) 
WRITE (7,885) . . .. . 
H.... 
885 FORMAT (4H QA:) 





FORMAT (IN G.4,12(1XG9.2))" 
70 CONTINUE 
80 CONTINUE .. .... .. .. ... 
STOP 
END ... ... . ........... 
41000B CM STORAGE USED ..... 827 'SECONDS . 
WLOGSW
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- ----. DIMENSION HA(101,)HB(1013,COSB(lOl),G(O1],H(i-O 

. - -. . ..... . ..-----.----------------.
 
C 








- -DO 20 L.,LMAX 1.. . - .----- .. ... . ..... . . - --...... . ... ... ... .





















































40 	 FS=0. .
 
FSA-O.
40 	 'FSB'O. . .. . 
DO 30 L.1,LMAX1
 
.. ... . .. . ..... .	 GL=G(L) . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .
 
GLM-GL-GM 
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C GIVEN QA Z B, THIS COMPUTES VARIOUS AVERAGES OF WA'X WB OVER U.
 
REAL NCJNSJNC(1000),NS(1000) 






















... .....--------- NSJ.NS(J) 	 . .... 
U-QU+NCJ*SORQUZ+NCJ*NCJ+NSJ*NSJ
 

































EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM DATA ACQUISITION
 
PDP-11/03 DRV ii Parallel Line Unit signals which will be used:
 
Outputs: OUT 00 through OUT 15* 
NEW DATA READY* 
inputs: IN 00 through IN 09* 
REQ A*-
DATA TRANSMITTED* REQ B* 
CSR0* 
Signals which will be generated by the data acquisition hardware:
 



















ID RECEIVED $ ID REQUESTED 
TO SCAN IN
 
ID RECEIVED = ID REQUESTED
 














Signals which will be supplied from front panel switch: Basic Wide (BW)
 
or Basic Narrow (BN)*
 
Quick Overview of Normal Operation
 
After initialization, the hardware will ask the PDP 11/03 to select the
 
* indicates that the signal will be transmitted via the backplane
Note: 





type of scan (Azimuth or Elevation), which should next -be sampled. In response
 
the PDP will read out the samples-from the previously sampled scan which were
 
stored in a semiconductor memory; then, the PDP will select the next type of
 
scan to be sampled. This selection is referred to as "ID REQUESTED" (ID REQ)-.
 
Now, the hardware waits for the t signal from the BENDIX receiver'.whichR 
indicates the beginning of the next scan. (Note: tR must come shortly after
 
Bit 5 of the BARKER code (data Bits 1 through 5)- however, scan function iden­
tification is associated with data bits 6 through 11. The current design
 
assumes that Azimuth or Elevation scans are the only type being transmitted
 
from the airport. If this is not the case design changes must be made. This
 
problem will be discussed further in relation to the Function-ID logic.) After
 
receipt of the tR pulse, the hardware waits for either the Azimuth or the
 
Elevation line from the BENDIX receiver to be raised. This is referred to as
 
the "ID RECEIVED" (ID REC).
 
If.the ID requested is unequal to the ID received, then the hardware
 
waits until the desired scan is received. When the desired scan is received.
 
(ID requested = ID received), the hardware asks the PDP to tell it when to
 
start sampling the TO scan; The PDP sends a 16-bit t word to the hardware.
s 
When a hardware timer operating at 3.84 MHz counts up to the t word, TO scan
 
s 
sampling commences. The t word measures time with respect to the t refer­
s R.
 
ence, but there are some delays which are involved which must be compensated
 





The data samples have 10-bit resolution and are stored in a 256 x 12
 
semiconductor memory. After 33 samples are taken, the hardware'asks th6 PDP to
 
send a ts word to tell it when to start PRO scan sampling. When the hardware.
 




are taken (the last one will be ignored when data are read out for processing).
 
Finally, the hardware returns to the state in which it asks the PDP to
 
select the next type of scan to be sampled. The 'DP reads out the 66 samples
 
and sends out the next ID requested.
 
Detailed Description of the Data Acquisition Hardware
 
The detailed description will come in two parts. First, the hardware
 
will be divided into functional units which will be described as separate enti­
ties. Second, a step-by-step description of the operation of the hardware will
 
be given to show how the functional units interact by passing signals through
 
the backplane of the VERO rack. 
The backplane wiring will be described after
 
all of the functional units have been presented. The descriptions are most
 




The hardware is divided into separate functional units, each of which has
 
its own Vero Finger Board. These boards will be mounted in a Vero rack, and
 
the backplane will provide the necessary interconnections from board-to-board
 




b. OSCILLATOR (3.84 MHz Clock)
 
c. A/D and Sample/Hold
 




f. SAMPLE TIMER & BUFFER MEMORY
 
Power Supply (Figure B-l)
 
The power supply is a Datel Systems BPM 15/150-D5, which converts +5
 
volts to ±15 volts with COMMON. The supply has been mounted on a PC board with
 




+ 15 V 
+5V 
BFM 11/,150-P5 CoM 




system with both analog and digital signals present to maintain the correct
 
distinction between analog and digital ground. 
However, these must ultimately
 
be tied together -- preferably, as close to the power supply as possible.
 
Therefore, GROUND and COMMON have been wired together on the power supply
 
board. [Note: second thoughts suggest the two supplies should be tied together
 
at the A/D Converter (see below); this will be considered further]
 




The oscillator is a 3.84 MHz crystal oscillator which has been mounted on
 
a special PC board which provides a ground plane underneath the entire unit.
 
Inputs: +5 Volts, GROUND Outputs: CLOCK
 
A/D and Sample/Hold (Figure B-2)
 
This board will include an AD509J Op Amp and an ADC1109 Analog-to-Digital
 
Converter, both by Analog Devices, plus an SHM-12 Sample and Hold by Datel.
 
The op amp is used in the standard noninverting configuration,-with high­
frequency compensation, to provide a gain of four. This gain will boost the
 
0 - 2.5 Volts swing of the Log Video input to 0 - 10 Volts, which is the uni­
polar range of the A/D converter.
 
The board will operate as follows. The A/D converter will receive a
 
START CONVERT command, via the backplane, from the SAMPLE TIMER & BUFFER MEMORY
 
board. The converter will then raise its STATUS output signal, which will make
 
the SHM-12 hold the current value of the Log Video input. Approximately four
 
microseconds later, when the conversion is completed, the STATUS line will drop
 
low. The 10 bits of digitized data are then valid. The negative-going edge of
 
the STATUS signal will cause the 10 bits to be written into the buffer memory
 















i~~[ 1i OP 15"1 
Figure B-2 AID and Sample/Hold 
ADC 1109 with trim pot adjustments for the zero adjust (Pin 21) and the gain
 
adjust (Pin 23), 
these should be replaced ultimately with precision resistors.
 
Also, it is assumed that Log Video will be brought to the backplane from the
 
BENDIX receiver through a shielded cable.
 
Inputs: +5 Volts, GROUND, +15 
Volts, -15 Volts, COMMON, START CONVERSION, Log
I ,'SVideo(+), Log Video(-)
 
Outputs STATUS, Bit l(MSB) through Bit 10(LSB)
 
State Controller and Function ID Logic (Figures B-3 and B-4)
 
The state controller design is based on the control-state counter, pre­
sented in Section 5.11 of Thomas R. Blakeslee's book, Digital Design with
 
Standard MSI and LSI. 
The controller consists of two 74151 data multiplexers,
 
a 74193 presettable binary counter, and a 7442 demultiplexer. The inverters on
 
the outputs of the demultiplexer are used for buffering and also establish pos­
itive logic7 
thus, when a line, such as Sl, goes high, the controller is in
 
State 1. 
The operation of the controller is discussed in Blakeslee's book and
 
will not be described here. 
However, we may summarize its performance with the
 
state diagram on the following page (Eigure B-3).
 
The signals which cause the transitions from one state to another are
 






 SAMPLE TIMER & BUFFER MEMORY LOGIC; the signal
 
goes high at initialization when CSR0 is raised
 
and, also, after FRO scan sampling.,
 
NEW DATA READY 
 PDP 11/03 DRV 11; this signal is raised when
 
the DRV 11 places data in its output buffer.
 
The data in this case is a code indicating the
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FUNCTION ID LOGIC; these signals are produced
 
ID received = ID requested on the same board that contains the state con-





TO SCAN IN 	 SAMPLE TIMER & BUFFER MEMORY LOGIC; after 33
 
samples have been taken, this signal is raised
 
to indicate that TO scan sampling is completed.
 
ts TO SCAN IN 	 STATE CONTROLLER & FUNCTION ID LOGIC; when the
 
PDP sends out the first ts word, the NEW DATA
 
READY signal is pulsed to indicate that data is
 
in the DRV 11 output buffer. The TO scan sam­
ples have not yet been taken, so TO SCAN IN is
 
true. We use the trailing edge of the NEW DATA
 
READY signal to fire a one-shot, whose output
 
is logically ANDed with TO SCAN IN to produce
 
ts • TO SCAN IN. By using the trailing edge,
 
we insure that the data is stabilized in the
 
output buffer before we accept it as valid.
 
ts TO SCAN IN 	 Similar to above; however, when the PDP sends
 
out the second ts word, TO scan sampling ,has
 
already been completed and TO SCAN IN is true.
 
Thus, TO SCAN IN and TO SCAN IN are used by the
 




Function ID Logic (Figure B-4)
 
As mentioned in the quick overview, the function ID logic, as currently
 
designed, will work only if Azimuth and Elevation scans are the only scans
 
being transmitted from the airport. The logic works as follows. When making
 
an ID request, the computer will use signals OUT 15 and OUT 14 of the DRV 11.
 
OUT 15 will be raised to request Azimuth; OUT 14 for Elevation. The NEW DATA
 
READY pulse associated with this output will strobe the request into a 7475
 
buffer latch. Now, when the BENDIX receiver decodes the scan function ID,
 
either the Azimuth flag or the Elevation flag will be raised. A DM8160 compar­
ator will compare the ID received with the ID requested. It takes approxi­
mately 20 nsec for the comparator output to become valid. In order to prevent
 




REQUESTED signals, the rising edge of either the Azimuth or Elevation flag is
 
passed through'a delay line and is used to gate the comparator output and its
 
complement on to the state controller. Thus, both of the signals ID REQUESTED
 
9 ID RECEIVED and ID REQUESTED = ID RECEIVED remain low until the comparator
 
output is valid, at which time only one of the signals goes high. This is
 
necessary for the correct operation of the,state controller (see FigUre B-5).
 
If the airport were to broadcast more than just Azimuth and Elevation
 
scans, the hardware as currently designed would not work. The BENDIX receiver
 
would have to send out a tR pulse at the beginning of each scan as it decodes
 
the BARKER code; it has no way of knowing if the scan to follow is Azimuth,
 
Elevation, or otherwise. Upon receipt of the tR pulse, the state controller
 
would enter STATE 2. Now, however, the controller would be stuck if neither
 
the Azimuth nor Elevation flags were raised, as neither of the signals ID REC 
=
 
ID REQ or ID REC 7 ID REQ would he enabled to take the controller to another
 
state. There are two ways around this problem. One solution would be to have
 
the Bendix receiver provide additional flag signals for the other-scans and to
 
expand on the current design using some of the extra inputs to the DM8160 com­
parator. The raising of any of the flag signals could be used to gate the com­
parator output on to the state controller. A second solution would be to
 
obtain precise information about the delay between the output of the Bendix tR
 
pulse and the output of the Azimuth or Elevation flags. Since the tR pulse
 
starts a 3.84 MHz counter, logic could be designed around this counter to pro­
vide a pulse after this delay had elapsed. This pulse could be used to gate
 
the comparator output on to the state controller.
 
Inputs: +5 Volts, GROUND, CLEAR CONTROLLER, TO SCAN IN, CLOCK 
BENDIX tR, Azimuth, Elevation 
NEW DATA READY, OUT 14, OUT 15 
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Scan Timer (Figure B-6)
 
The purpose of the scan timer is to initiate sampling of the TO and PRO
 
scans at the times specified by the 16-bit t words sent from the PDP. The
 
s 
scan timer uses four 7475 four-input latches to hold the t word. Four 7493
 
s 
binary counters are wired to provide a 16-bit binary counter. The combination
 
of a DM8130 10-bit comparator and a DM 8160 6-bit comparator will be used for a
 
16-bit comparison between the latches and counters. Cross-coupled NOR gates
 
are used to implement classic Set-Reset flip-flops. Two flip-flops are used and
 
will be referred to as the clock flip-flop and the comparator flip-flop. The
 
clock flip-flop controls the flow of the 3.84 MHz clock signal to the binary
 
counter. The comparator flip-flop controls the passage to the backplane of the
 
ANDed comparator outputs (referred to as COMPARISON MATCH).
 
The scan timer will operate as follows. When the state controller enters
 
STATE j, both flip-flops are reset. This will prevent the counter from being
 
incremented and will disable the COMPARISON MATCH signal from reaching the
 
backplane. When the controller enters STATE 1, the binary counter is cleared.
 
Now, upon receipt of the BENDIX tR pulse, the state controller enters STATE 2.
 
This sets the clock flip-flop, and the binary counter begins counting at 3.84
 
MHz. If the ID received 3 ID requested signal is produced by the function ID
 
logic, the controller re-enters STATE l; and the counter is again cleared. It
 
will remain cleared as long as the controller sits in STATE 1, even though the
 
3.84 MHz clock signal still flows to the counter input- On the other hand, if
 
the ID received = ID requested signal is produced, then the controller enters
 
STATE 3. Note that the t word has not yet been loaded into the latches;
s 
therefore, any matching between the ,counter and the latches cannot be valid.
 
So STATE 3 is used to reset the comparator flip-flop, preventing the COMPARISON
 









Figure B-6 Scan Timer Logic
 
STATE 3 is used to signal an interrupt request (REQUEST B) to the PDP. In
 
response, the PDP will output a 16-bit t" word which indicates when TO scan
 
s 




measure time from the tR pulse but must be corrected for a constant delay time
 
which will be discussed in the next section. 
The NEW DATA READY signal associ­
ated with the output of the t word is used to strobe the 16 bits into the 7475
 
s 
latches. The trailing edge of the NEW DATA READY signal is used to generate
 
the ts • TO SCAN IN signal which will make the controller enter STATE 4. At
 
this point, the latches contain a valid t word; so STATE 4 is used to set the
 
s 
comparator flip-flop. Now, when the counter counts up to the t word, the com­
s 
parator outputs go high. The comparator flip-flop is set; thus, the COMPARISON
 
MATCH signal is raised. This signal is passed via the backplane to the SAMPLE
 
TIMER & BUFFER MEMORY board and enables sampling to commence.
 
After 33 samples have been taken, the state controller re-enters STATE 3.
 
The Request B line to the PDP is raised to request the PRO scan t word. Since
 
s 
the ts word has not yet been received, STATE 3 resets the comparator flip-flop
 
to prevent the COMPARISON MATCH signal from going high. When the t word is
 
s 
received, the ts TO SCAN IN signal will make the controller enter STATE 5.
 
STATE 5 sets the comparator flip-flop to allow the COMPARISON MATCH signal to
 
go high. Meanwhile, the counter continues to count at 3.84 MHz. 
When it
 
counts up to the FRO scan ts word, the comparator outputs again go high; and
 
the COMPARISON MATCH signal is raised. This allows FRO scan sampling to com­
mence. After the 67t h sample is taken, the controller returns to STATE 0.
 
Inputs: 	 +5 Volts, GROUND, OUT 00(LSB) through OUT 15(MSB), New Data Ready,
 
CLOCK, So through S5
 




Sample Timer and Buffer Memory (Figure B-7)
 
The purpose of this board is to control the operation of the A/D and
 
Sample/Hold board and to store the samples as they are taken so that they may
 
be read back by the PDP 11/03. Three Intel 2101 256 x 4 Static MOS RAM's pro­
vide the memory storage. 
Although only 66 samples with 10-bit resolution need
 
to be stored, space is at a premium on the VERO boards and the 2101's provide
 
the necessary storage with only three 22-pin I.C. packages. The samples are
 
taken at a rate of 160 KHz. This frequency is obtained from the 3.84 MHz clock
 
by a divide-by-24 counter which consists of the series combination of a 7492
 
counter and a 7493 counter. The memory address logic for 2101 RAM's is pro­
vided by an 8-bit binary counter consisting of two 7493 counters. These will
 
be referred to as the address counters. Additional logic is wired to the out­
puts of the address counters to provide signals which go high when the counters
 
point to the 33rd and to the 67t h 
locations in memory. This'additional logic
 





NOTE: As was mentioned previously, the ts words sent by the
 
computer to the SCAN TIMER must be adjusted for a constant delay
 
factor. 'This delay is due to two primary sources. One source of
 












A detailed analysis of the operation of this counter, based on its
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Figure B-7 Sample Timer and Buffer Memory
 
the proper frequency division, but the output is shifted in phase
 
The first output pulse comes at the end (trailing edge) of nine
 




A second source of delay will be the Bendix receiver., The
 
receiver is to output the leading edge of its tR pulse no later
 
than 100 microseconds after reception of Bit 5 of the five-bit
 
Barker code. The actual delay will have to be obtained from
 
Bendix. Note that this delay will be compensated for partially or
 
wholly by the delay in transmission of the Log Video envelope.
 
Other delays associated with gating and signal propagation
 
are measured in nanoseconds and are-insignificant when compared to
 
the sources of delay above. 




TOTAL DELAY= (COUNTER DELAY)+(BENDIX t DELAY)+(BENDIX Log Video DELAY)

R 
This total delay must be subtracted from the t words which are
 




The sample timer and buffer memory board will operate as follows. During
 
the initialization following power-up, the computer will raise and then lower
 
the CSR0 signal of the DRV 11 Parallel Line Unit (DRCSR Bit 0). This pulsing
 
of CSRO will do three things: (1) it will raise the CLEAR CONTROLLER signal,
 
thus placing the state controller in STATE 0; (2) it will clear the divide-by­
24 counter; (3) it will clear the address counter so that it points to memory
 




Now, STATE 0 is the state in which the computer reads out the samples
 
from the previously sampled scan. 
 It does this by repeatedly reading the con­
tents of the DRV 11 input buffer, DRINBUF. After each read operation, the
 
DRV 11 automatically pulses the DATA TRANSMITTED signal. 
This signal will be
 
used by the hardware to increment the address counter so that the next sample
 
may be read. 
Thus, to read out the 66 samples the computer must do the follow­
ing. First, it must read DRINBUF once and ignore this sample. This sample,
 
stored in buffer memory location zero, is actually the 67t h sample and that is
 
why it is ignored, 
The 66 samples of interest are stored in Locations 1
 
through 66. 
 So the computer now does 66 successive reads to obtain the 66 sam­
ples. 
The data is in the lower 10 bits of the 16-bit input buffer, with Bit 0
 
as the Least Significant Bit.
 
After the 66t h 
sample has been read (67 read operations), the hardware
 
automatically clears the address counters in preparation for the next set of
 
samples to be taken. 
The hardware also raises the CLEAR CONTROLLER signal
 
(this has no effect here since the controller is already in STATE 0) and fires
 
a one-shot (the purpose of the one-shot will be explained later).
 
No more activity occurs on the board until the COMPARISON MATCH signal
 
from the SCAN TIMER board is raised, signifying that sampling is to begin. 
The
 
COMPARISON MATCH signal is fed into a one-shot (E). The output of this one­
shot, labeled COUNTER ENABLE, is normally high and is used to prevent the
 
divide-by-24 counter from incrementing. When COMPARISON MATCH goes high,
 
COUNTER ENABLE goes low for an interval somewhat longer than the time necessary
 
to take 33 samples at 160 KHz. Thus, the divide-by-24 counter is allowed to
 
start incrementing. 
Each output pulse of the counter fires a one-shot whose
 
output is the START CONVERT signal. 
 This signal causes the A/D and Sample/Hold
 




addresses the location in the buffer memory where the sample will be stored.
 
When the A/D conversion is completed; the STATUS line goes low.- This transi­
tion fires a one-shot (E4) which provides a low-true write pulse for the buffer
 
memory. The 10-bit digitized sample is thus written into the buffer memory at
 
the address indicated by the address counters.
 
When the 33r d sample is taken, logic wired to the outputs of the address
 
counters decodes the 33 and raises the TO SCAN IN signal. A one-shot (E) is
 
fired which raises the COUNTER DISABLE signal. This signal remains high for
 
the duration of the TO scan and clears and disables the divide-by-24 counter,
 
thus preventing any more samples from being taken during the scan. The raising
 
of TO SCAN IN takes the state controller back to STATE 3.
 
The board is now inactive until the COMPARISON MATCH signal goes high,
 
signifying that sampling for the FRO scan must begin. The COUNTER ENABLE
 
signal goes low, and samples are taken and stored as before. However, during
 
the FRO scan, 34 samples are taken, the last of which will be ignored. This is
 
done so that the 66 samples of interest will be stored in consecutive memory
 
locations, while still providing a self-clearing address counter. Thus, when
 
the 67t h sample is taken, logic wired to the outputs of the address'counters
 
decodes the 67 and clears the address counter so that the 67t h sample gets
 
written into memory location zero. A one-shot (E6) is fired whose output
 
raises the COUNTER DISABLE line, thus preventing anymore samples from being
 
taken during the FRO scan. The CLEAR CONTROLLER line is also raised, so the
 
state controller is sent back to STATE 0.
 
STATE 0 is used to signal the PDP 11/03 with an interrupt (Request A).
 
The PDP responds by reading out 67 samples (ignoring the first) and then by
 
sending out the code for the next type of scan to be sampled.
 




buffer memory from a front panel switch. The option will be stored in memory
 
along with the data samples and may be checked by looking at Bit 15 of the
 
input buffer after any of the data samples have been read.
 
Inputs: 	 +5 V; GROUND, Bit 0(LSB) through Bit 9(MSB), BW/BN, COMPARISON MATCH,
 
CLOCK, STATUS CSR $, DATA TRANSMITTED
 
Outputs: 	 START CONVERT, TO SCAN IN, CLEAR CONTROLLER, IN 00(LSB) through
 




The table on the following page gives terminal pin assignments for each
 
of the VERO FINGER BOARDS which will be used to implement the functional units
 
described 	above (Figure B-8). 
II. Step-by-Step Operation
 
We may now summarize and clarify all of the previous discussion by giving 
a step-by-step description of the operation of the data acquisition hardware. 
The state 	transitions of the state controller will provide a convenient outline
 




During the initialization following power-up, the computer must pulse the
 
CSR 0 signal. On the sample timer and buffer memory board this pulse will
 
clear the divide-by-24 counter and the address counter and will also raise the
 
CLEAR CONTROLLER signal. The CLEAR CONTROLLER signal is transmitted to the
 
state controller and function ID logic board, where it places the state con­
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B-22 
when STATE $ occurs, an interrupt is generated. The STATE 0 signal also is
 
transmitted to the scan timer board, where it resets the clock flip-flop and
 




Response to Interrupt Request A
 
The computer must respond to the Request A interrupt by readijig its input
 
buffer 67 times. The first read will be ignored and is used merely to incre­
ment the address counter so that it points to buffer memory location one, which
 
holds the first sample. The DATA TRA1SMITTED signal generated by each read
 
operation is transmitted to the buffer memory to increment the address counter.
 
After reading in the samples, the computer will send out a code for the
 
type of scan that it wants to have sampled. To request Azimuth the OUT 15
 
signal will be raised; to request Elevation the OUT 14 signal will be raised.
 
The NEW DATA READY signal generated by this output will latch the ID requested
 
on the STATE CONTROLLER & Function ID Logic board and will take the state con­




The STATE 1 signal is transmitted to the scan timer board, where it
 
clears a 16-bit binary counter which will operate at 3.84 MHz. Now, the con­
troller waits until the Bendix receiver generates a tR pulse. This pulse will 
take the controller-to STATE 2. 
State 2
 
The STATE 2 signal is transmitted to the scan timer board, where it sets
 






Meanwhile, the Bendix receiver will be decoding the function ID of the 
current scan. It will raise either the Azimuth or Elevation flag. The func­
tion ID logic, in turn, will generate either the signal "ID received 7 ID 
requested" or the signal "ID received = ID requested." If ID rec # ID req is 
generated, the state controller goes back to STATE 1, thus stopping and clearing 






The STATE 3 line is connected to the Request B line of the DRV 11; so
 
when STATE 3 occurs, an interrupt is generated. The STATE 3 signal is also
 
transmitted to the scan timer board, where it resets the comparator flip-flip,
 
thus preventing the COMPARISON MATCH signal from being raised.
 
Response to Interrupt Request B
 
The computer must respond to the first Request B by sending out a 16-bit
 
t word (with adjustments as noted before) which tells the hardware when to
 
s 
begin TO scan sampling. In response to the second Request B (STATE 3 is gener­
ated twice), the computer must send out a 16-bit t word which tells the hard­
5
 
ware when to begin FRO scan sampling.
 
If the TO scan has not been sampled, then the TO SCAN IN signal from the
 
sample timer board will be low. The state controller board will use the trail­
ing edge of the NEW DATA READY signal assocaited with the-first t word output
s 





On the other hand, if the TO scan has already been sampled, then the
 
state controller board will generate the signal t • TO SCAN IN; this signal
s 






The STATE 4 signal is transmitted to the scan timer board, where it sets
 
the comparator flip-flop, thus allowing the COMPARISON MATCH signal to go high
 
when the 16-bit counter counts up to the TO scan t 
word. When the COMPARISON
 
s 
MATCH signal is raised, sampling begins as described in Section I. After 33
 
samples have been taken, the TO SCAN IN signal from the sample timeriboard is
 
raised. 




The STATE 5 signal is transmitted to the scan timer board, where it sets
 
the comparator flip-flop, thus allowing the COMPARISON MATCH signal to go high
 




MATCH is raised, sampling begins as described in Section I. After 34 addi­
tional samples have been taken, the sample timer board raises the.CLEAR
 




The computer program used to test the completed data acquisition
 










= 167770 5 ho 
3 167772 OUTSUF = 167772 
4 167774 INBUF = 167774 
5 .MCALL .REGDEF 
6 000000 .REGDEF 
7 001000 100 
8 001000 000005 RESET :INITIALIZE 
9 001002 012706 NOV *I000.SP 
001000 
10 01006 012767 mOV PI.DRCSH 
000001 
166754 
It 01014 012767 NOV 'O.DRCSH 
000000 
166746 
12 01022 032767 A: BIT *200DDRCSR ;WAIT FOR RE0 A 
000200 
166740 
13 01030 001774 BEQ A 
14 01032 016700 NOV INBUFRO ;BRING IN SA4PLES 
166736 
15 01036 012700 NOV #BUFFER.RO 
002000 
16 01042 016720 B: NOV INBUF,(HO) 
166726 
17 01046 022700 CMP BUFEND.RO 
002204 
18 01052 001373 BNE B 
19 01054 000000 - _ HALT 
20 01056 016767 C: OV FUNC.OUTBUF ;OUTPUT FUNCTION 
001716 
166706 
21 01064 032767 0: BIT DI00000.DRCSR ;WAIT FOR REQ B 
100000 
166676 
22 01072 001774 BEQ D 
23 01074 016767 NOV TSI.OUTBUF IOUTPUT TSI 
001702 
166670 
24 01102 032767 E: BIT *I00000.DRCSR ;WAIT FOR REO B 
100000 
166660 
25 01110 001774 BEG E 
26 01112 016767 NOV TS2.OUTBUF ;OUTPOUT TS2 
001666 
166652 
27 01120 000740 BR A ;REPEAT 
20 002000 • 2000 
29 02000 BUFFER: .BLKW ID66 IDEFINE 66 WORD LOC 
30 02204 BUFEND: 
31 003000 = 3000 
32 03000 000000 FUNC: .ORD 0 ;DEFINE PARAMETERS 
33 03002 000000 TSI: 




I TS1 4 sec 1544 3612 
35 000001- .END1 




A 001022 B 001042 BUFEND 00P204 
BUFFER 002000 C 001056 D 00:06. 
DRCSH = 167770 E 001102 FUNC 003000 
INSUF = 167774 OUTSUF= 167772 PC =X:00007 
HO =%000000 HI =%000001 R2 =1000002 
H3 ='000003 R4 =%000004 R5 =0000P5 
SP =2000006 TSI 003002 TS2 003OP4 
* ABS. 003006 000 
000000 001 
ERRORS DETECTED: 0 
FREE CORE: 1707. WORDS 
MLSTES,.WLSTESfMLSTES 
7*EOFS' 








A 6D LOE OPTIMAL RECEIVER
 
In this design, a 6th component, Wse, is appended to the definition
 
of y, requiring basically only two changes:
 




---	 2cp2() + 2aRPjA)p.(OR)cosj­
2a2p.(6)p.(8) + 2ctRpj(O)p.(O)cos j ---
D (y) --- 2apj(6)p.(OR)cosB. + 2aRP2(eR) ---	 (C-1) 
--- 2aRp(e)p (e)cos + 2Rj R) ) 
-2aRp()pjj (Ysinj) 
-2aRp j (e)pj (eR)jsin~j ) --­






* + W '". (C-2)3 sc j 
is one which has already been in use in the SD LOE (see PLOPT,
 
Appendix'A)(in spite of the assumption (2.90) used in the
 
derivation of the LOE that all the 0. are equal); and
 
2. 	Changing the dimensions of all affected arrays in the programst
 
Both changes affect module PLOPT, the latter additionally affects modules
 
ILSSIM, OPTRVR and CTLACQN, the (interference acquisition) version of
 
CONTRL which was selected for this study. Listings of the modified
 
versions of these modules, CTLACQ6, MLSIM6, OPRVR6 and PLOPT6 follow
 
below. Two options of this basic design were provided in the programs.
 
C-i 
1. 	N = 8, and the state vector x is as defined for the Optimal 
design; 
2. 	NSse = 9, and an additional component, o , is appended to the end 
of the state vector definition. 
It was not possible to run any simulation studies involving the
 
6D LOE, the computing resources having practically been exhausted at
 
this point (including the $4700 University grant); as a debug exercise,
 
however, the programs, by parameter inputs, were specialized to the prior
 










C THIS CONDUCTS THE MLS SIMULATION THROUGH A 
5 





















.. . ... 
CDMMON/RCVRO/XS1(9)bXS(9)
COMMON/IMLSOOO/ALFATHETHEDDTALFARTHR,THROOTBWSCWSCDOT------. ... . 
Z5 CONION/MLSOOl/CSNRTCSNRFDSNRDB,RHDBETA,FSCLGMAX 
C.MMON$/LSOOZ/DCSNRCSNRLGTPKT,TPKF . . ...... 
COMMNIMLSOO3/FL1OAE(4,2),FL1O(4),DELTAT(2),XD(9,2),YO(4,2) 




DIMENSION X(91, SCANNR(100) 
.... DIMENSION EBETA(100)EFSC(1O0) - .. 
DIMENSION EFSCOT(100) 
. ... .. ...- EQUIVALENCE'(ALFAX(1))CISIM,IDNRS(1l)),(DOUTDATOUT(Z)) 
35 DATA ABORT/1HA/,SPACEIIH /,NFIRST/.FALSE./,ADAPTV/.TRUE./ 
........... DATA DATINI1OHMLSSIMDATA,lOHSOOOOOFOOOaZ*O .-. 
DATA DATOUTIIOHMLSSIMDATA,3*0/
DATA IDASCI/7HCROSSMP,?HRMSE(T),7HRMSE(B)uTHRMSE(F].7HACSITN, - " 
*3*7H ,THGENERAL,8H PMLS1 ,OH PMLS2 , 
40 *BH PMLS3 ,8H THRHLD .8H OPTIML .8H SUBOPT .8H -3 DB 6BHADAPTIV 
*-HNONADAP BGHUNTETHRDBHTETHEREDZH OH POPTI #8H POPT2 
-

..H P0PT3 / .-.-.... . . - -... -
DATA NSTART/3/,IRSIGN/I/,KSTART/261,FILOUT/.FALSE./, 
.........--CFILEIN/.FALSE./ . 
45 DATA FUNCTN/7HAZIMUTHTHELEVAT./ 
. ... - DATA GQGTBBII.3iG0GT9911.E41/... ...........----- . . 
DATA STITLE/6H 'LFA ,6HTHETA ,6HTHEOOT,6HALFAR ,6HTHETAR, 
... - CtHTHROT,6H "B- .6H WSC ,6HWSCDOT/ - r------------------
DATA XNAME/BH SCAN .8H NUMBER /,YNAHZ/SH ETHET ,8HDEGREES I 
SD - - - DATA YNAMI/8H EALFA OK - /,YNAI3/BH EALFAR .8H . 
DATA YNAM418H ETHER ,8HDEGREES /,YNAMD/BH RHO 'OH / 
... - -DATA YNAMT/8HEABSBETA,SH DEGREES/----.. 
DATA YNAM8O8HEABSFSC .8H HERTZ f 
.. ......... ....-DATA 'YNAM9/8HEABFSCDTBH HZ/SEC------------....... ---............--- .......... ........ 
GO TO (100,200.300,400,500600,700O,900,1000,1100,1ZOO),ISW
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SUBROUTINE CONTRL - 731172 is .'. . FTN 4.6+452 05/18/79 '13.43.29 PAGE - C. . 
10 FORMAT(9(/)) 






6 C THIS IDENTIFIES THE SCENARIO AND REINITIALIZES, AS NECESSARY,
 








. . . . . . . . .. . . . . NFIRST-. TRUE - -... 
70 JBNAM-JOBNAME(I) 
. . ...... .... ISIM' 5--------------------. . ...... .. ..... 
IMOD-4 
.. .... .. ........ . .. WRITE (7,llO ) -.. .. .. . . . . 
110 FORMAT(34HIINTERFERENCE ACQUISITION SCENARID/7 60 LOE/) 
" IF (IRCVRNE.1) GO TO 118". 
WRITE (7#115) I 
115 -FORMAT (35H THIS IS NOT FOR THRESHOLD RECEIVER) . 
STOP 0 ABORTED--NOT FOR THDRVR$ 















85----.----- - IF(IX.NE.O)'STOPOINPUT FILE ATTACH NOT SATISFACTORY 
WRITE(7,12O) (DATIN(1,I1,2) 


























'--'-DO 145 1-2,6--------------------------------------------------------------- .......... ... .. 
100 IASC.3*(I-1)+IDNRS(I)+6 
.. . . . . . . -.. 





IDENTS (I])IDASCI( IASC) . .
 
....... 





105-----------------WRITE (7#152 IDNRSPIMOD 
152 FORMAT (IH .611,1XpIl/I 
WRITE'(7 153) IDENTS . . . . . .... .. . . . . 
153 FORMAT (1H ,A$) 
....... .. CALL-..INTIO(6H' " IRIR6,0- -------------.... ... 
110 CALL REALIO (6HRHOMAXRHOMAXO) 
.... ..... .. .....-. .CALL .REALIO(6H DTHtO, THOO)- -------.... ..... ..... .. ... ............ ......... 
CALL REALID(6H TDROTORO,9) 









3 "SUBROUTINE CONTRL 73/172 TS 	 . .. FTN 4.6+452 05/18/179 13.43.29 PAGE 

NOTE MULTIPLY BY 1 -- IGNORED 
...115 " 




IF (IR.GE.5) CALL REALIU(6HG0GT06,GQGT88,O) -

IF CIR.GE.63 CALL REALID (6HGQGT99,GQGT99,O)
 
. .. . .. . . .-- . .. . ....... ... .. . . . . . . . . . . .









.RHO!... .. ... 	 - --------------------
. ... ......... 
BETA-45. 
-125 - FSC-0. ---
BMLS.1. 












. ... . . .... ... .... WRITE(7,11)--- -- .... - - - - . -- .- -. - -. -- -.------. ..--- -
CALL INTIO (6H NRUNNRUN,1,1)
 








... .... .. ..... . . ... IF(IR.EQ.6) CALL REALID(6HFSCDOT,FSCDOTO) ..... ..- -- ­ -

140 CALL REALIO(6H BMLS,BMLSO)
 
















.. .. ..-... . . 160 (-5- . -FOR-AT -G- -3-5) . .
 
150. 	 165 IF(NRUN.LT.NSTART) GO TO 158
 








155XO( 	 9,sIAEI FSCOT*(2.*PI) , ---- .. 
EBETAOABS(BETA)-ABS(BETAO) 0 0 
EFSCO-ABS(FSC)-ABS(FSCD) ..... .......... .. .... . .. 
RETURN 






200 CONTINUE-....... . . ... . ..... . . . 
C THIS OUTPUTS BASICSIMULATION DATA OF INTEREST, SUCH AS 
165 ... .....-CTHE ANGLE FUNCTION# INITIAL STATE, ETC.-
WRITE (7,2091 
- -- 209-- FORNAT(SHNRUNX,6HOSNRDB,7X,3HRHOBX,4[lBETAGX,3HFSC,7X,6PHFSCOOT....-.--
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SUBROUTINE CONTRL - - 73/172 TS FTN 4.6+452 05/18/79 13.43.29 PAGE 4 
210 FORMAT(1HO14,8(ZX,Gl0.3),2X,14) 
.... IF(.NOT.FILOUT) GO TO 245 . 
175 
220 
IF(NRUN.LE.9I ENCODE(10,ZZO,DUUTI IONRS,1HUIMOD,1HO,NRUN 
FORMAT(6I1,Al,11,All )
IF(NRUN.GE.10I ENCODE(0,230,DOUT) IONRSplHUIMOD,NRUN 
.30 FORMAT(611,A1,I1,I2) ... .. . . . . . . . . 
- . 
IXUIREQST(6LTAPE17,3L*PF)
IF(IX.NE.O) CALL INTIOI6HIXCRQ)PIX,1pl) 
IF(IX.NE.0) STOPFOUTPUT FILE REQUEST NOT SATISFACTORYO 
180 WRITE(7,240) (DATOUT(I)*I-1,Z) 
240 FORMAT(25HOTHIS WRITES OUTPUT FILE ,ZAIO) 
. . ... 245"-" CALL DATE(TODAY) - .. 
..... 250 -
WRITE (7,250) FUNCTN (IAE)hIAE
FORMAT (1HOAT,15H FUNCTION CIAE-I1,1H)) .... .. 
185 X(4)=XO(4,IAE)-O. 
..-.WRITE (7,260) ((IX(I)),11,p9) . 
260 FORMAT CL5HOINITIAL STATE://(3H X(,I1,4H) G. 13.6)) 






. .... .. . . 300 CONTINUE ... . . - .. .. . . 
195 C THIS IDENTIFIES THE BASIC RECEIVER STRUCTURE (THRHLDOPTSUBOPT)
CAND REINITIALIZESP AS NECESSARY, THE FOLLOWING RCVR DATA 
CIR (NEGATE ONLY), NOACNOKLNNPNOLOEBRCVRDELBL,TETHRO 




--------------. .- ........ 
C 




a'- . . . .. . . . . - .. . . ... 
. . 
400 CONTINUE 
210 .. -----C THIS OUTPUTS BASIC RECEIVER DATA OF INTEREST-....... .. .. 
WRITE(7,410) (IOENTS(I),I-3,4),IRNGNS 




215 420 FORNAT(1H0,AB/IHOA7/) 
C "- R E T U R N . .. . . . .. . .. . .... . . .. .. 
C 
220 - 500 CONTINUE - . . . ... 
C THIS SETS-UP THE MSET-LOOP 




..... . 600 CO NTINUE . .. . .. 
C THIS SETS-UP THE LG-LOOP FOR THE (MSETI-TH SERIES OF SETS - " 
CTLACQ6
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. . - ..................... 










235 WRITE(7,710) (STITLE(I)I1,9) .......
 
710 FORMAT(4H8 K ,3X,6HCSNRTO,5X,6HCSNRFR,3X,3HQTY3X,9(ZXA6SX)
 





- ... . ... 800 C O NT INUE . . . .. . .. ... . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . 
C THIS INITIALIZES THE K-TH SCAN 
.....- IF(K.EQ.KSTART) X(4)-RHO*X(1) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .-.. 
IF(K.EQ.KSTART) NGM-NG 





. 900 CONTINUE 
-.. . . . .
 
250 C THIS SAVES/PREPROCESSES DATA FROM THE K-TH SCAN
 




. . - . -- COLO-SQRT(PPOIAG(2)----- . ... .. ...... .... ....




)- .......... ... ... ..






IF (NS.GE.7) ES(7) * ABS(X(7))-ABSCXS(7)) 
...- IF (NS.GE.8) ES(8) -.ABS(X(B))-ABS(XS(8) .. 
260 IF(NS.GE.9) ES(9)-ABS(X(9))-ABSXS(9) .0 
. . . . . SCAHNR(K)-K .. .-. . . . . .. . . . .. 
EALFA(K) ES(I) -i 
ETHET(K)-ES(2----------------...... ..... . . .. .. .. -­
EALFR(K)-ES(4) 





















........ WRITE' (1 930 7H "- XS,(XS(I),[-lNS)- - .. .. .
 ....... ..... 
WRITE (7,930) 7H ERR,CES(I),I=1,NS) 
. - T275.............-WRITE (7,930)7HSQ(PII),(RMSVAL(I),I NS)------------------­
930 FORMAT (1H ,27X,A7lXi9(lX,GIO.31) 
















SUBROUTINE CONTRL " 	 73/172 TS 
 FTN 4.6+452 05/11/79 13.43.29 PAGE 

1060 FORHAT(10(/),1SH ON THE LAST SCANI,7X,QHGOGT(II),1X,9(IXGIO.3)) 
. .. Y M IN-YHAX'O . 
WRITE (7,11)
 
CALL IHTIU (6H NRUNNRUNlul)

CALL PLDTR(SCANHRD EALFAKXNAHEYHAI1,YHXNYiAXO)............................ 

..... . ... 








CALL INTIO (6H HRUNPNRUN,1,1)
295 	 CALL PLOTR(SCANNR, ETHETKMXNAREYNA2YINYNAXO)
 
..................... CALL REALIO(6H YMINYHIN,1)............".............. 
CALL REALIO(6H YXAX,YlAXI) 
" -" - - YMIN"YMAX-O. ... . . . 
WRITE (7,11)




CALL REALIO(6H YhINYfIIN,1) .. . . .. . .... . .. .. .... 
 .. . . . 
CALL REALIO(6H YMAX,YNAXl) 
... . . YHIN-YHAX-O. 
-
.305 	 WRITE (7,11)
 
CALL INTIO (6H NRUNNRUN,,l1)
 
CALL PLOTR(SCANNR, ETHERK$,XNAHEPYNAM4,YMINYMAXO) .
 
. .....--- CALL REALIO(6H YMINYHIN,1) .... ....... . --














CALL REALIO(6H YMINYMIN,1) .
 





. I F ( N S .L E .6 ) G O T O 1 0 6 5 
WRITE (7,11) 













WRITE(7,11) .... . . .
 325 CALL INTIO (6H NRUNNRUN,1,1)
 





" - CALL REALIO(6H YMAXYMAXs1) .......
 
IF(NS.LE.8) GO TO 1065
 








CALL REALIO(6H YMIN,YIIINI . .
 
335 CALL REALIO(6H YNAX,YAXI)
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1072 FORMAT(IH ,AIOOXG13.6,SX,3(5X,I3,LOX),AIOOXALO/)
 












.. 1077 WRITE(7,1078)EALFA(I),ETHET(I),EALFR(I),ETHER(I),XFDUR(II 
.
 






.. '100 FORMAT(1H,5(6X,1H.,1lX)) ------------------.
 
KM3 KM­














































375 - - 1096 IF(IX.NE.O) CALL INTIO(6HIX(CA),IXf,1I)
 
IF(IX.NE.0) STOPOOUTPUT FILE CATALOG NOT SATISFACTORYA
 
.. CALL RETURN(6LTAPE17)----
--- ---- --- --- --........ ...-. .. ..... .
 . ..---

WRITE (7,10991 (DATDUT(I),I-1,2) -'
 








385 .....- C THIS SAVES/PROCESSESIOUTPUTS DATA FROM THE (HSETI-TH SERIES OF- -- -V
 
CLGMAX SETS OF KM SCANS ,6
 
RETURN-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - . . . .... ----

C-
I- - - ­390 C 
-1200 CONTINUE- N. 
C THIS EFFECTS CLOSURE OF THE SIMULATION RUN 
- ' WRITE (7,11)-----------------.. 
RETURN
--- 395----------C------------------------------------------------------------------------
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LOGICAL HOKLMN, NOLOE, NOAC,KALNAN, LaE, I~FlHRO,MKOPF 










































END .. -. . . . . . .	 ___ _ 
41000B. Ci. STORAGE USED--------.131 SECONDS. ....... ,. .--

MLTSIM6 
13.,. 1 n4V A 
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SUBROUTINE MLSSUG ... . .. 
PEAL LANDA 
LOGICAL NOKLMNNODOE, NOAC,KALMANLOE,TETHRDtMORE ... ...... 
COM$ON/RCVROO/THAMAXTHAMIN,TSTROMEGATF 
5 COiMftIRCVROI/NGMIN,NGMAXDELBLNGM,IRIAE .............. 
COMMON/RCVRO2/RHOAXDTHOTDROBOWSCONSO(4),NGD(4) 
- CO$MONIRCVRO3/PIF(9,9 ,FL25(4),FSAMP,KKMTETHRDNGNSJM . ............... . 
COMMONIRCVRO41DELTED(9), GGT(9,9),H(6,9),ICOUNTSIGNA
 
CDMMONIRCVROSINOLOENOXLHNNDACGAMES(6,RDIAG6),PMIAG(9) -...... . ­
10 COMMOki/RCVRO6/PPOIAG(9),RMAT( 66),PHI(6,6),PA(9,9),LAMOA(6)
 


















20 C GENERAL SIMULATION: OPTIMIZATION OF MLS RECEIVERS FOR -





EQUIVALENCE (THAMAXY(1)),(ALFAX(1)) .. __... .











- ---- C..-	 ... 




9 DO 10 I-1.9
 






















45 - .	 YCI)-YO(IIAE)gO CONTINUE
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. XC(4,IAE)=ALPHAR . .. 
XO(7,IAE).PI*BETA/I8O. 
..­60.. . . . . XU(B,IAE)-PI2*FSC .... . . 
TSANP-I./FSAMP 
..... ...  . . . . DELT-OELTATCIAE).-... . ...... . .... ..... . ..... ........... 
F(Z,3)DELT 
F 5,6)-DELT ............. 
65 FL7,8)"DELT 
. . . ... F(7,9)0. 5 DELT**2. ... .... . . . .. . .... ... 
F(8,9) DELT 









00 30 i. 
30.. X(I)-XO(I,IAE) .. 
30 CONTINUE 
- -CALLCONTRL(Z) ...C - -
. 
-
. . .. 










C FOLLOWING BEGINS SIMULATION PER SE, LGMAX RUNS"OF KM SCANS EACH 
85 
... .... . . 
CALL CONTRLC5)
00 777 MMSET-IMTIMES 
MSET.MMSET 
C . . 
CALL CONTRL(6} 
......... 
- -- - -- -- - - - - - -DC I LGGs1,LGMAX 
LG"LGG 
-..... 
S 90 CALL CONTRLC 7) 
DO 2 KK-IKN 
-... . .... .... .... .... ... 
95 
CALL CONTRLC8) 
IF (K .EO. 1) GO TO 122 
C 
C FOLLOWING ADVANCES THE TRUE STATE AND SAVE PRIOR VALUE 













CONTINUE .-- - - - -
CONTINUE 
- - - - - - - - - . . 
SBPVALUEB,PI,O.3C 




1122 IF(.NOT.TETHRD).GO TO 124-CONTINUE 
00,123 .I l, . . . 
.. . 
. . .. 
NLSIM6 
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-... C CONTINUE 
...... ......... 
_ _ _ 
120 C FOLG BEGINS COMPUTATION OF SIGNALS AND RELATED QUANTITIES 









130 C IOLG COMPUTES FOR THIS KTH SCAN THE SIGNAL PEAK TIMES TPKT, TPKF AND 
............. C THE COMPOSITE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO CSNR(K) ... 
__...___ 
TPKT-(X(2)-THAMAX)*SECPD -
C TPKFrTF+(THAMIN-X[Z))*SECPD . , '.. . . . . 
135 C THAJ.THAITPKT)-X(2), BY DEFINITION 
C PJ-PXLS(THE-THA(TPKT}1,1.0,BY DEFINITION 't" 
... 
C AND SIMILARLY FOR 
C 





BF-PVALUE(B+(WSC*0.5*WSCDOTTPKT|*TPKTPIG0.I ...-------... .. ..... ..... 
OJTsALZ+AAZ*PRJ*COS(BTI+AR2*(PRJ4*2) 
OJF-ALZ+AA2*PRJ*COS(BF)+AR2*(PRJ**2).........
CSNRT-SCRT QJT) ........ 




.. . . .. . .. 
H - ,DCSNR=CSNRMX-CSNRMN ... . . .. . ... . . . . 
150 C 
C FOLG INITIATES A J-LOOP TO COMPUTE SAMPLE TIMES AND (LINEAR) 
C ENVELOPE SAMPLE VALUES 
C 
............. 
. . . . ... .. . . ... - -. ...... . .. . ... 
DO 130 J=1,JM2 




C FDLG COMPUTES SAMPLE TIMES 
160 TJ"TZT+TINCR 
T(J|)TJ
T(JFR)TZF-TINCR . - - -
THAJ-THA(TJ) 
'PJ-PMLS(THE-THAJ) 
165 PRJ=PMLS(THR-TUAJ) . . . . .... 
C FOLG COMPUTES ENVELOPE SAMPLES 






MLS M 6 
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C . FOLLOWING COMPUTES RECEIVER RESPONSES
 
. . . . . . . . C 
CALL RCVR
 
- C . .. 
185 C FOLLOWING ASSIMILATES OATA FROM THIS SCAN FOR FUTURE EVALUATION
 
CALL CONTRL(9)-­
z CONTINUE .---.... 
C 
.......- 190 .. -. C FOLLOWING ASSIMILATES DATA FROM THIS LG-TH SET OF SCANS
 
C 
. CAL L C ONT R L ( l O ), ....-. 
1 CONTINUE 
195 C FOLLOWING ASSIMILATES'DATA FROM THIS MSET-TH SERIES OF LGMAX SETS OF KM SCANS 
19CCF LLN ASSIMLATES........ .""lA..7 .... 
C CALL CONTRL(11) 




S. - .... C FOLLOWING.CLOSES.JHE,.SIMULATION RUN- .........
 
--------------------- ~CALL CONX'TRI( iZI-------------------------------____ 
RETURN
 
END . . . . . . . . . . . . 
C 
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C THIS COMPUTES THE ANTENNA SCAN ANGLE AT LOCAL SCAN TIRE T.
 
C THE PARAMETERS OF THE SCAN WAVEFORM,NHENCE THE IDENTITY OF
 




-.*. 	 C -- TR TIME BETWEEN TRAVERSAL OF ZERO DEGREES IN A TO-FRO SCAN
 
C TS'OURATION OF THE TO SCAN
 
C TF"DURATION OF THE TO SCAN+INTERSCAN REST INTERVAL .
 
10 C THANAX-ANTENA ANGLE AT BEGINNING OF TO SCAN
 
. C THAMIN-ANTENNA ANGLE AT END OF TO SCAN -........
 






15 - I-TS+TF ,
 
IF(T;GE.O.0), GD TO 50
 








. . ..-.. ......-- .- .. ....
. 
100 IF(T.GE.TF) GO TO 200 
THA-THAMIN . .... .. 
RETURN 
25 - 200 IF(TGT.TIJ GO TO 250 " .-----.. . 
THA'THAMIN-OMEGA*(T-TF) 
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C(4)-S .. -..-..-..-... . 
RETURN 
END 
..... ... . 
... 
. --.. - -
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-------
BLOCKDATA MIS 73/172 TS 
 FTN 4.6 452 	 05117179 14.50.06 PAGE
 
-... 

























































.. DATA Jf/130/,TETHRD/.FALSE.j,K9/1Q00,FSAnP/..6E5. 
DATAKJ,60,,12.,1,Q.1,1*,.,l*.1#




S-... 	 DATA GQGT/81*0.1,PAI81*../ 
DATA RHFMAX/.8/,DTHO/2.75ITDRO/0.o,BO/O.O/,WSCO/O.O/ 
. ... . • .... DATA NOLOE/.TRUE./,NOKLMNI.FALSE.INDAC/.TRUE./. 
............................. 




I-' 	 410008 CM STORAGE USED .... .. 219 SECONDS.. 
MLSIM6 












COMiON RCVROO/IHAMAXYHANINTSTRONE GATF 




. . . . ... . 






15 -----. DIMENSION TPA1(9,9h)PHT(9,6),TPAZC(,91,IVING(6) 
DIMENSION RVNG(6),GAIN(9,6) 
IF (K' GT.' 0) GO TO 40 




. .. NS-NSO(IR) 
NG.NGO(IR) 




30 ,-. .... GOGT(6,6)-GQGT33--------..................... 
GOGT(8,8)-.O4/(OELT**Z) 
DO 20 I-1,NS -
00 10 J.',NS 
PA(IJ) O. ..... . .. 
10 CONTINUE 




-... . ..- CC-PI*POCRIT
IF(IRGTO) GO TO 30 . .. . ... ..... 




45 IF(NOAC) NG.NG 
KALNAN-,NOT. NOKLMN 





IF(K.GT.1) GO TO 50 
C DIAGNOSTIC OUTPUTOL INPUT OATA- FORK-1,GOES. HERE ... 
55 GO TO 90 
50 CONTINUE 
....... .... C FOLG EXTRAPOLATESSTATE ESTINATE, _ASREO,D 
OPRVR6 
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IF(IETHRO) GO TO 
00 70 1-1,NS 
80 
60 XS1(l)-O. 
DO 60 J-.1NS 
XS1(1)-XS1(I)+F(IJ)*XS(J)
.... ......... ... 
60 CONTINUE 
- 70 _ CONIINUE.. ,..... 
--..... 
65 80 CONTINUE 
90 CONTINUE 
C 





C FOLLOWING COMPUTES VECTORS 0(JMh)HWJMILAMDA(NG),ANO MATRICES DT(JMs -. . .. 
.. 
C NG)PPHI(NGNS) ALSO SQUARED AMPLITUDE ENVELOPE VECTOR U(JMIAND
C INOVATIONJS PROCESS VECTOR W(JM) ....... 
75 C CALL PHILM 
IF (NOLDE) GO TO 120 
-. C 
C FOLG COMPUTES RNAT-PHI-INVERSE AND THE LOE 
- 80--. . - CALL NATINV(RMAT,6,NGIVNGRVNG) 
.. .. . 
DO 100 11ING 
RDIAG (I)"RMAT (1I) 
100 CONTINUE 
85 
CALL >IATMUL (6,NGNG,6,NG,1,6,1,RMATLAMDAjGAMAES,1l) 
CALL MATNUL (6,NGNSs6,NG,1,9,1,H,GAMAESESLOE,2) 
-----­
.. . 00 1 I-1,NS 
XSLOE(I)-XS1(I)+ESLOE(I) 
110 
IF (NOKMN) XS(X)=XSLOE(I) 
CONTINUE 
90 - -120 CONTINUE 
IF (NOKL$N) GO TO 170 




COVARIANCE MATRIX PA(NSNS) 





DO 130 I'*INS 




FOLLOWING COMPUTES MOOIFIED-KALMAN GAIN MATRIX GAIN(NSNG) 




DO 140 I"1,NG 
TPAaCIl)*TPAZI,1I)+1. 




C FOLLOWING UPDATES STATEESTIMATE 
. 
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C FOLLOWING UPDATES STATE ESTIMATE ,ERROR COVARIANCE MATRIX
 



















CALL MATSM(PAPATPA2,1,9,9,9,NS,NSgNSNSO)-.... . .....-..... 
136 DO 160 I-1,NS 

















...........................ANZ.(AMX+AMN)/Z. .. ... ...... 
IF(NS.GE.5) XSt5)-SATU(XS(5)-AN2,(AMX-AMN/2J+AN2 
145 IF(NS.GE.6) XS6)-SATU(XS(C)I,.) 
IF (NS.GE.7) XS(T)-PVALUE(XS(T)lPIO.) 
.. .. .. .. .. .IF (NG.EQ.5) XS(8)-PVALUE(XS(B),PI/0ELTO.) .. . . . .. . . . . 
RSMAXmBOOO. 
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C THIS OPTIMAL VERSION OF PHILM IS FOR ALL SCALLOPING RATES 
C AND PROVIDES A CRUDE SEARCH-AND-ACQUISITION FUNCTION 
..... .. 5 C ACCESSED AS FOLLOWS: . ... . ..... . . ...... 
C SEARCH MODEl NGJINGKIN 
. . . ACOUISITION MODE' NGMIN.LT.NGM.LTNGMAX...-	 C 
C FULL TRACK MODE' NGM.NGMAX 
10 	 C
 






15 -... 	COMMONIRCVROI/NGINNGAXDELBLNGMIRIAE .... 
COMON/RCVRO2RHOMAXTHOTDROBOWSCONSO(6),NGO(6) 












--------------------.... COM1ON/RCVR09/BRCVRBBPDCRITCC .......... 
COMONiRCVRIO/ALFATHESTHESDTALFARTHRSTHRSDTBWSC, 
... . 25 . CWSCDOTXS(9)
DIMENSION INDEX(2),DT130,6),HW(130)W(130)
 
.. . . . . .. . . . C . . .... . . 
C FOLLOWING EFFECTS INITIALIZATION 
30 IF(K.GT.0) GO TO 10JMZ.JM/ ___ .... . - - - - - - - --...-..- .... .­
.JM1-JMt1 
. . .. . .5S 5 51 SIGXA* ).. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. 
RETURN 
... ...__35 _. .. - 1 .CONTINUE . ...... . .. . . .. .. 
.....  ... .. .. 
CC FOLLOmWING PROGRAMS THE SEARCH . . .. .. .. . . .. . . ..... . . 
IF (NGM.GT.NGMIN) GO TO 30 .. ... 
40 ALFAR.ALFA*RHOMAX 
..... ..............  - THRSOT T.OD........ . . .. ....... . ................. ...... .. ........ 
WSC.WSCO ---	 - -
THRS-THES-DTHO 
--4 5 C FOLG TETHERS WSCDOT ...-
WSCDOTOO. 
.. .. CONTINUE .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. 30 '. . . .. . . . . . ...... .C 















. C FOLLOWINGINITIATES.LOOP AND COMPUTES FUNCTIONS 
PLOPT6 
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.. .. .. ... C ,. OR EACH J- - - - - - - - .... - - - - -.... ..--..  	 ­
-C
 












. ..-. DJ-PDOT(THEE) .
 










. . . .... ...... 	 --- ..
CRJ-ONQRJ+.5*AR2Z*PR2J--- ----...... 

















85 C FOLG COMPLETES CALCULATIONS FOR TOFRO SCANS, RESP. . .....














95 IF (NGH.LT.NGMAX) GO TO 40 
-.. QJOQRJALL 
oIJ.D1J+C1*CB 















C ,FOLG IS FOR A 60 LOE DESIGN
 
OT(J,6)iDTJ5*TJ 
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115 	 60 ... CONTINUE -
C 
C FOLLOWING COMPUTES VECTOR LAIDA(NG) AND MATRICE PHI(NGNG)
C
 








O 100 L-1,I 
__ .. . . . . PHILI O. 
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